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Abstract
The thesis presented here deals with complex diffuse diffraction patterns. The analysis
of disorder diffuse scattering in molecular materials is approached by the derivation of
analytical expressions for displacement and/or substitutional disorder. Complex diffraction
patterns of atomistic systems with diffuse maxima at general positions in reciprocal space,
sharp satellites on top of diffuse scattering, or highly structured plane or curved diffuse
features, are treated with a novel modulation wave approach.
The first part of the thesis in concerned with disorder diffuse scattering in molecular
systems. Analytical models are presented to describe the diffuse scattering intensity as a
function of reciprocal space coordinates. For this purpose, the molecules are treated as
rigid bodies and a complex molecular form factor is introduced. The molecular form factor
describes the Fourier transform of the shape of the molecule and can be used to characterize
the underlying type of disorder.
For pure substitutional and pure displacement disorder, techniques are presented to sep-
arate the contributions of the molecular form factor and the pure disorder diffuse scattering
in reciprocal space; this allows a simple least squares fitting routine to refine parameters
that describe the disorder. The techniques developed here are tested by simulating dif-
fuse scattering data and comparing the simulation parameters to the results of the least
squares analysis. Also, for a combination of displacement and substitutional disorder the
formalism developed allows for a least squares analysis of the diffuse scattering. The agree-
ment between disorder parameters derived from the simulated model crystal and the diffuse
scattering analysis is remarkable.
Experimentally, the analysis of single crystal diffuse scattering is demonstrated on the
molecular compound tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide and the host guest inclu-
sion compound build of thiourea and 1-bromoadamantane. The tricarboxamide system is
binary substitutionally disordered and shows a frustration a hexagonal lattice. For the
simple system, with only one disordered site per unit cell with binary disorder, the correla-
tion coefficients can be derived from a projection of the diffuse intensity into one reciprocal
unit cell, eliminating the need for an accurate average structure refinement for the dis-
order analysis. In the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host guest inclusion compound the
1-bromoadamantane guest molecules are severely disordered within the thiourea host chan-
nel structure. An average structure solution does not reveal the guest positions within the
host lattice. Nevertheless, the diffuse scattering analysis allows for a disorder model, ac-
counting for both, host and guest disorder, revealing preferred arrangements of the guest
molecules on a local scale.
The second part of this thesis is concerned with a modulation wave approach to diffuse
scattering. Modulated crystal structures where plane wave modulation functions vary the
occupancy and/or displacement of atoms on certain sites within the crystal structure, do
not necessarily possess lattice periodicity in three-dimensional space. Lattice periodicity
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is recovered in (3 + d)-dimensional superspace, which offers an elegant way to describe
modulated structures and their diffraction patterns.
A new approach is presented for the description of broad diffuse maxima and/or sharp
satellites on top of diffuse scattering by introducing a well-defined disorder into superspace.
The computational generation of model structures that show diffuse maxima at general
positions in reciprocal space becomes straightforward. The disordered superspace approach
allows to treat both substitutional and displacement disorder. The generation of model
structures that show diffuse rods or layers needs only very few parameters. Extinction rules
that are observed in diffuse scattering can be analysed using superspace symmetry. The
reflection conditions observed in modulated crystal structures are directly transferable to
the disordered superspace approach. The diffuse planes observed in the electron diffraction
of ThAsSe are described using the disordered superspace approach.
Highly structured diffuse scattering not only occurs as flat planes and rods, but also highly
structured curved, diffuse features have been observed. A modulation wave approach, that
uses circular wave fronts, is introduced for a simple description of curved diffuse features.
The generation of disordered systems that show diffuse circles, tubes or spheres is straight-
forward with the computational recipe developed here.
The work presented in this thesis establishes techniques for the development of disorder
models from reciprocal space analysis in single crystal diffuse scattering. The approaches
presented here allow for a deeper understanding of disorder diffuse scattering in molecu-
lar materials and complex, highly structured diffuse scattering patterns. The foundations
developed have the potential to substantially simplify diffuse scattering analysis, especially
for molecular and/or modulated structures.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation mit dem Titel „Fehlordnungsmodelle durch Analyse des rezi-
proken Raums in diffuser Einkristallstreuung“ beschäftigt sich mit der Analyse komplex ver-
teilter diffuser Streuung im reziproken Raum. Diffuse Streuung aufgrund von Fehlordnung
in molekularen Materialien wird über die Herleitung analytischer Ausdrücke für Besetzungs-
und Verschiebungsfehlordung behandelt. Die komplexen Beugungsdiagramme von atoma-
ren Systemen, welche diffuse Maxima auf allgemeinen Positionen im reziproken Raum zei-
gen, scharfe Satelliten auf breiter, diffuser Streuung oder stark strukturierte planare oder
gebogene diffuse Verteilungen, werden über einen neuartigen Modulationswellen-Ansatz in-
terpretiert.
Der erste Teil der Arbeit behandelt diffuse Streuung in fehlgeordneten, molekularen Syste-
men. Ein analytischer Ansatz wird beschrieben, welcher die Intensität der diffusen Streuung
als Funktion der Koordinaten im reziproken Raum ausdrückt. Hierbei werden die Moleküle
als starre Körper behandelt und ein komplexer molekularer Formfaktor wird eingeführt.
Der molekulare Formfaktor kann als die Fouriertransformation der atomaren Anordnung
der Atome im Molekül betrachtet werden und kann für die Charakterisierung der Fehlord-
nungsart herangezogen werden.
Für reine Besetzungs- beziehungsweise reine Verschiebungsfehlordnung werden Metho-
den präsentiert, welche die Beträge des molekularen Formfaktors und der rein durch die
Fehlordnung bedingten diffusen Streuung im reziproken Raum separieren. Dies erlaubt eine
Verfeinerung von Fehlordnungsparametern an die diffuse Streuung unter Anwendung der
Methode der kleinsten Quadrate. Die entwickelten Methoden werden an Hand von simulier-
ten, fehlgeordneten Kristallen getestet: Die Fehlordnungsparameter der zugrunde liegenden
simulierten Struktur und die Fehlordnungsparameter, die aus der Analyse der simulierten
diffusen Streuung gewonnen wurden, werden verglichen und zeigen hervorragende Über-
einstimmung, auch wenn eine Kombination aus Besetzungs- und Verschiebungsfehlordnung
vorliegt.
Die experimentelle Analyse diffuser Streuung in molekularen Systemen wird anhand von
zwei Systemen demonstriert. Das erste Beispiel, Tris-tert-Butyl-1,3,5-Benzol Tricarboxa-
mid, ist eine molekulare Verbindung, die binäre Besetzungsfehlordnung mit einer Frustrati-
on auf dem hexagonalen Gitter aufzeigt. Für solche einfachen Systeme, mit nur einer binär
fehlgeordenten Position in der Elementarzelle, können die Fehlordnungsparameter durch
eine Projektion der diffusen Intensität in eine reziproke Elementarzelle bestimmt werden.
Dies eliminiert die Notwendigkeit einer akkuraten mittleren Strukturverfeinerung für die
Analyse der Fehlordnung. Im zweiten Beispiel, der Wirt-Gast Einschlussverbindung aus
Thioharnstoff und 1-Bromoadamantan, sind die 1-Bromoadamantan Gastmoleküle in den
Kanälen der Thioharnstoff-Wirtsstruktur stark fehlgeordnet. Bei der Lösung der mittleren
Struktur ist es nicht möglich die Position der Gastmoleküle in der Elementarzelle zu be-
stimmen. Trotzdem kann durch die Analyse der diffusen Streuung ein Fehlordnungsmodell
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erstellt werden, welches sowohl bevorzugte lokale Anordnungen der Gastmoleküle als auch
die Verschiebungsfehlordnung der Wirtsstruktur beschreibt. Daraus lässt sich zudem ein
konsistentes Modell der mittleren Struktur erstellen, was zuvor ohne Berücksichtigung der
diffusen Streuung nicht möglich war.
Der zweite Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit stellt einen neuartigen Modulationswellenansatz
zur Analyse diffuser Streuung vor. Kristallstrukturen, bei denen die Besetzung oder Ver-
schiebung der Atome durch eine ebene Modulationswelle beschrieben werden, zeigen unter
Umständen keine dreidimensionale Gitterperiodizität. Trotzdem sind diese Strukturen strikt
geordnet. Die Superraum-Kristallographie ermöglicht eine Beschreibung modulierter Struk-
turen und ihrer Beugungsdiagramme im periodischen (3 + d)-dimensionalen Superraum.
In dieser Arbeit wird Fehlordnung in den Superraum eingeführt, um breite diffuse Maxi-
ma und/oder scharfe Satellitenreflexe auf breit verteilter diffuser Streuung zu beschreiben.
Dies ermöglicht eine direkte Beschreibung diffuser Maxima auf allgemeinen Positionen im
reziproken Raum. Mit dem fehlgeordneten Superraumansatz werden sowohl Besetzungs- als
auch Verschiebungsfehlordnung beschrieben. Die Beschreibung diffuser Stäbe und Ebenen
durch allgemeine Lagen im reziproken Raum erfolgt so mit vergleichsweise wenigen Fehlor-
dungsparametern. Zudem lassen sich die Reflexionsbedingungen, welche für die Satelliten-
reflexe modulierter Strukturen gelten, direkt auf die diffusen Maxima des fehlgeordenten
Superraumansatzes übertragen. Die computerbasierte Erzeugung fehlgeordneter Struktu-
ren, welche stark strukturierte diffuse Streuung auf allgemeinen Positionen im reziproken
Raum erzeugen, wird demonstriert. Als Anwendungsbeispiel wird die fehlgeordnete Struktur
von ThAsSe diskutiert. Elektronenbeugungsbilder an ThAsSe zeigen in der Literatur diffuse
Ebenen, welche mit dem fehlgeordneten Superraum-Ansatz beschrieben werden können. So
kann direkt ein strukturelles Modell erzeugt werden.
Stark strukturierte diffuse Streuung tritt nicht nur in der Form von Stäben oder Ebe-
nen auf, sondern auch scharfe, gekrümmte Linien oder Ebenen werden beobachtet. Ein
Modulationswellenansatz, der sphärische und kreisförmige Wellenfronten nutzt, wird für
die einfache Beschreibung solcher gekrümmten Intensitätsverteilungen eingeführt. Dadurch
können Anleitungen für die computerbasierte Erzeugung fehlgeordneter Strukturen, welche
im Beugungsexperiment diffuse Kreise, Zylinder oder Kugeln zeigen, generiert werden.
Die vorliegende Arbeit etabliert Methoden, um durch eine Analyse der diffusen Ein-
kristallstreuung im reziproken Raum Fehlordnungsmodelle zu erstellen. Die präsentierten
Ansätze verbessern das Verständnis der reinen fehlordnungsbedingten diffusen Streuung in
molekularen Materialen und bei komplexen, stark strukturierten Streubildern. Die hier ge-
legten Grundlagen haben das Potential, die Analyse diffuser Einkristallstreuung drastisch
zu vereinfachen, insbesondere für molekulare und/oder modulierte Strukturen.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
Un beau désordre est un effect de l’art.
(A beautiful disorder is an effect of art.)
Nicolas Boileau [1]
In crystallography, for a long time, crystals were defined as solid materials that possess
translational symmetry in three-dimensional space [2]. This definition inevitably requires
a perfectly ordered solid material, not allowing for any kind of disorder. These perfect
crystals can easily be investigated with the tools for structure solution and refinement
conventionally used in crystallography, by analysing the spot-like main reflections, also
referred to as Bragg reflections. This analysis will yield an average building block, the unit
cell. For well-ordered systems, the unit cell contains all essential structural information, no
defects or displacements give rise to a local structural configuration that differs from the
average structure.
When investigating real crystals, especially alloys, or molecular materials, disorder is
quite often encountered. As of the year 2015 approximately 30% of the entries of the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)1 contain disordered components [3]. In the case of
disordered structures, the average unit cell does not describe a building block anymore; the
real structure, when investigated on a local scale, contains only one of the two or more
disordered components.
To make room for disorder and for incommensurately modulated crystal structures and
quasicrystals (see e.g. [4] and [5]) the International Union of Crystallography updated the
definition of a crystal in 1991 to: “A material is a crystal if it has essentially a sharp
diffraction pattern. The word essentially means that most of the intensity of the diffraction
is concentrated in relatively sharp Bragg reflections, besides the always present diffuse
scattering” [6, 7]. This updated definition does not require translational symmetry anymore
but gives diffraction as an inherent and defining feature for a crystal.
1.1 Ordered and disordered Materials
The structure of materials plays a key role in the process of understanding and applying
their properties. When the three-dimensional arrangement of the atoms in a solid material
1“The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) contains a complete record of all published organic
and metal–organic small–molecule crystal structures.” [3]
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is known, conclusions about interactions on the picometer length scale can be drawn. For
well-ordered crystalline solids the structure can be solved by the means of conventional
diffraction techniques that utilize the aforementioned sharp Bragg reflections. In those
cases, the diffuse scattering is ignored, and an average crystal structure provides a sufficient
picture for the local structure.
In the case of disordered structures, the average unit cell does not reveal all there is to the
structure: In the real structure the content and the atomic positions in one unit cell may
differ significantly from that of a neighbouring unit cell and the average unit cell can be only
regarded as a weighted average of all configurations occurring in the crystal. Many materials
with interesting physical and/or technological properties rely on disorder. Examples include
alloys [8], ferroelectrics [9, 10], superconductors [11] and pharmaceuticals [12, 13].
There are different types of disorder; strictly speaking any deviation, even the tiniest
displacement of an atom, from the average structure is disorder. Therefore, the most
common kind of disorder, which is inherent to all crystal structures that are not held at
0 K, is displacement disorder. Due to thermal motion, which is inevitable at temperatures
above 0 K, the atoms in a crystal structure will vibrate about their average position. In the
case of molecules forming the crystal structure, it is convenient to regard the whole molecules
or molecular fragments as rigid units. In addition to the translational degrees of freedom,
molecules or molecular fragments can be rotated around an axis in three-dimensional space.
Hence, in molecular crystals displacement disorder can be divided into translational and
rotational disorder.
The other kind of disorder is substitutional disorder2. In that case, one site within
the average unit cell can be occupied by several different atom types. In a substitutionally
disordered system the local chemical composition in one unit cell can differ from the average
chemical composition. This is frequently the case in atomic alloys [8]. In molecular materials
substitutional disorder is also not uncommon (see e.g. [14–16]). For example, a molecule
can occupy one site in the unit cell in several different orientations.
In many systems that show substitutional disorder, displacement disorder will be observed
at the same time. In an alloy, where the two atoms have slightly different sizes, this can
be explained by a hand-waving argument: If two “big” atoms sit next to each other, their
respective cores will be separated by a slightly larger distance than the average distance
between two atoms, while two “small” atoms next to each other will have a slightly shorter
distance. In alloys this displacement disorder as a result of the substitutional disorder is
called “atomic size effect” [17]. An analogous effect can be found in molecular materials,
where molecules in different orientations occupy the same lattice site: Depending on the
end-groups distances of neighbouring molecules the molecule-centres may relax to be sep-
arated by a shorter or longer distance than the average distance. Both kinds of disorder,
displacement and substitutional, are defects in the perfect crystal structure.
1.2 Diffuse scattering
The official definition of a crystal already includes the term diffuse scattering. Diffuse
scattering describes the comparatively weak, seemingly unstructured scattering signal that
2The CSD entries refer to disorder when one component is disordered about several sites. So for
the CSD entry to trigger the word disorder, substitutional disorder is necessary.
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Figure 1.1.: (a) Ordered, two-dimensional configuration of H2O molecules on a square lat-
tice. (b) The H2O molecules rotated randomly around their respective oxygen
position. (c) H2O molecules with correlated disorder: There are four possible
orientations of each H2O molecule, the short-range order results in every oxygen
being surrounded by four hydrogens. (d), (e) and (f) show the calculated X-ray
diffraction patterns of the configurations shown in (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
While the ordered configuration (a) only shows sharp Bragg reflections at in-
teger h and k, the random rotation in (b) gives rise to a broad diffuse ring in
(e). The correlated disorder in (c) transforms this broad diffuse ring into sharp
lines through the Bragg reflections in (f). Figure inspired by [20].
is observed in between the Bragg reflections. The Bragg scattering, utilized to analyse the
average structure, only contains information on one-body correlations [18, 19]. In contrast
the diffuse scattering provides information about two-body correlations. This enables the
observation of correlated disorder and its quantitative analysis.
1.2.1. Correlated disorder
Both, displacement and substitutional disorder, can be completely random. In the case
of displacement disorder the displacement of one atom is then completely independent of
the displacement of another atom at some other position in the crystal. In the case of
substitutional disorder, the probability to find a certain chemical species at one site of the
unit cell is independent of the chemical surroundings. In these cases, monotonic diffuse
Laue scattering can be observed.
If on the other hand the defects show a tendency to order on a local scale, the term
correlated disorder is appropriate. As the order is only on a local scale, the crystal structure
3
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is not periodic: A certain preferred local configuration is not necessarily repeated somewhere
else within the crystal. The term short-range order is also used quite frequently. As soon as
the disorder is correlated, the diffuse scattering becomes modulated throughout reciprocal
space [20], see Figure 1.1.
1.2.2. Analysis of diffuse scattering
The analysis of diffuse scattering aims to build a disorder model: The correlations between
the disordered components are determined qualitatively and/or quantitatively. A structural
model which describes local configurations that qualitatively and quantitatively describe the
distribution and intensity of the diffuse scattering in reciprocal space, while at the same time,
satisfying the constraints given by the average structure, is desired. Over the last decades,
several, powerful approaches have been developed for this purpose. In the following a short
overview is given, a more detailed discussion is presented in Chapter 3.4.
Unlike for the analysis of Bragg scattering data, there is no routine method for the
analysis of single crystal diffuse scattering. There is no general approach to solve a disorder
problem, and for most solved problems a specific approach had to be developed. Especially
in complex short-range ordered systems, with multiple sites per unit cell and multiple
disordered components, the model building is rather complicated. In general, molecular
systems can be regarded as more complicated than pure atomistic systems, since there are
more atoms per unit cell involved.
The methods for diffuse scattering analysis can mainly be divided into four approaches:
Analytical models, 3D-Pair distribution functions, direct Monte Carlo and reverse Monte
Carlo modelling. As computational power was very limited in the beginnings of X-ray
crystallography, analytical models were developed to describe the diffuse scattering that
was observed in coexistence with sharp Bragg reflections [21, 22]. These methods have been
developed further for quantitative analysis of diffuse intensities, see e.g. [15, 17, 23–27]. The
newest modelling approach for the analysis of diffuse scattering is the three-dimensional
delta pair distribution function (3D-∆PDF), which is realized in the program Yell [28].
Here, the diffuse scattering data is Fourier transformed to interpret the correlations in
direct space.
Other well-established approaches to model diffuse scattering are direct and reverse Monte
Carlo modelling: A structure that satisfies the constraints of the average structure in terms
of occupancies is generated for a computational model. The structure can then be regarded
as the modelling box. In direct Monte Carlo modelling an initial disorder model is needed for
the correlations that are anticipated to be relevant for describing the diffuse scattering. The
model is adapted, using a Monte Carlo approach, to satisfy the desired correlations and the
diffuse scattering of the model structure is then calculated. The parameters quantifying the
correlations are then refined to the measured diffuse scattering data, e.g. using a differential
evolution algorithm [29]. For sample applications see e.g. [8, 12, 14, 30, 31]. The principle
of reverse Monte Carlo methods is that the modelling box is figuratively shaken and then
the resulting diffuse scattering is calculated. This process is repeated until the calculated
and measured intensity match to a desired level and the resulting structure is then analysed
for the desired correlations. The application of reverse Monte Carlo modelling to single
crystal diffuse scattering is systematically investigated in [32].
The most widely used approach in single crystal diffuse scattering analysis today is based
4
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on either direct or reverse Monte Carlo modelling. In this thesis, analytical models will be
used in an attempt to simplify the analysis of complex diffuse diffraction patterns. Ana-
lytical expressions are derived for complex diffuse scattering analysis involving molecules,
which enables a least squares analysis of the diffuse scattering in reciprocal space and allows
to match different disordered components to their respective diffuse scattering contributions.
1.3 Superspace crystallography and aperiodic
structures
Aperiodic crystals are crystals, whose diffraction pattern consists of sharp Bragg reflections,
that cannot be indexed using integer (h, k, l). Such structures include incommensurately
modulated phases and quasicrystals [5]. No three-dimensional periodic model can be found
that describes the structural features of an aperiodic structure; they do not possess trans-
lational symmetry in three-dimensional space. Nevertheless, aperiodic crystals are ordered
arrangements [33]. The diffraction pattern of an aperiodic modulated crystal can be indexed
using (3 + d) reciprocal basis vectors [34]: three conventional Bragg indices plus d addi-
tional indices for satellite reflections. The concept of superspace crystallography restores
periodicity by introducing additional dimensions [35]. An atom is no longer described as
a point-scatterer in three-dimensional space, but as a d-dimensional surface in higher di-
mensional space [36]. A possible three-dimensional configuration in physical space can be
obtained as a three-dimensional cut, perpendicular to the additional dimensions, through
the (3 + d) dimensional superspace. The three-dimensional reciprocal space is a projec-
tion of the (3 + d) dimensional reciprocal superspace onto the three-dimensional real space
axes [34]. This will be introduced in more detail in Chapter 7.
In modulated crystal structures, the occupancy, the displacement, the magnetic moment
and/or the atomic displacement parameter of the atoms in the three-dimensional structure
may be modulated [34]. The d-dimensional atomic surface can be described by a modulation
function.
Like disordered structures, modulated crystal structures possess varying occupancies or
displacements in the three-dimensional unit cell. While the disordered structures con-
sidered in diffuse scattering analysis only show short-range order correlations, modulated
crystal structures are long-range ordered. In principle, modulated crystal structures can be
described using the disorder parameters from disorder diffuse scattering analysis in three-
dimensional space. The number of parameters needed to describe the sharp Bragg-like
satellite reflections by the three-dimensional disorder parameters would be enormous. The
superspace crystallography approach uses modulation functions in higher dimensional space
to quantitatively describe sharp satellite reflections. The number of parameters to generate
a model, is thus small compared to a three-dimensional disorder parameter approach.
1.4 Scope of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to present methods that allow to establish a disorder model from
reciprocal space analysis. The thesis is divided into two parts.
The first part approaches diffuse scattering in molecular disordered systems. The analyt-
ical models that describe diffuse scattering in reciprocal space are extended to a formalism
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using molecular form factors [37]. This approach then enables to decouple the effect of the
molecular form factor from the disorder diffuse scattering and allows to directly determine
the components involved in the disorder. This information can then either be implemented
in the configuration of a starting model for direct Monte Carlo modelling, or the analytical
formalism can be used in a least squares algorithm to determine the correlations quantit-
atively.
Part I is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 the principles of the kinematic scattering
theory will be presented, including the limitations, when it comes to the modelling of ex-
perimental data. Parameters that quantitatively describe correlated disorder are introduced
in Chapter 3. Different disorder models for substitutional and displacement disorder will be
introduced and described quantitatively. Chapter 4 will present the analytical formulation
of the diffuse scattering intensity as a function of reciprocal space coordinates. Chapter 5
discusses the application of the method proposed in Chapter 4 to simulated disordered
model systems. This serves as a benchmark for the diffuse scattering analysis via analyt-
ical equations in molecular disordered systems. Experimentally obtained diffuse scattering
data of disordered systems such as tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide and the
thiourea 1-bromoadamatane host-guest inclusion compound will be presented and analysed
in Chapter 6.
The second part introduces in Chapter 7 the modulation wave approach and superspace
crystallography as the (3 + d)-dimensional interpretation of modulation waves. As super-
space is perfectly periodic, a novel model, introducing disorder in superspace is described
in Chapter 8, leading to disordered structures that show diffuse satellite reflections in recip-
rocal space. Chapter 9 discusses the possibility of introducing a non-plane wave modulation
function to generate sharp continuous lines in reciprocal space.
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Part I:
The influence of the molecular
form factor on single crystal
diffuse scattering

Chapter 2.
Kinematic scattering theory
This chapter outlines the basic principles of kinematic scattering theory and its applica-
tion to the analysis of diffraction data. The theory is discussed on the example of X-ray
diffraction, but the results can be easily transferred to neutron and electron scattering.
2.1 Thomson scattering
X-rays are electromagnetic waves, defined by a wave vector ~k with |~k| = 2piλ . λ is the
wavelength of the electromagnetic wave, which is on the order of 1Å for X-rays. In the ex-
periments performed in crystal diffraction the electromagnetic wave incident on the sample
can be described as a plane wave, where the incident electric and magnetic field oscillate
perpendicular to the propagation direction given by the wave vector ~k:
~Ei (~r, t) = ~E0 exp
(
i
(
ωt− ~k~r
))
. (2.1)
~E0 is the amplitude of the electric field, ω is the frequency, t the time and ~r describes a
point in three-dimensional space.
The interaction between an electromagnetic wave and matter is determined by the charge
distribution in the matter at hand. When an X-ray photon encounters an atom, it can
either be absorbed by the atom or scattered. For diffraction and structure determination
the scattering process is the relevant process. As atoms are made of neutrons and protons in
the nucleus and electrons surrounding the nucleus, it is of great importance to understand
scattering by a single electron or proton.
Thomson scattering describes elastic scattering by a free particle in a classical formal-
ism [38, 39], i.e. no energy is transferred from the photon to the electron [40]. A full
quantum mechanical treatment includes a possible energy transfer and therefore accounts
for Compton scattering. For the kinematic scattering theory approach a classical treatment
is sufficient and for a quantum mechanical extension the reader is referred to [38].
For the scattering of a free electron, a beam of X-rays propagating along the z-direction
incident on an electron at the origin is considered (see Figure 2.1). The quantity that is
of interest is the resulting scattered electric field at a point of observation P at a vector ~R
from the electron. The coordinate system is chosen in such a way, that P is in the plane
spanned by ~x and ~z.
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x
y
z
I0
2θ
~S0
~Ss
~s
Figure 2.1.: An incident beam of X-rays I0 is propagating along ~z and scattered by an
electron at the origin. The scattered wave propagates in the direction of the
vector ~Ss.
x
y
z
φ
e−
~Es
~a
~R
P
Figure 2.2.: An electron at the origin is accelerated by an oscillating electric field, yielding
the acceleration ~a in y-direction. As a result, at a point of observation P (in
the plane spanned by ~x and ~z) at vector ~R the electric field ~Es is observed. The
electric field ~Es is perpendicular to the direction of observation.
A charged particle is accelerated with an acceleration ~a along the force ~F exerted by the
electric field on the particle [38]:
~a =
~F
m
= e
~E0
m
exp(iωt). (2.2)
Here e is the charge and m is the mass of the electron. An accelerated charge again
radiates electromagnetic waves. As the electric field ~E0 of the incident radiation oscillates,
an electron, accelerated by the incident wave acts as a source of dipole radiation. The
magnitude of the scattered electric field
∣∣∣ ~E0s∣∣∣ at a point of observation P at a vector ~R
from the origin is then given as [41]:
∣∣∣ ~E0s∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣µ0e sin(φ)4pi|~R| ~a
∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.3)
where φ is the angle between the direction of electron acceleration and the direction of
observation as indicated in Figure 2.2 for the special case that the acceleration is in y-
direction. µ0 is the vacuum permeability.
The scattered electric field can be written as:
~Es(~r, t) = ~E0s exp
(
i
(
ωt− ~ks~r − α
))
. (2.4)
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~ks is the wave vector of the scattered wave in the direction of observation. The direction
of observation is indicated in Figure 2.1 with ~Ss. α is the phase lag with which the charge
radiates the incident radiation.
The quantity measured in experiments is a photon flux, which corresponds to the intensity
Is. The intensity is proportional to the absolute square of the amplitude of the electric field:
I ∝ |E|2. Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3 then allow to express the intensity scattered by a
single electron as a function of incident intensity:
Is = I0
r2e
R2
sin2(φ). (2.5)
re = µ0e
2
4pim is the classical electron radius [42].
If the incident beam is completely polarized along the y-direction (φ = 90◦ as depicted in
Figure 2.2) the incident field oscillates perpendicular to the direction of observation. The
polarization term sin(φ) in Equation 2.3 becomes unity. If on the other hand the incident
beam is completely polarized along the x-direction, the angle φ is the angle between the
direction of observation and the x-axis. The scattering angle 2θ is defined in Figure 2.1 as
the angle between the incident and scattered beam. In this case, the relation φ = 90◦ − 2θ
holds and the polarization term in Equation 2.3 becomes cos(2θ).
In general, the incident beam is neither completely polarized along the y- nor along the
x-direction, but a vector decomposition can be done: The incident beam polarization is
expressed in terms of the proportions parallel K‖ (polarization component along the x-axis)
and perpendicular K⊥ (polarization component along the y-axis) to the plane spanned by
~z and ~x. This then yields:
Is =
r2e
R2
I0(K‖ cos2(2θ) +K⊥). (2.6)
The scattered intensity Is depends on the distance of observation, the polarization of the
incident beam and the scattering angle 2θ [38, 41].
In the case of an unpolarized incident beam Equation 2.6 is transformed to the Thomson
formula [43]:
Ie =
r2e
R2
I0
(
1 + cos2(2θ)
2
)
. (2.7)
Equation 2.7 describes the scattering of X-rays by a single free electron. The term in brack-
ets is called polarization factor. The Thomson formula cannot be verified experimentally,
because no scatterer that solely consist of free electrons is available [41]. The results gained
can be applied to the scattering of atoms, which will be discussed in the next section.
2.2 Scattering by atoms and assemblies of atoms
An atom is an assembly of neutrons and protons in the core and electrons in the shell. As
the protons in the nucleus are approximately 1836 times heavier than the electrons [43], the
scattered intensity of the nucleus can be neglected in comparison to the intensity scattered
by the electrons.1
1The scattered intensity for an electron is proportional to the square of the classical electron radius
re = µ0e
2
4pim . The same term would hold for the proton scattering, withm as the mass of the proton.
Hence, the scattered intensity from a single proton is approximately 3.4 · 106 times weaker than
that of an electron.
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~r
~S0
~Ss
∆x1
∆x2
Figure 2.3.: The incident beam of X-rays is a plane wave characterized by the vector ~S0.
The wave is scattered by an electron at the origin 0 and one at ~r. The resulting
path difference of the scattered waves is ∆x = ∆x2 −∆x1.
For an electron in the atomic shell the scattering process can be described in the classical,
kinematic approximation if the electron is in the same state before and after the scattering
process [41]. In such a process no energy is transferred from the X-ray photon to the electron
or vice versa and the wavelength of the scattered X-ray is the same as that of the incident
X-ray.
If an incoming beam of X-rays is scattered by an assembly of electrons, the scattered
waves interfere. For interference the phases of the scattered waves have to be considered.
In Chapter 2.1, the scattering of a single electron at the origin was discussed. Here, the
phase difference of an electron at the origin and an electron at ~r has to be considered.
The path difference ∆x of the electron at ~r and the electron at the origin, depends on the
direction of the scattered wave. The vector ~S0 is related to the wave vector of the incident
wave ~k by ~k = 2pi~S0, and accordingly ~Ss is related to the wave vector of the scattered wave.
With Figure 2.3 the path difference ∆x = ∆x2 −∆x1 can be calculated to:
∆x =
~Ss
|~Ss|
· ~r −
~S0
|~S0|
· ~r = ~s|~Ss|
· ~r, (2.8)
with the scattering vector ~s = ~Ss − ~S0 as defined in Figure 2.1. The phase difference ∆φ is
calculated accordingly to be (|~Ss| = |~S0| = 1λ is used):
∆φ = 2pi∆x
λ
= 2pi~s~r. (2.9)
The probability to find an electron n at a position ~r is related to the respective wave
function Ψn(~r). The corresponding electron density is then ρn(r) = |Ψn(~r)|2. For the
classical approach to scattering, the scattering of a volume element dv is considered. The
meaning of the electron density is that the volume element dv carries a charge ρndv. The
total scattered amplitude of a single electron n at an arbitrary position ~r is given as [41]:
fe,n(~s) =
∫
ρn(~r) exp(i∆φ)dv =
∫
ρn(~r) exp (2pii~s~r) d3~r. (2.10)
The coherently scattered intensity from a single electron then yields:
Ie,n = Ief2e,n. (2.11)
Ie is the Thomson scattering intensity given in Equation 2.7.
In a neutral atom with atomic number Z, there are Z electrons, and the scattering of an
atom is then the sum of the scattering of the individual electrons:
Iatom =
(
Z∑
n=1
fe,n
)2
Ie = f2Ie. (2.12)
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Figure 2.4.: (a) Atomic form factor f for a carbon and an oxygen atom for X-ray diffraction.
(b) Atomic form factor f for a carbon atom for X-ray and electron diffraction
and the coherent neutron scattering length b. Form factors and scattering
length were calculated using the DISCUS-program [29].
The term f is called atomic scattering factor or atomic form factor [38, 41] and is a function
of the scattering vector ~s.
With the relativistic Hatree-Fock method the mean atomic scattering factor for an atom
with spherical electron density can be calculated as a function of |~s| = 2 sin(θ)λ [44]. The
International Tables of Crystallography C [44] contain tabulated values of the form factor
for atoms as a function of sin(θ)λ . Figure 2.4(a) shows the atomic form factor of a carbon
atom and an oxygen atom as a function of |~s|.
An intermediate step from scattering by a single atom and diffraction by crystals is to
consider the scattering by an assembly of atoms. For this the electron density of an assembly
of atoms ρa has to be considered:
ρa(~x) =
N∑
i=1
ρi(~x) · δ(~r − ~ri). (2.13)
Here ρi(~r) is the electron density of an atom i centred at ~ri. In accordance to Equation 2.10
the scattering factor of the assembly of atoms can be expressed as:
Fa(~s) =
∫
ρa(~r) exp (2pii~s~r) d3~r = F [ρa(~r)] , (2.14)
where F denotes the operation of a Fourier transform. This scattering factor of an assembly
of atoms is called structure factor and can be interpreted as a Fourier transform of the
electron density [43]. Inserting Equation 2.13 yields:
Fa(~s) =
N∑
i=1
fi(~s) exp (2pii~s~ri) , (2.15)
where fi(~s) is the atomic form factor of atom i. The scattered intensity of an assembly
of atoms is proportional to the absolute square of the structure factor |Fa(~s)|2, similar to
Equation 2.12:
Ia(~s) = |Fa(~s)|2Ie. (2.16)
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The scattered intensity is a function of the scattering vector ~s and the Thomson scattering
intensity. It is therefore strongly dependent on the direction of observation. The structure
factor expressed here is in the kinematic approximation, also called first Born approximation
or single scattering approximation. The limitations of this approximation are discussed in
Chapter 2.4. The electron density as stated in Equation 2.13 and the structure factor in
Equation 2.15 both imply the independent atom model: The electron distribution around
the nucleus is assumed to be spherical and the effect of valence electrons involved in bonding
is neglected [45]. The independent atom model is routinely used in structure determination
from X-ray diffraction. It leads to a less accurate description of the structure, whenever a
significant amount of the electron density of an atom is involved in its chemical bonding,
e.g. the electron distribution of an electron in a hydrogen atom that is bonded to another
atom is highly anisotropic about the hydrogen nucleus [45].
2.3 Diffraction by crystals
For the derivation of the scattering equations, a crystal is regarded as a three-dimensional
repetition of an arrangement of atoms or molecules. The repetition vectors are the three
crystal axes ~a, ~b, and ~c. The parallelepiped defined by ~a, ~b, and ~c is called the unit cell [38].
The lattice makes up a periodic point set [5] which can be defined as:
L(~r) =
+∞∑
u,v,w,=−∞
δ(~r − ~ru,v,w), (2.17)
where δ is the Dirac delta function and ~ru,v,w = u~a + v~b + w~c is a lattice vector with
u, v, w ∈ Z.
In the previous section the structure factor of an assembly of atoms was introduced. The
unit cell of a crystal can be considered such an assembly. Let ρu(~r) be the electron density
of a single unit cell. Then the electron density of the crystal ρc(~r) is the convolution of the
electron density of the unit cell with the lattice:
ρc(~r) = ρu(~r) ∗ L(~r). (2.18)
The diffracted intensity of an assembly of atoms is proportional to the square of the
structure factor, which can be interpreted as the Fourier transform of the electron density
(see Equation 2.14). Similarly, the amplitude scattered by the whole crystal Fc(~s) can be
written as:
Fc(~s) = F [ρc(~r)] = F [ρu(~r)] · F [L(~r)] = Fu(~s) · F [L(~r)] . (2.19)
Here Fu(~s) is the structure factor of the unit cell. In general Fu(~s) is a complex number.
The Fourier transform of the lattice gives a lattice in Fourier space: the reciprocal lattice.
Equivalently to the real space lattice the reciprocal lattice is spanned by three basis vectors
~a∗, ~b∗ and ~c∗. For the reciprocal lattice vectors the following conditions hold [38]:
~a∗ =
~b× ~c
~a
(
~b× ~c
) , (2.20)
~b∗ = ~c× ~a
~b (~c× ~a) , (2.21)
~c∗ = ~a×
~b
~c
(
~a×~b
) . (2.22)
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The reciprocal lattice vector ~a∗ is perpendicular to the direct lattice vectors ~b and ~c. This
yields:
~a · ~a∗ = ~b~b∗ = ~c~c∗ = 1 (2.23)
and
~a~b∗ = ~a~c∗ = ~b~a∗ = ~b~c∗ = ~c~a∗ = ~c~b∗ = 0. (2.24)
A point on the reciprocal lattice is defined by a reciprocal lattice vector ~H = h~a∗+k~b∗+l~c∗,
with h, k, l ∈ Z. This definition of the reciprocal lattice allows a further simplification of
Equation 2.19:
Fc(~s) =
1
Vu
Fu(~s)
+∞∑
h,k,l=−∞
δ
(
~s− ~H
)
, (2.25)
where Vu is the volume of the unit cell and the factor 1Vu results from the definition of the
reciprocal lattice vectors. Equation 2.25 directly yields the Laue conditions [42], which state
that a diffracted intensity is only observed if the scattering vector ~s is a reciprocal lattice
vector:
~a~s = h,
~b~s = k, (2.26)
~c~s = l.
The introduction of the reciprocal lattice also allows to write the structure factor of the
unit cell as a function of a reciprocal vector ~h = h~a∗ + k~b∗ + l~c∗. For a general vector ~h
in reciprocal space the multiplicative factors h, k and l are not necessarily integers, but can
be any real number.
Fu(~h) =
N∑
j=1
fj(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xj
)
, (2.27)
where ~xj is the vector of fractional coordinates of the atom j within the unit cell. The
fractional coordinates are expressed as fractions of the crystal axis ~a, ~b, and ~c.
Ewald’s sphere
A descriptive illustration of the Laue conditions in Equation 2.26 is the Ewald’s sphere (see
Figure 2.5). The Ewald sphere is a sphere of radius 1λ and the origin of the reciprocal lattice
is on the surface of the sphere. The incident beam described by ~S0 originates in the centre
of the sphere, as indicated in Figure 2.5; the way ~S0 is defined here, its length is equivalent
to the radius of the sphere. A reciprocal lattice point is in reflection condition if the Ewald
sphere cuts the lattice point [46]. The scattering vector ~s is then a reciprocal lattice vector.
In a diffraction experiment the crystal is rotated in the incident beam, which corresponds
to a rotation of the reciprocal lattice around the origin O. Any reciprocal lattice vector ~H
with a length | ~H| > 2λ can never be in reflection condition. Therefore, the wavelength is a
crucial factor that limits the amount of information available from the experiment [42].
Finite crystal sizes
The infinite lattice L(~r), as defined in Equation 2.17, is an infinite sum of delta functions
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O
P
~S0
~Ss
2θ
~s
~b∗
~a∗
Figure 2.5.: Ewald’s sphere construction in two dimensions. The incident beam is charac-
terized by vector ~S0 and originates at the centre of a sphere with radius 1λ . The
incident beam vector hits the reciprocal grid at the origin O. The point P is in
diffraction condition: The Ewald sphere and the reciprocal lattice, spanned by
~a∗ and ~b∗, intersect at P. The scattering vector ~s = −2~a∗ − 1~b∗ is a reciprocal
lattice vector.
as is its Fourier transform F [L(~r)]. In a diffraction experiment, the crystal is finite, hence
L(~r) is multiplied by a shape function of the crystal Φ(~r):
Φ(~r) =
1 ~r inside the crystal0 else. (2.28)
The electron density of the crystal ρc(~r) in Equation 2.18 becomes:
ρc(~r) = ρu(~r) ∗ (L(~r) · Φ(~r)) . (2.29)
This multiplication of the lattice with the shape function results in a convolution of the
reciprocal lattice with a distribution function D(~r). The delta peaks of the reciprocal lattice
become broader, where the width of a principal maximum in a certain direction is inversely
proportional to the dimension of the crystal in that direction [42]. The measured Bragg
reflections are not delta functions anymore. Crystals used in a typical single-crystal X-ray
diffraction experiment are on the order of (100µm)3, which means that the peak broadening
due to finite crystal sizes is not significant.
Friedel’s law
Using the Euler formula [47]
exp(ix) = cos(x) + i sin(x), (2.30)
Equation 2.27 can be written as:
Fu(~h) =
N∑
j=1
fj(~h)
[
cos
(
2pi~h~xj
)
+ i sin
(
2pi~h~xj
)]
= Au(~h) + iBu(~h),
(2.31)
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with real functions Au(~h) and Bu(~h). As cos(x) = cos(−x) and sin(x) = − sin(−x) hold,
the structure factor at a point ~h and a point −~h can be related:
Fu(−~h) = Au(~h)− iBu(~h). (2.32)
The scattered intensity is proportional to the structure factor squared:
|Fu(~h)|2 = A2u(~h) +B2u(~h) = |Fu(−~h)|2. (2.33)
The diffracted intensity at the point ~h and the point −~h are equal [48].
Atomic displacement parameter
When the temperature is above 0 K the atoms in a crystal are perturbed from their average
position. The average position is a potential minimum, the atoms tend to return to the
average position. Overall this can be described as an oscillatory movement of the atoms
about their average position [42].
The isolated atom approximation assumes that each atom is displaced independently of
the other atoms [49]. This approximation allows to consider each atom individually. The
atomic displacement ∆~xj of an atom at average position ~xj is most commonly approximated
by an univariate or a trivariate Gaussian, which is called harmonic approximation [49].
In terms of Equation 2.27 the expression exp
(
2pii~h~xj
)
has to be replaced with the time
averaged expectation value 〈exp (2pii (h (~xj + ∆~xj)))〉. If the displacement is described by
a trivariate Gaussian with covariance matrix u, the expectation value
〈
exp
(
2pii~h~xj
)〉
can
be calculated straightforwardly:〈
exp
(
2pii~h (~xj + ∆~xj)
)〉
= exp(2pii~h~xj) exp
(
−2pi2~hu~h
)
. (2.34)
For a detailed derivation see Appendix A.1. The term exp
(
−2pi2~hu~h
)
dampens the intens-
ities of the Bragg reflections as a function of scattering angle and is also called Debye-Waller
factor [43].
The phase problem
The typical diffraction experiment on a crystal is performed to answer the question: How
are the atoms arranged in the unit cell? According to Equation 2.25 the diffracted intensity
is confined into sharp reflection peaks, the Bragg reflections. In an experiment the intensity
of the diffracted beam is measured. The intensity is proportional to the square of the form
factor of the unit cell (see Equation 2.27), which is the Fourier transform of the electron
density. As the form factor is a complex number (see Equation 2.31), the phase information
is lost in the experiment. Therefore, a simple inverse Fourier transform of the diffracted
intensity does not yield the electron density ρu. This is known as the phase problem in
crystallography [43] and has to be overcome for a successful structure solution.
2.4 Limitations of the kinematic approximation
The structure factor expressed in the previous section is in the kinematic approximation,
also called first Born approximation or single scattering approximation. This approximation
assumes that the scattered intensity is much weaker than the incident intensity and therefore
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multiple scattering processes can be neglected. For single crystal diffuse X-ray scattering
this approximation is widely applicable, as the diffuse scattering intensity is in general much
smaller than the Bragg scattering intensity and the incident intensity.
The theory taking into account multiple scattering is referred to as perfect crystal theory
or dynamic scattering theory and was first introduced by Darwin and Ewald [50, 51]. For an
introduction the reader is referred to [43] and [38]. The probability for multiple scattering to
occur is much greater for highly ordered samples. As this thesis is concerned with disorder
models from single crystal diffuse scattering, which is much weaker than the integrated
intensity from the Bragg reflections, the effects of multiple scattering are less significant for
the analysis of diffuse scattering.
Further approximations taken in the derivation shown here, are concerned with disper-
sion and absorption; e.g. refraction is not considered. The approximation taken in the
deviation of the atomic form factor is that the energy (E = hcλ with Planck’s constant h
and the speed of light c) of the incident radiation is much greater than an excitation en-
ergy for the scattering atom. If this is not the case, the probability of the atom absorbing
the incident photon increases significantly and the atomic form factor becomes a complex
number [43]. For the calculations presented in this thesis the atomic form factors are taken
as real quantities and it is assumed that the effect of the complex dispersion correction is
negligible. An extension of the formula presented in Chapter 4 using complex atomic form
factors can easily be performed.
It should be mentioned that the experimental geometries may result in further corrections
needed for the scattered intensity. An overview of different experimental geometries can
e.g. be found in [38]. For the average structure solution integrated intensities of the Bragg
reflections are used. The software used for obtaining these intensities (such as XDS [52] and
CrysAlis [53]) apply the necessary corrections for the experimental geometry. The software
used for structure solution and structure refinement (such as Jana2006 [54] and the shelx
programs [55]) are capable of applying absorption and dispersion corrections.
2.5 Neutron and electron diffraction
In the previous sections the scattering process of X-ray photons by an electron has been
discussed and the mechanism was applied to the scattering of a single atom. This enables the
calculation of diffracted intensities from a crystal. Electrons and neutrons are also frequently
used as diffracting media for structure determination. The process of the scattering by an
atom is significantly different from X-ray diffraction, but the considerations taken into
account in the transition from single atom scattering to crystal diffraction stay valid.
Electron diffraction
Basic quantum mechanics allows to treat electrons as waves. Where the electron wavelength
is defined as:
λ = h
√
1− v2/c2
mv
, (2.35)
with Planck’s constant h and the electron mass m and velocity v. As electrons are charged
particles, they will interact with the electrostatic potential φ(r) of the scattering atom:
∇2φ(~r) = −4pi (ρn(~r)− ρe(~r)) , (2.36)
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where ρn(~r) is the charge density to due to the atomic nucleus and ρe(~r) is the charge
density due to the electrons in the atom [43].
The atomic form factor for electrons is the Fourier transform of the electrostatic potential:
fel(~s) =
∫
φ(~r) exp (2pii~s~r) d~r. (2.37)
The values for the atomic form factors for electrons are tabulated in the International Tables
of Crystallography C [44]. Figure 2.4(b) shows a comparison between the X-ray and electron
form factor and the neutron coherent scattering length of a carbon atom.
It should be mentioned that the kinematic, single scattering approximation breaks down
for electron diffraction for much smaller sample volumes than for X-ray diffraction and
dynamical diffraction effects have to be taken into account [43].
Neutron Diffraction
As for electrons, a neutron travelling at a speed v can be assigned a wavelength according to
Equation 2.35. As neutrons are neutral particles, they do not interact with the electrostatic
potential of the scattering atom, but the main interaction is between the core of the atom
and the incoming neutron [43]. Unlike in electron and X-ray diffraction experiments where
the wavelength and the scattering potential are on the same order of magnitude, for neutron
diffraction the atomic nucleus is much smaller than the wavelength of the neutron. This
results in an isotropic atomic form factor, that is independent of the scattering angle 2θ:
fneut(~s) = b. (2.38)
b is also called neutron scattering length and is tabulated in the International Tables of
Crystallography C [44].
As the diffraction of X-rays and electrons depends strongly on the electrostatic potential,
atoms with a larger atomic number Z scatter more strongly. This is not the case for neutron
diffraction: The scattering length b varies with the atomic number and is even sensitive to
different isotopes of the same element. While the atomic form factor for X-ray and electron
scattering is a real positive number, the neutron scattering length can be negative (e.g. for
7Li and 48Ti). This makes neutron diffraction techniques especially valuable, in compounds
containing elements with similar Z, that cannot be distinguished using X-ray or electron
diffraction techniques.
Summary
In this chapter the essential steps to understand the scattering of an electron, neutron or
X-ray photon by an ideal crystal were shown. The diffraction by an atomic structure that
is confined to a lattice, defines a reciprocal lattice, which is the coordinate system that will
be used to discuss diffuse scattering phenomena in the following sections.
The following chapters will discuss disordered crystal structures, which are structures,
that have an average unit cell and an average structure, that define the lattice. This average
structure gives rise to Bragg reflections as discussed here. On the local scale disordered
structures may differ significantly from the average structure. Correlations on the local
scale, can be investigated using diffuse scattering techniques. For these local arrangements
it is convenient to think of the whole crystal as an assembly of atoms. This puts the
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emphasis on Equation 2.15 for the structure factor:
Fa(~h) =
N∑
i=1
fi(~h) exp
(
−2pii~h~xi
)
,
where N is the number of atoms in the crystal, ~h is a reciprocal space vector and ~xi are the
atomic coordinates in fractions of the lattice constants, as defined by the average structure.
The use of Equation 2.15 is tedious for the structure solution, as the number of atoms
in a crystal N is generally very large. As diffuse scattering deals with deviations from the
average structure on a local scale, the number N that has to be considered in the diffuse
scattering calculation is much smaller. The theory presented in Chapter 4 will start from
Equation 2.15.
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Chapter 3.
Description of correlated
disorder and methods of diffuse
scattering analysis
In the diffraction patterns of real crystals, the presence of different kinds of diffuse scattering
indicates deviations from the perfect lattice periodicity. Real crystals are not perfect crystals
as strictly speaking any deviation from an infinite perfectly ordered structure is disorder,
which will cause diffuse scattering. The type of disorder and the effect of the disorder on
diffraction experiments may take various forms. In general, disordered structures can be
divided into three categories:
1. Pure substitutional disorder: In the average unit cell there are sites that are only
partially occupied by one atomic species. This includes e.g. binary atomic alloys,
where a specific site in the unit cell can be either occupied by an atom of type A or
B.
2. Pure displacement disorder: The average unit cell describes the space and time average
position of every atom in the crystal. If an atom is displaced from this average position,
the crystal shows displacement disorder.
3. Substitutional and displacement disorder: It is rare that disordered systems only show
substitutional disorder. Often the atoms are displaced as a result of the locally varying
chemical environment. Then the crystal shows both, substitutional and displacement
disorder. The most prominent example is the atomic size-effect [17].
This chapter will introduce the different kinds of disorder and convenient parameters to
describe the various types of disorder quantitatively. The diffuse scattering fingerprints of
the different kinds of disorder in simple atomic systems are discussed. The chapter closes
with an overview of methods used in diffuse scattering analysis to identify and quantitatively
analyse disorder parameters.
3.1 Substitutional disorder
In a system with pure substitutional disorder, a site in the unit cell can be occupied by one
of several atom types (here and in the following, a void atom, e.g. a missing atom, is also
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Figure 3.1.: Linear chain of atoms with substitutional disorder. The atoms are arranged on
a regular lattice as indicated by the grid. Each unit cell is either occupied by
an atom of type A (blue) or B (red).
considered an atom type). In such a system the chemical environment in neighbouring unit
cells is not identical. An example for a one-dimensional, binary substitutional disordered
system is shown in Figure 3.1. As in the following chapters also molecular scatterers will be
considered, the term scatterer is used to consolidate both atomic and molecular scatterers.
3.1.1. Binary disordered systems with one scatterer per unit cell
The simplest system to consider is a system with only one scatterer per unit cell and two
different types of scatterers A and B as depicted in Figure 3.1. In the crystalline structure
each of these scatterers is present in a fraction mA and mB, respectively, yielding:
mA +mB = 1. (3.1)
Each crystal site is either occupied by a scatterer of type A or type B. In disordered
systems the local environment of a scatterer is of interest. Correlated substitutional disorder
distinguishes between positive and negative correlation: The disorder is positively correlated
if likewise scatterers cluster together, e.g. neighbouring scatterers are of the same type. The
disorder is negatively correlated if scatterers of different types tend to alternate, e.g. it is
likely that the neighbour of a scatterer of type A is of type B.
An important quantitative measure for the description of the chemical environment of a
scatterer of type A is the probability pAB~v to find a scatterer of type B at a vector ~v from the
scatterer A. To sufficiently describe all local configurations, four different pair-probabilities
per inter-scatterer vector are needed: pAA~v , pAB~v , pBA~v and pBB~v . These four probabilities are
constrained via the average occupancies mA and mB:
pAA~v + pAB~v + pBA~v + pBB~v = 1, (3.2)
pAA~v + pAB~v = mA, (3.3)
pAA~v + pBA~v = mA, (3.4)
pBB~v + pAB~v = mB, (3.5)
pBB~v + pBA~v = mB. (3.6)
The parameters that are used most frequently for the description of binary disorder are the
Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters α~v [17]:
α~v = 1− p
AB
~v
mAmB
. (3.7)
Equations 3.2 to 3.7 allow to reconstruct all four probabilities pAA~v , pAB~v , pBA~v and pBB~v from
α~v.
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The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters also directly express, whether the cor-
relation is positive or negative in a certain direction ~v:
α~v

> 0 positive correlation,
= 0 no correlation,
< 0 negative correlation.
(3.8)
In an uncorrelated system the distribution of scatterers of type A and B is completely
random.
It should be mentioned that the interatomic vector ~v = ~0 should be considered separately,
as the vector does not point from one scatterer to a different scatterer. Therefore pAB~0 = 0
holds, yielding α~0 = 1.
The probability to find an AB pair in a certain direction ~v is equal to the probability of
finding a BA pair in the direction −~v:
pAB~v = pBA−~v . (3.9)
From Equations 3.2 to 3.6 it follows that:
pAB~v = pBA~v . (3.10)
Combining Equations 3.9 and 3.10 yields:
pAB~v = pAB−~v ⇔ α~v = α−~v. (3.11)
To describe a binary disordered system, it is therefore sufficient to consider the Warren-
Cowley short-range order parameters for vectors ~v in the positive vector half space Vp given
as:
Vp =
~v =
 uv
w

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (u > 0) ∨ (u = 0 ∧ v > 0) ∨ (u = v = 0 ∧ w > 0)
 . (3.12)
The average symmetry of a disordered structure may be broken on a local scale, but since
the α~v consider probabilities of finding neighbours in certain directions, they are restricted
by the average structure. If two inter-scatterer vectors ~v1 and ~v2 are symmetry equivalent
in the average structure, it follows that α~v2 = α~v1 . The average symmetry can significantly
reduce the number of parameters necessary to describe substitutional disorder.
3.1.2. Three or more disordered scatterers with one scatterer per
unit cell
A system with three different types of scatterers (A, B and C) that are disordered over
one site in the unit cell is displayed in Figure 3.2(a). The Warren-Cowley formalism can
be extended to systems with more than two disordered components. For an unambiguous
description, the type of scatterers has to be indicated for each pair:
αAB~v = 1−
pAB~v
mAmB
. (3.13)
where AB can be any combination of the disordered types of scatterers.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2.: Linear chain with substitutional disorder. The atoms are arranged on a regular
lattice as indicated by the grid. (a) Each unit cell has only one site, which is
either occupied by an atom of type A (blue), B (red) or C (green). (b) In each
unit cell there are two sites, site one is either occupied by an atom of type A1
(blue) or B1 (red), site two is either occupied by an atom of type A2 (green) or
B2 (orange).
To fully describe the local configuration all pairwise Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameters need to be given. For the case displayed in Figure 3.2(a) it is necessary to give all
six pairwise probabilities αAB±~v , αAC±~v and αBC±~v for a full description of the local environment.
Average symmetry is capable of significantly reducing the number of parameters needed.
The average occupancy also constrains the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters
in this case. The quantitative equations will be given in the following paragraph together
with the constraints for several disordered scatterers per unit cell.
3.1.3. Disordered systems with multiple scatterers per unit cell
In a disordered system with multiple scatterers per unit cell each scatterer is assigned to a
site within the unit cell. An example is shown in Figure 3.2(b), where there are two sites
within the unit cell and site one is either occupied by a scatterer of type A1 or B1 and site
two is either occupied by a scatterer of type A2 or B2.
The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters are still a convenient description of
the correlation terms, but to get an unambiguous description, the sites and the types of
scatterers need to be indicated:
α
AiBj
~v = 1−
p
AiBj
~v
mAimBj
. (3.14)
Here the correlation between a scatterer of type Ai on site i and a scatterer of type Bj
on site j in unit cells separated by the lattice vector ~v is described. mAi and mBj are the
partial occupancies of the scatterer of type Ai on site i and Bj on site j, respectively.
In comparison to the simple binary disordered systems described above, the number of
parameters increases significantly once the system becomes more complex. Similar con-
straints as in Equations 3.2 to 3.6 can be made:
ni∑
A=1
mAi = 1 ∀i, (3.15)
nj∑
B=1
p
AiBj
~v =
nj∑
B=1
p
BjAi
~v = mAi ∀~v, j, (3.16)
p
AiBj
~v = p
BjAi
−~v ∀~v,A,B, i, j. (3.17)
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Figure 3.3.: Diffuse scattering form a one-dimensional Au/Ag alloy (mAu = mAg = 0.5)
with pure substitutional disorder. Blue: positive correlation for next neighbours
(α1 = +0.4); Red: negative correlation for next neighbours (α1 = −0.4); Green:
no correlation (α1 = 0). The Bragg scattering intensities were omitted in the
simulation.
ni is the number of different types of scatterers on site i.
As in Equation 3.11 constraints for the resulting αAiBj~v can be deduced from Equa-
tion 3.17:
α
AiBj
~v = α
BjAi
−~v . (3.18)
As for the binary disordered case in the previous section, the average symmetry also has
to be fulfilled: αAiBj~v1 = α
CkDl
~v2
for symmetry equivalent pairs AiBj separated by the lattice
vector ~v1 and CkDl separated by the lattice vector ~v2.
3.1.4. Diffuse scattering from substitutional disorder
The analytical expressions that describe the diffuse scattering intensity as a function of
reciprocal space coordinates are given in Chapter 4. Here the diffuse scattering fingerprint
of a simple system with one atom per unit cell will be discussed. For this purpose, a simple
one-dimensional Au/Ag alloy (mAu = mAg = 0.5) of 1 000 unit cells (lattice constant
a = 5 Å) is simulated using the DISCUS program [29]. The DISCUS program has a Fourier-
transform algorithm that allows to compute the diffuse scattering of a disordered system.1
For the systems shown in Figure 3.3 and for all following diffuse scattering calculations with
DISCUS X-ray scattering with a wavelength of 0.7 Å was used.
The diffraction patterns for a positive, a negative and an uncorrelated system in Figure 3.3
show a decrease in maximum intensity for larger scattering angles, which is caused by the
decrease of the X-ray atomic form factor as shown in Figure 2.4. The positively correlated
1The Fourier algorithm divides the crystal into so called lots, and calculates the total scattering
from a chosen number of randomly distributed or all possible lots within the simulated crystal.
The average scattering in the form of Bragg reflections is then subtracted (see [29, 56] for a more
explicit description of the lots formalism). Here a lot size of 10 unit cells was used.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4.: Linear chain with displacement disorder. The atoms are on average arranged
on a regular lattice as indicated by the grid. (a) Each atom is displaced from
its average, ideal position. The displacement is indicated by arrows. (b) Sys-
tem with an atomic size effect including both substitutional and displacement
disorder. The average distance between two atoms of type A (red) is larger
than the average distance between an atom of type A and an atom of type B
(blue). The average distance between two atoms of type B is the shortest. The
coloured lines indicate the different distances: AA pair red, BB pair blue, AB
and BA pair green.
system shows diffuse maxima at integer h, underneath the Bragg reflections, while the
negatively correlated system shows diffuse maxima at half-integer h, in between the Bragg
reflections. The uncorrelated diffuse scattering does not show any significant maxima.
A variety of systems show pure substitutional disorder. One-dimensional examples can be
found in systems with stacking faults [57, 58]. Systems with density waves [29] or chemical
short-range order [16, 59] are further examples of pure substitutional disorder.
3.2 Displacement disorder
In a system with pure displacement disorder the scatterers are displaced from their average
position within the unit cell. This is e.g. the case for thermal disorder [21]. The dynamic
displacements associated with thermal disorder will not be discussed in the scope of this
thesis and the reader is referred to [60, 61] and references therein.
3.2.1. Disorder parameters
Figure 3.4(a) shows a one-dimensional crystal with a two-dimensional Gaussian distributed
random displacement. Gaussian distributed displacements are most commonly assumed in
the analysis of displacement disorder [62] and are also applied in the calculation of atomic
displacement parameters [49].
The displacement vector of the scatterer in a unit cell t on site i from its average position
is denoted as ~δt,i and is in fractions of lattice constants. In the general three-dimensional
case, the displacement vector ~δt,i follows a trivariate Gaussian probability distribution with
covariance matrix u [63]:
p(~δt,i) =
1√
(2pi)3 det(u)
exp
(
−12
(
~δt,i
)T
u−1~δt,i
)
. (3.19)
(
~δt,i
)T
is the transpose of the column vector ~δt,i. The expectation value of the displacement
vector is given as 〈~δt,i〉 = ~0, because on average the atoms are not displaced from their
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〈
dij~v
〉
p
(d
ij ~v
)
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.5.: (a) Gaussian probability distributions of the inter-scatterer distance dij~v for pos-
itive (green), negative (orange) and uncorrelated (blue) displacement disorder.
(b) Uncorrelated displacement of two neighbouring scatterers corresponds to
the blue distribution in (a). (c) Positively correlated displacement: Neigh-
bouring scatterers are likely displaced in the same direction, corresponds to the
green distribution in (a). (d) Negatively correlated displacement: Neighbouring
scatterers are likely displaced in opposite directions, corresponds to the orange
distribution in (a).
average position. The values used for the quantitative description of the displacement
disorder are the mean square displacements in different directions, as derived from the
covariance matrix u; e.g. the mean squared displacement along the a-direction is given by
the matrix component u11.
The displacement disorder is random if the displacement of a scatterer is independent of
the displacement of its neighbouring scatterers. The displacement disorder is correlated, if
the displacement of neighbouring scatterers is preferably along the same direction (positive
correlation) or along opposing directions (negative correlation).
Scattering experiments are sensitive to distances between scatterers [30]. Therefore, the
individual displacements are only tested by means of the mean square displacement, given
through the covariance matrix u. For the analysis of correlated disorder, the distribution
of inter-scatterer vectors ~d ij~v is relevant. ~d
ij
~v is the inter-scatterer vector of a scatterer on
site j in a unit cell separated by the lattice vector ~v from the scatterer at site i.
For uncorrelated displacement disorder, the displacement of the scatterers at site i and j
is independent. The sum of two independent Gaussian distributed random variables with
covariance matrices u1 and u2 is a Gaussian distributed random variable with covariance
matrix usum = u1 + u2. For a detailed derivation see Appendix A.2.
For uncorrelated displacement disorder, the inter-scatterer distance dij~v is Gaussian dis-
tributed about the mean value 〈dij~v 〉 given from the average structure. The variance is given
as uij~v = ui+uj (see Figure 3.5). ui and uj are given by the atomic displacement parameters
of the scatterers at site i and j respectively.
For positively correlated displacement disorder, neighbouring scatterers tend to be dis-
placed in the same direction. The inter-scatterer distance dij~v is Gaussian distributed about
the mean value 〈dij~v 〉 with variance uij~v < ui + uj . The width of the inter-scatterer dis-
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tance distribution on a local scale is narrower than suggested by the average structure (see
Figure 3.5).
For negatively correlated displacement disorder, neighbouring scatterers tend to be dis-
placed in opposite directions. The inter-scatterer distance dij~v is Gaussian distributed about
the mean value 〈dij~v 〉 with variance uij~v > ui + uj . The width of the inter-scatterer dis-
tance distribution on a local scale is wider than suggested by the average structure (see
Figure 3.5).
A convenient description of correlated displacement disorder is the parameter Uij~v , given
as:
Uij~v = u
ij
~v − ui − uj . (3.20)
The parameter Uij~v is used in the derivation of the analytical expression for the diffuse
scattering intensity in Chapter 4.
As the covariance matrix Uij~v describes an inter-scatterer vector distribution the relations
uij~v = u
ij
(−~v) (3.21)
and
Uij~v = U
ij
(−~v) (3.22)
hold. The width of the distance distribution is independent of the direction of the inter-
scatterer vector.
3.2.2. Diffuse scattering from displacement disorder
The analytical expressions that describe the diffuse scattering intensity as a function of
reciprocal space coordinates are given in Chapter 4. Here, the diffuse scattering fingerprint
of a simple system with one atom per unit cell will be discussed. For this purpose, a simple
one-dimensional Au crystal of 1 000 unit cells is simulated using the DISCUS program [29].
The lattice constant was chosen as 5 Å. The diffuse scattering was simulated as described
in the previous section (Chapter 3.1.4).
The diffraction patterns of a positive, a negative and an uncorrelated system in Figure 3.6
show no diffuse scattering at the origin of reciprocal space. This is the most unique signature
of diffuse scattering caused by displacement disorder. A decrease in maximum intensity for
larger scattering angles is observed, but compared to the pure substitutional disorder, the
decrease is less significant. The positively correlated system shows diffuse maxima at integer
h, underneath the Bragg reflections, while the negatively correlated system shows diffuse
maxima at half-integer h, in between the Bragg reflections. The uncorrelated system does
not show any specific maxima at integer or half-integer h. The fingerprints of positive and
negative correlation are identical to what is observed in a system with pure substitutional
disorder. The trend of the diffuse intensity as a function of h as shown by the uncorrelated
diffuse scattering in Figures 3.3 and 3.6 allows to distinguish disorder diffuse scattering
caused by substitutional and displacement disorder.
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Figure 3.6.: Diffuse scattering form a one-dimensional Au crystal with displacement dis-
order. Blue: positive correlation for next neighbours. The inter-scatterer
distance distribution is narrower than suggested by the average structure
(U1 = −0.0156). Red: negative correlation for next neighbours. The inter-
scatterer distance distribution is wider than suggested by the average struc-
ture (U1 = +0.0285). Green: no correlation of next neighbour displacements
(U1 = 0).
3.3 Systems with both substitutional and displacement
disorder
In systems that show both substitutional and displacement disorder the parameters of the
two previous sections, i.e. the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters αAiBj~v and the
covariance matrices Uij~v , are needed to describe the disorder. More parameters are needed to
describe the deviations in the distance distribution due to the local chemical environment.
3.3.1. Disorder parameters
Figure 3.4(b) shows a system with both, substitutional and displacement disorder. While
for systems with pure displacement disorder the mean vector 〈~d ij~v 〉 is given by the average
structure, in systems with both, substitutional and displacement disorder the mean vector
〈~dAiBj~v 〉 depends on the pair of scatterers Ai and Bj . In the system shown in Figure 3.4(b)
〈dAA1 〉 > 〈dAB1 〉 = 〈dBA1 〉 > 〈dBB1 〉. In atomic systems, this is called the atomic size effect [17]
and can be explained intuitively: A pair of larger atoms is separated by a larger distance
then a pair of smaller atoms.
The quantitative description of disorder uses the vector〈
~δ
AiBj
~v
〉
=
〈
~dAiBj~v
〉
−
〈
~d ij~v
〉
; (3.23)
〈~δAiBj~v 〉 describes the deviation of the mean inter-scatterer vector of a pair AiBj in unit
cells separated by the lattice vector ~v from the mean inter-scatterer vector for any pair of
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δAAδBB
〈
di,j~v
〉
p
(d
ij ~v
)
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.7.: (a) Gaussian distributed inter-scatterer distances dij~v . (b) The mean inter-
scatterer distance between two scatterers of type A is larger than the average
inter-scatterer distance 〈dij~v 〉. The distance distribution is given by the red
Gaussian in (a), the mean is shifted by δAA from 〈dij~v 〉. (c) The mean inter-
scatterer distance between two scatterers of type B is smaller than the average
inter-scatterer distance 〈dij~v 〉. The distance distribution is given by the blue
Gaussian in (a), the mean is shifted by δBB from 〈dij~v 〉. (d) The mean inter-
scatterer distance between a mixed pair of scatterers AB or BA is the average
inter-scatterer distance 〈dij~v 〉. The distance distribution is given by the green
Gaussian in (a).
scatterers ij in unit cells separated by the lattice vector ~v, as given from the average crystal
structure.
The parameters 〈δAiBj~v 〉 are restricted:
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
p
AiBj
~v
〈
~δ
AiBj
~v
〉
= 0, (3.24)〈
~δ
AiBj
~v
〉
= −
〈
~δ
BjAi
−~v
〉
. (3.25)
The average inter-scatterer vector is given from the average structure. Figure 3.7 shows
a possible realization of the inter-scatterer distance distributions for the system shown in
Figure 3.4(b).
Similar to the systems with pure displacement disorder, the matrix UAiBj~v is also relevant.
The width of the distribution of the ~δAiBj~v may be significantly broader or narrower on a local
scale, than expected from the average structure. This significantly influences the observed
diffuse scattering.
3.3.2. Diffuse scattering caused by the atomic size-effect
The analytical expressions that describe the diffuse scattering intensity as a function of
reciprocal space coordinates are given in Chapter 4. Here the diffuse scattering fingerprint
of a simple system with one atom per unit cell will be discussed. For this purpose, a simple
one-dimensional AuAg alloy with size-effect displacement disorder is simulated using the
DISCUS program [29]. The Au/Ag occupations are uncorrelated, mAu = mAg = 0.5, the
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dAuAu < dAgAg
Figure 3.8.: Diffuse scattering from a one-dimensional AuAg crystal with a size-effect dis-
tortion. Blue: Au-Au inter-atomic distances are larger than Ag-Ag inter-atomic
distances. Red: Au-Au inter-atomic distances are smaller than Ag-Ag inter-
atomic distances.
lattice constant was chosen as 5 Å. The diffuse scattering was simulated in the same manner
as described previously in Chapter 3.1.4.
The diffuse scattering shown in Figure 3.8 is asymmetric around the Bragg reflections. In
systems where the Au-Au inter-atomic distance is larger than the Ag-Ag inter-atomic dis-
tance, there is asymmetrically distributed diffuse scattering on the low scattering angle side
of the Bragg reflections. Systems where the Au-Au inter-atomic distance is smaller than the
Ag-Ag inter-atomic distance, there is asymmetrically distributed diffuse scattering on the
high scattering angle side of the Bragg reflection. The Au atoms are the stronger scatterers,
therefore the direction of the asymmetrically distributed diffuse scattering changes, when
interchanging the inter-atomic distances. A decrease in maximum intensity for larger scat-
tering angles is observed, but compared to the pure substitutional disorder, the decrease
is less significant. At the origin of reciprocal space, the diffuse scattering is nonzero but
weakest. This distinguishes size-effect diffuse scattering from pure displacement disorder
diffuse scattering and pure substitutional disorder diffuse scattering.
3.4 Methods of diffuse scattering analysis
The aim of single-crystal diffuse scattering analysis is the establishment of a disorder model.
The parameters described in the previous sections are common order parameters used to
describe disorder models. Disorder models of complex structures are used to explain the
underlying ordering mechanism and relationships between the structure and the properties
or applications [20]. A structural model, which is capable of describing local configurations,
that qualitatively and quantitatively describe the distribution and intensity of the diffuse
scattering in reciprocal space, while at the same time, satisfying the constraints given by
the average structure, is desired. This section will give an overview of different approaches
used in the analysis of diffuse scattering and discuss their prerequisites and limitations.
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3.4.1. Analytical models
Diffuse scattering was observed, right in the beginnings of X-ray crystallography; the papers
published by Debye in 1913 [21] and Laue in 1918 [22] describe the coexistence of Bragg
reflections and diffuse scattering. The analytical methods introduced by Debye and Laue to
describe diffuse scattering, have been further developed (see e.g. [17, 23, 24, 26, 27]). Ana-
lytical models have been successfully applied to a variety of atomistic systems (see e.g.[64–
66]). Recent applications in the analysis of substitutional disorder involve e.g. stacking
faults in a molecular material [15] and the analysis of an AuPd alloy [25]. The first in-
terpretation of single-crystal diffuse scattering was based on analytical models, as compu-
tational power was not available. An analytical model uses equations employing disorder
parameters, as described in the previous section, to quantitatively describe the observed
diffuse intensity as a function of the reciprocal space vector ~h.
Analytical models involving only substitutional disorder are well understood. This de-
scription of diffuse scattering data has been applied to a variety of molecular and atomic
systems in the past [14, 15, 25, 37]. A simple linear least squares fit of the analytical model
to the diffuse data yields the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters α~v. For sys-
tems involving displacement disorder analytical models to describe diffuse scattering data
are more complex and are usually based on a Taylor series expansion of the diffracted in-
tensities in terms of the disorder parameters [14, 17, 24, 59]. The interpretation is mostly
restricted to the analysis of size effect terms 〈~δAi,Bj~v 〉 and ignores the covariance matrices
uAiBj~v .
To separate terms related to substitutional and displacement disorder, several separa-
tion techniques have been suggested for atomistic systems [23, 67]. So far, no equivalent
approach for the separation of substitutional and displacement disorder has been sugges-
ted for molecular materials, because the separation techniques are based on the monotonic
variation of the atomic form factor in reciprocal space. The analogous complex molecular
form factor (see Chapter 4.1.4) varies as a complex function in reciprocal space and shows
several maxima and minima.
Computationally speaking, analytical models are by far the fastest method for diffuse
scattering data analysis. The downside is that expert knowledge is required for model
building: A disorder model is required naming the disorder parameters that should be
refined, therefore the type of disorder present has to be identified first.
As analytical models are refined using least squares algorithms, care has to be taken
that the refined parameters are constrained as introduced in the previous sections (see e.g.
Equations 3.2 to 3.6, 3.24 and 3.25). Furthermore, the parameters need to be restricted
to values that are physically plausible: E.g. the first neighbour Warren-Cowley short-
range order parameter restricts possible values for the second neighbour [30]. While in
one-dimensional systems these restrictions can be directly derived, no such constrains can
be formulated for complex three-dimensional arrangements. To validate the meaningfulness
and realizability of model systems analysed with analytical models, it is always useful to
employ a simulation of a disordered system realizing the refined parameters.
For thermal diffuse scattering analytical models are the method of choice: Thermal dif-
fuse scattering and vibrational spectroscopy can be used to analyse lattice dynamics and
phonon modes [60, 68, 69]. There are powerful open source software packages available
for the calculation of thermal diffuse scattering from an elasticity tensor (ab2tds [70]) and
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quantitative model free analysis of thermal diffuse X-ray scattering (tds2el [71]). Thermal
diffuse scattering will not be discussed in the scope of this thesis.
3.4.2. Direct Monte Carlo modelling
Direct Monte Carlo modelling is probably the most frequently used approach in single
crystal diffuse scattering [8, 12, 30, 31]. Direct Monte Carlo modelling employs simulations
of disordered structures to reconstruct diffuse scattering data: A computer-based model
structure is built, that fulfils a set of disorder parameters. This approach makes the direct
Monte Carlo modelling flexible and any kind of disorder or disordering interaction between
atoms and/or molecules can be simulated.
As direct Monte Carlo modelling uses the computer-based simulation of a disordered
system, a starting model is inevitable. The user has to identify the disorder type present
and guess initial parameters describing the disorder correlations. Currently no automated
disorder type identification algorithm is available and generating the starting model is the
most complex step in direct Monte Carlo modelling.
From a computational point of view, a direct Monte Carlo model is setup as follows:
Firstly, a randomly disordered crystalline structure, in accordance with the average crystal
structure as determined by Bragg data analysis, is built. Typical model box sizes range
from 20× 20× 20 unit cells to several hundred unit cells per real space axis [12, 15, 72]. In
a second step the crystal structure is then locally ordered, so that the initial set of disorder
parameters is realized in the structure model. This process of introducing correlated disorder
employs Monte Carlo techniques [29, 73]. For the calculation of the diffuse scattering the
disordered structural model is Fourier transformed.
For a refinement of the disorder parameters the calculated diffuse scattering is compared
to experimental data. Several approaches have been introduced to refine the parameters
such as least squares techniques [72] and swarm minimization algorithms [74]. The most
widely used approach is employed in the DISCUS program and uses a differential evolution
algorithm [29]. These complex refinement algorithms make direct Monte Carlo modelling
computationally costly. If the disorder type allows for a direct calculation of diffuse scat-
tering employing analytical models, this approach should be preferred and confirmed by
building a direct Monte Carlo model.
The advantage of the direct modelling approach is that the interpretation of the results
is straight forward and physically meaningful: The simulation results in a structural model.
This may be the reason, why direct Monte Carlo modelling is at present the most frequently
used approach in diffuse scattering refinement. Additionally, direct Monte Carlo modelling
allows an easy implementation of a prior knowledge about the structure obtained from
other experiments or computations; as an example it is possible to introduce many-body
correlations in a direct Monte Carlo model, even though only pair correlations are probed
by diffuse scattering [75, 76].
3.4.3. Reverse Monte Carlo modelling
In analogy to direct Monte Carlo modelling techniques, reverse Monte Carlo modelling
employs a distinct structural model of the disordered structure. The first step of reverse
Monte Carlo modelling is the same as for the direct modelling approach: A randomly
disordered structure is generated based on the average structure. The randomly disordered
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structure is then altered, e.g. by switching atomic types or atomic displacements. This
assures that the average structure constraints are still fulfilled by the disordered model.
After each alteration the diffuse scattering is calculated and the goodness of fit to the
experimental data is calculated [14]. The acceptance of the alteration is based on Monte
Carlo techniques [77].
This kind of modelling has been introduced in 1988 [78] and has ever since been frequently
used on powder diffraction data (see e.g. [79–81]). As the modelling box contains several
thousand atoms, the systems used in reverse Monte Carlo modelling are usually substantially
over-parametrized [82]. Hence, reverse Monte Carlo modelling is at the risk of including
experimental artefacts in the refinement. A set of physically reasonable constraints is desir-
able to make the model interpretation meaningful [32]. The resulting disordered structure
has to be investigated in terms of disorder parameters. To ensure the reliability of the
derived parameters, a comparison with a direct Monte Carlo model built from the derived
parameters is desirable.
The advantage of reverse Monte Carlo modelling approaches is that they are model-
free and flexible: No initial idea of the underlying disorder correlation has to be applied.
The convergence of a reverse Monte Carlo model is in general quicker than for a direct
Monte Carlo model [82]. The disadvantage is the risk of physically not-meaningful end
configurations and the not straightforward interpretation of the resulting model structure.
Furthermore, the computational cost for reverse Monte Carlo modelling is rather high,
considering that for complicated disorder models and correlations that are not constraint
to nearest neighbours a large modelling box and many computational iterations are needed.
3.4.4. 3D-pair distribution functions
For powder diffraction data, pair distribution function modelling has become a routine
method to investigate local order [83–85]. The three-dimensional delta pair distribution
function (3D-∆PDF) approach is the extension of the one-dimensional radial distribution
function to three-dimensional space. The diffuse scattering data is Fourier transformed
to interpret correlations in direct space. The 3D-∆PDF can take positive and negative
values [82].
For atomistic systems, different types of disorder have distinct signatures, consisting of
minima and maxima in the 3D-∆PDF [86]. This simplifies the building of a starting model,
as the interpretation of different disorder signals is straight forward for atomistic systems.
Molecular systems can also be investigated using 3D-∆PDFs [16], the shape of the molecule
is convoluted with the atomistic disorder signal.
The analysis is implemented in the program Yell [28]. A set of disorder parameters is
refined using a least squares algorithm. The refinement requires a starting model. Like the
refinement of analytical models, the refinement does not employ a structural model; hence
the refinement may result in non-physical correlation parameters [82].
In terms of computational cost this approach is superior to Monte Carlo methods. Care
has to be taken when Fourier transforming the data: An incomplete data set, e.g. holes in
the measurements of diffuse scattering, can have undesired effects in the Fourier transform-
ation. For the reconstruction of the diffuse scattering data, the Bragg reflections have to be
omitted from the experimental data. This is done by a punch-and-fill method [87], which is
necessary for the Fourier transform. The other modelling approaches introduced here are
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more resilient against incomplete data sets. In general, the 3D-∆PDF can be seen as an
implementation of analytical models for diffuse scattering data analysis in direct space.
Summary
This chapter introduced valuable parameters to describe correlated disorder on a local
scale. Systems with pure substitutional disorder can be described in terms of the general-
ized Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters αAiBj~v . In positively correlated systems
with substitutional disorder scatterers of the same type tend to cluster, while in negatively
correlated systems scatterers of different types alternate. Diffuse scattering from positively
correlated substitutional disorder shows maxima underneath the Bragg reflections. Diffuse
scattering from negatively correlated substitutional disorder shows maxima in between the
Bragg reflections. In both cases the diffuse maxima are strongest at low scattering angles.
For systems with pure correlated displacement disorder the covariance matrices Uij~v , that
describe local interatomic distance distributions are of interest. For positive displacement
correlation the local inter-scatterer vector distribution is narrower than the average inter-
scatterer vector distribution: Neighbouring scatterers tend to be displaced in the same
direction. The diffuse scattering shows maxima underneath the Bragg reflections. Negative
displacement correlation leads to a wider local inter-scatterer distance distribution and
neighbouring scatterers tend to be displaced in opposite directions. The diffuse scattering
shows maxima in between the Bragg reflections. There is no diffuse scattering at the origin
of reciprocal space.
Systems with both, substitutional and displacement disorder, need the Warren-Cowley
short-range order parameters αAiBj~v as well as the local covariance matrices U
AiBj
~v to describe
local ordering phenomena. Additionally, as inter-scatterer vectors tend to depend on the
types of scatterers, the deviation of the mean inter-scatterer vector 〈~δAiBj~v 〉 is of interest. In
atomistic systems this is known as the atomic size-effect and shows diffuse scattering that
is asymmetric around the Bragg reflections.
The aim of diffuse scattering data analysis is the derivation of a meaningful set of para-
meters, that describe the local order of a disordered structure, which gives rise to the
observed diffuse scattering. The most common used techniques are based on direct and
reverse Monte Carlo methods. A 3D-∆PDF approach employs the Fourier transform of the
diffuse scattering to refine real space order parameters. Analytical models, that describe
the local order, are computationally the least expensive way to refine a disorder model.
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Chapter 4.
Analytical expressions for the
diffuse scattering intensity in
molecular materials
In the previous chapter methods for diffuse scattering analysis were introduced. Analytical
models are computationally the most efficient way to describe and refine diffuse scattering.
For atomistic, disordered systems sophisticated techniques have been developed to separate
the influence of substitutional and displacement disorder [23, 64, 67, 88]. These approaches
depend on the monotonic decrease of the atomic form factor in terms of reciprocal space
vector ~h. For molecular structures these methods are not applicable anymore, because the
molecular form factor varies throughout reciprocal space and shows several minima and
maxima.
Analytical models derived in the past, use a Taylor series expansion of the diffuse intensity
in terms the disorder parameters [14, 24, 59, 89]. In general, the series is aborted after the
second order. This approximation is not valid for large displacements and/or at large
diffraction angles.
This chapter will formulate analytical equations for diffuse scattering as a function of
reciprocal space vector ~h for atomistic and molecular disordered systems. The disorder
parameters described in the previous chapter will be used to quantify local order models.
No Taylor series expansion is used here, making the formulated equations valid for large
displacements at large scattering angles.
4.1 Diffuse intensity as a function of reciprocal space
coordinates
The diffuse scattering intensity ID(~h) is the difference between the total scattering intensity
Itot(~h) and the Bragg scattering intensity IBragg(~h):
ID(~h) = Itot(~h)− IBragg(~h). (4.1)
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4.1.1. Total scattering intensity
For the calculation of the diffuse scattering intensity, first the total scattering and the Bragg
scattering intensity of a disordered crystalline structure are calculated. The structure factor
of a disordered crystal Fc(~h) can be formulated as in Equation 2.15:
Fc(~h) =
Natom∑
i=1
fi(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xi
)
, (4.2)
where Natom is the number of atoms in the crystal and ~xi is the position vector of atom i
in terms of direct space lattice constants.
This summation can be re-labelled to introduce the notation of unit cells and sites:
Fc(~h) =
Nuc∑
t=1
Ns∑
i=1
fti(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xt,i
)
. (4.3)
Nuc is the number of unit cells in the crystal and Ns is the number of sites per unit cell.
The vector ~xt,i can be decomposed:
~xt,i = ~xt + ~xi + ~δt,i, (4.4)
where the vector ~xt is the vector from the freely chosen origin of the direct space coordinate
system to the unit cell t, the vector ~xi is the vector from the origin of the unit cell to the
site i in the unit cell and ~δt,i is the displacement of the atom at t, i from its average position.
The total scattering intensity is the absolute square of the structure factor:
Itot(~h) =
∣∣∣Fc(~h)∣∣∣2
=
Nuc∑
t=1
Nuc∑
s=1
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
fti(~h)f∗sj (~h) exp
(
2pii~h
(
~xt − ~xs + ~xi − ~xj + ~δt,i − ~δs,j
))
.
(4.5)
The double summation over all unit cells, can be substituted by a summation over the N2uc
lattice vectors ~vts = ~xs − ~xt from the unit cell with index t to the unit cell with index s:
Itot(~h) =
N2uc∑
~vts
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
Fti(~h)F ∗sj (~h) exp
(
2pii~h
(
−~vts + ~δt,i − ~δs,j
))
. (4.6)
where Fti(~h) = fti(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xi
)
is the form factor term that incorporates the unit cell
site information. The summation in Equation 4.6 can be replaced by the summation over
all unique lattice vectors ~v:
Itot(~h) =
∑
~v
N~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
〈
FO,i(~h)F ∗~v,j(~h) exp
(
−2pii~h~δ ijO,~v
)〉
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
. (4.7)
N~v is the number of pairs of unit cells separated by the lattice vectors ~v. FO,i(~h) is the
form factor term at the origin of the lattice vector ~v and F~v,j(~h) is the form factor term
at the end of the lattice vector ~v. The displacements ~δt,i and ~δs,j from Equation 4.6 were
combined to form ~δ ijO,~v. The expectation value in Equation 4.7 expresses that the observed
total scattering intensity is the weighted average over all atomic configurations present in
the crystal.
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Introducing the probabilities to find inter-scatterer pairs pAiBj~v and the displacements
~δ
AiBj
~v as introduced in Chapter 3 yields:
Itot(~h) =
∑
~v
N~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
FAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h)p
AiBj
~v
〈
exp
(
−2pii~h~δAiBj~v
)〉
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
=
∑
~v
N~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
FAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h)p
AiBj
~v exp
(
−2pii~h〈~δAiBj~v 〉
)
exp
(
−2pi2~hTuAiBj~v ~h
)
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
.
(4.8)
While the step from Equation 4.7 to Equation 4.8 seems to enlarge the equation, it expresses
the total scattering intensity in terms of the variables introduced to quantitatively describe
disorder. The expectation value
〈
exp
(
−2pii~h~δAiBj~v
)〉
was calculated as:〈
exp
(
−2pii~h~δAiBj~v
)〉
= exp
(
−2pii~h〈~δAiBj~v 〉
)
exp
(
−2pi2~hTuAiBj~v ~h
)
. (4.9)
For a detailed derivation see Appendix A.1.
4.1.2. Bragg scattering intensity
As the diffuse intensity given by Equation 4.1 is the difference between the total scattering
intensity and the Bragg scattering intensity, it is necessary to calculate the Bragg scattering
intensity, to arrive at a similar expression as in Equation 4.8. The Bragg scattering intensity
results from the long-range average order of the crystalline structure [59]. The intensity can
be calculated from the average structure factor of a unit cell:
IBragg(~h) =
∣∣∣∣∣
Nuc∑
t=1
〈
Ns∑
i=1
fi(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xi
)〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (4.10)
This can be rearranged in a similar fashion to Equation 4.5:
IBragg(~h) =
Nuc∑
t=1
Nuc∑
s=1
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
〈
fi(~h) exp
(
2pii~h
(
~xt + ~xi + ~δs,j
))〉
〈
f∗j (~h) exp
(
−2pii~h
(
~xs + ~xj + ~δs,j
))〉
.
(4.11)
Substituting the double summation over all unit cells by the summation over all unique
lattice vectors ~v gives the analogous expression to Equation 4.7:
IBragg(~h) =
∑
~v
N~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
〈
Fi(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~δ i
)〉
〈
F ∗j (~h) exp
(
−2pii~h~δj
)〉
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
.
(4.12)
The expectation values for the Bragg scattering differ from the expectation values for the
total scattering: The Bragg scattering is the scattering by an average unit cell, therefore
the probability to find a pair of scatterers ij does not depend on the inter-scatterer vector
~v but only on the average site occupancies of the sites i and j. The displacement of the
scatterers i and j is given by their respective atomic displacement parameters ui and uj .
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The expectation values 〈
exp
(
−2pii~h~δ i
)〉
= exp
(
−2pi2~hTui~h
)
(4.13)
and 〈
exp
(
−2pii~h~δj
)〉
= exp
(
−2pi2~hTuj~h
)
(4.14)
can be calculated in the same fashion as Equation 4.9. This yields an expression for the
Bragg scattering, similar to Equation 4.8:
IBragg(~h) =
∑
~v
N~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
FAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h)mAimBj
exp
(
−2pi2~hT (ui + uj)~h
)
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
.
(4.15)
4.1.3. Diffuse scattering intensity
Using Equations 4.1, 4.8 and 4.15 the diffuse scattering intensity ID(~h) can be expressed as
a function of the reciprocal vector ~h using the disorder parameters introduced in Chapter 3:
ID(~h) =
∑
~v
N~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
FAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h)(
p
AiBj
~v exp
(
−2pii~h〈~δAiBj~v 〉
)
exp
(
−2pi2~hTuAiBj~v ~h
)
−mAimBj exp
(
−2pi2~hT (ui + uj)~h
)) ]
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
.
(4.16)
The diffuse scattering intensity is used to describe local ordering phenomena. The disorder
parameters pAiBj~v , ~δ
AiBj
~v and u
AiBj
~v are used to describe local configurations that deviate
from the average structure. For large lattice vectors ~v these terms approach their average
values:
p
AiBj
~v → mAimBi as |~v| → ∞, (4.17)〈
~δ
AiBj
~v
〉
→ 0 as |~v| → ∞, (4.18)
uAiBj~v → ui + uj as |~v| → ∞. (4.19)
Therefore, the term in square brackets in Equation 4.16 is only non-zero for “small”
lattice vectors [59]. The number of lattice vectors N~v for “small” lattice vectors ~v can be
approximated reasonably well by the number of unit cells in the structure. This allows to
replace N~v in the first summation of Equation 4.16 with Nuc outside the summation:
ID(~h) = Nuc
∑
~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
FAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h) exp
(
−2pi2~hT (ui + uj)~h
)
(
p
AiBj
~v exp
(
−2pii~h
〈
~δ
AiBj
~v
〉)
exp
(
−2pi2~hTUAiBj~v ~h
)
−mAimBj
) ]
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
,
(4.20)
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where UAiBj~v = u
AiBj
~v −ui−uj . Equation 4.20 is the most general form of the diffuse scatter-
ing intensity, describing both, displacement and substitutional disorder. As the summation
only runs over “small” lattice vectors the diffuse intensity does not contain sharp, Bragg
reflection like features but varies rather smoothly in reciprocal space [59].
The diffuse scattering intensity in Equation 4.20 is very similar to the expressions presen-
ted in [14, 24, 59]. The difference here is the expressions in [14, 24, 59] all imply centro-
symmetry in the case of more than two disordered components. This is not necessarily
the case as will be discussed in Chapter 4.2. Furthermore, a Taylor series expansion is
used for the exponential term exp
(
−2pi2~hTUAiBj~v ~h
)
which is neither applicable for large
atomic displacements nor for large reciprocal space vectors ~h. The generally valid formula
as expressed in Equation 4.20 can also be found in [86].
4.1.4. Molecular form factor
The form factor terms FAi(~h) used in Equation 4.20 are only defined as the atomic form
factors multiplied with the exponential function encoding the position of the atom within
the unit cell. For the analysis of a system that contains rigid molecules or rigid molecular
fragments, the information of the molecular arrangement can be incorporated into the form
factor:
Fmol(~h) =
Nmol∑
i=1
fi(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xi
)
, (4.21)
where Nmol is the number of atoms within the molecule and ~xi is the position vector of
atom i of the molecule in the unit cell.
Equation 4.21 defines the molecular form factor used throughout this thesis. In com-
parison to the atomic form factor as shown in Figure 2.4, the molecular form factor is a
complex function in reciprocal space1 and does not decrease monotonically as a function of
|~h|. Figure 4.1 shows the real and imaginary part of the molecular form factor of a linear
CO2 molecule that is offset from the origin of the unit cell.
The form factor as defined in Equation 4.21 can be used directly in Equation 4.20 if
molecules are the disordered scatterers.
4.2 Pure substitutional disorder
Pure substitutional disorder occurs frequently in disordered structures, especially in struc-
tures containing molecules. As the volumes occupied by CH3, Cl, Br, NO2, COOH and NH2
groups are very similar in crystalline structures [14], mixed systems containing two of these
groups as end-groups of molecules are potentially disordered and show diffuse scattering.
Examples for purely substitutional disordered systems are e.g. found in [16, 91–93].
For systems in which displacement disorder can be neglected, Equation 4.20 can be sim-
plified, neglecting the displacement terms:
ID(~h) = Nuc
∑
~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
FAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h)
(
p
AiBj
~v −mAimBj
) exp (−2pii~h~v) . (4.22)
1If the molecule is centro-symmetric about the origin of the unit cell the molecular form factor, as
defined here, is a real function.
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Figure 4.1.: Real and imaginary part of the molecular form factor of a linear CO2 molecule.
One oxygen is at the origin and a C-O bond length of 1.6 Å was used [90].
Here the definition of the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter αAiBj~v can be applied:
ID(~h) = −Nuc
∑
~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ni∑
A=1
nj∑
B=1
mAimBiFAi(~h)F ∗Bj (~h)α
AiBj
~v exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
. (4.23)
The more disordered components, the more terms are included in Equation 4.23. There-
fore, further simplifications are desirable, which will be discussed in the following sections
first for the most general case and finally for the special case of binary disorder with one
disordered site per unit cell.
4.2.1. n disordered components on Ns sites
The constraints stated in Equations 3.15 to 3.17 are derived from the average structure and
therefore need to be fulfilled. Employing Equations 3.15 and 3.16 allows to rewrite the term
mAimAjα
AiAj
~v to:
mAimAjα
AiAj
~v = −mAi
1− n∑
B=1
B 6=A
mBj
−mAi+ n∑
B=1
B 6=A
p
AiBj
~v = −
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
mAimBjα
AiBj
~v . (4.24)
This reduces the number of summands in Equation 4.23:
ID(~h) = −Nuc
∑
~v
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
n∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
mAimBjFAi(~h)
(
F ∗Bj (~h)− F ∗Aj (~h)
)
· αAiBj~v exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
.
(4.25)
In a next step Equation 3.18 is applied. Here three different cases have to be considered:
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Case A: ~v = ~0 and i = j
This term is the self-correlation term, and αAiBi~0 = 1 ∀A,B, i. Since for each term AiBi a
term of the form BiAi exists, the following equation holds:
ILaue(~h) = −Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
n∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
mAimBiFAi(~h)
(
F ∗Bi(~h)− F ∗Ai(~h)
)
αAiBi~0
= Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
n−1∑
A=1
n∑
B>A
mAimBi
∣∣∣FAi(~h)− FBi(~h)∣∣∣2 .
(4.26)
Equation 4.26 states the diffuse Laue scattering intensity, which can be calculated from
the average structure information. The diffuse Laue scattering is independent of correlated
disorder.
Case B: ~v = ~0 and i 6= j
This case describes the disorder within one unit cell. Applying Equation 3.18 allows to
rewrite the diffuse scattering intensity for disorder within one unit cell:
Iuc(~h) = −Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
j 6=i
n∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
mAimBjFAi(~h)
(
F ∗Bj (~h)− F ∗Aj (~h)
)
α
AiBj
~0
= Nuc
Ns−1∑
i=1
Ns∑
j>i
n−1∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
α
AiBj
~0 F
AiBj
~0 (
~h),
(4.27)
where the term FAiBj~0 (
~h) is defined as:
F
AiBj
~0 (
~h) = mAimBj
[
FAi(~h)
(
F ∗Aj (~h)− F ∗Bj (~h)
)
+FBj (~h)
(
F ∗Bi(~h)− F ∗Ai(~h)
)]
(4.28)
and can be calculated directly from the average structure information. exp
(
−2pii~h~0
)
= 1
was used.
Case C: ~v 6= ~0
This case describes the disorder from one site in one unit cell to the same or a different
site in another unit cell. Applying Equation 3.18 allows to condense the summation over
all lattice vectors ~v in Equation 4.23 to a summation over the positive vector half space
Vp as defined in Equation 3.12. The Euler formula (Equation 2.30) yields that terms of
the form exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
= cos
(
2pi~h~v
)
− i sin
(
2pi~h~v
)
. Therefore, the remaining terms in the
summation of Equation 4.25 that are not covered in Case A and Case B can be transformed
to:
ISRO(~h) = Nuc
∑
~v∈Vp
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
n∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
α
AiBj
~v F
AiBj
~v (~h), (4.29)
where the term FAiBj~v (~h) is defined as:
F
AiBj
~v (~h) =mAimBj[ [
FAi(~h)
(
F ∗Aj (~h)− F ∗Bj (~h)
)
+FBj (~h)
(
F ∗Bi(~h)− F ∗Ai(~h)
)]
cos(2pi~h~v)
−i
[
FAi(~h)
(
F ∗Aj (~h)− F ∗Bj (~h)
)
−FBj (~h)
(
F ∗Bi(~h)− F ∗Ai(~h)
)]
sin(2pi~h~v)
] (4.30)
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and can be calculated directly from the average structure information. It should be noted,
that the term in Equation 4.30 is real and that the definition of FAiBj~0 (
~h) in Equation 4.28
is consistent with ~v = ~0 in Equation 4.30.
The three cases discussed here, allow to rewrite Equation 4.25:
ID(~h) = ILaue(~h) + Iuc(~h) + ISRO(~h)
= Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
n−1∑
A=1
n∑
B>A
mAimBi
∣∣∣FAi(~h)− FBi(~h)∣∣∣2
+Nuc
Ns−1∑
i=1
Ns∑
j>i
n−1∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
α
AiBj
~0 F
AiBj
~0 (
~h)
+Nuc
∑
~v∈Vp
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
n∑
A=1
n∑
B=1
B 6=A
α
AiBj
~v F
AiBj
~v (~h).
(4.31)
This is the most general form for the diffuse scattering intensity in the case of pure substitu-
tional disorder. The diffuse intensity as expressed in Equation 4.31 is a linear combination
of the unknown short-range order parameters αAiBj~v and terms F
AiBj
~v (~h) that can be calcu-
lated directly from the known average structure. The way Equation 4.31 is written, allows
to fit the short-range order parameters αAiBj~v to the diffuse scattering intensity with a linear
least squares regression (see Chapter 5.2).
As expressed in Chapter 3 the average symmetry of the crystal structure dictates that
symmetrically equivalent αAiBj~v need to be equal. The expression in Equation 4.31 also
allows to simply imply this restriction into a function that can be fitted with a linear
least squares regression: The summation over the vector half space Vp is replaced by a
summation of the vector half space of non-symmetry equivalent vectors Vp,symm and the
factors FAiBj~v (~h) need to be summed for all symmetrically equivalent vectors ~v.
A visual comparison of the calculated FAiBj~v (~h) for next neighbour interactions and the
measured diffuse scattering, can help identify, which neighbouring sites interact with each
other. This will be discussed further in the Chapter 5.2.
4.2.2. Binary disordered systems with ns sites per unit cell
Most cases of purely substitutional disordered systems are binary disordered systems. Each
site of the unit cell i is either occupied by a scatterer of type Ai or of type Bi. For these
two component systems the restriction
mAimBjα
AiBj
~v = mBimAjα
BiAj
~v (4.32)
holds, which is in general not true for systems with three or more disordered components
per site. For the derivation see Appendix A.3. This allows to simplify the summations in
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Equation 4.31:
ID(~h) = ILaue(~h) + Iuc(~h) + ISRO(~h)
= Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
mAimBi
∣∣∣FAi(~h)− FBi(~h)∣∣∣2
+Nuc
Ns−1∑
i=1
Ns∑
j>i
α
AiBj
~0 K
AiBj
~0 (
~h)
+Nuc
∑
~v∈Vp
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
α
AiBj
~v K
AiBj
~v (~h),
(4.33)
where the term KAiBj~v (~h) is defined as:
K
AiBj
~v (~h) = F
AiBj
~v (~h) +
mBimAj
mAimBj
F
BiAj
~v (~h). (4.34)
4.2.3. System with binary disorder and one disordered site per unit
cell
The simplest kind of substitutional disorder, is binary disorder with only one disordered
site per unit cell, as e.g. found in [16]. This allows to omit the summations over i and j in
Equation 4.33. This simplifies the terms KAB~v (~h) drastically:
KAB~v (~h) = FAB~v (~h) + FBA~v (~h)
= 2mAmB
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 . (4.35)
This allows to factorize the term
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 out of the summation in Equation 4.33:
ID(~h) = NucmAmB
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2
1 + 2 ∑
~v∈Vp
α~v cos(2pi~h~v)
 . (4.36)
α~v is the binary Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter as defined in Equation 3.7.
Equation 4.36 is a powerful simplification for the diffuse scattering intensity. The possib-
ilities that are established by these simplifications will be discussed in Chapter 5.2 and
Chapter 6.1.
4.3 Pure correlated displacement disorder
In systems that show pure displacement disorder, each site of the unit cell is only occupied
by one type of scatterer. The summations over the components Ai and Bj in Equation 4.20
can be omitted and the mean inter-scatterer distance is given by the average structure. This
simplifies Equation 4.20:
ID(~h) = Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
Fi(~h)F ∗j (~h) exp
(
−2pi2~hT (ui + uj)~h
)
∑
~v
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTUAiBj~v ~h
)
− 1
)
exp
(
−2pii~h~v
)
.
(4.37)
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Applying Equation 3.22 allows to condense the summation over the positive vector half
space ~Vp.
ID(~h) =ILaue(~h) + Iuc(~h) + ISRO(~h)
Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
∣∣∣Fi(~h)∣∣∣2 (1− exp (−4pi2~hTui~h))
+Nuc
Ns−1∑
i=1
Ns∑
j>i
[
Fi(~h)F ∗j (~h) + Fj(~h)F ∗i (~h)
]
exp
(
−2pi2~hT (ui + uj)~h
)
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTUAiBj~0 ~h
)
− 1
)
+ 2Nuc
Ns∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
[
Fi(~h)F ∗j (~h) + Fj(~h)F ∗i (~h)
]
exp
(
−2pi2~hT (ui + uj)~h
)
∑
~v∈Vp
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTUAiBj~v ~h
)
− 1
)
cos
(
−2pi~h~v
)
,
(4.38)
where the Euler formula from Equation 2.30 was used and a separation equivalent to the
cases discussed in the previous section was applied.
The fact that the form factor terms involving Fi and Fj can be effectively factorized of
the summation over the vectors ~v allows a similar simplification to the binary disordered
system in the previous chapter. The applications will be discussed in Chapter 5.1 and
Chapter 6.2.
Summary
This chapter derived general expressions for the diffuse scattering intensity in systems with
displacement and/or substitutional disorder. The derived expression in Equation 4.20 em-
ploys the disorder parameters introduced in Chapter 3 and is valid for disordered molecular
systems.
In the case of pure substitutional disorder valuable simplifications were introduced, al-
lowing a least squares linear regression refinement of the short-range order parameters to
the observed diffuse intensity. The information needed for the refinement can solely be
derived from the average structure information. The following chapter will show, how this
formalism can be applied to distinguish which sites are coupled in correlated disorder.
For pure displacement disorder valuable simplifications were derived as well. In the fol-
lowing chapters it is shown how the simplifications introduced in this chapter allow to
identify rather rigid units. The equations presented here are valid for both, substitutional
and displacement disorder, in molecular systems. Unlike most equations presented in liter-
ature they neither imply centro-symmetry nor do they depend on a Taylor series expansion
for describing displacement disorder.
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Analysis of simulated diffuse
scattering
In a disordered crystal composed of molecules, the arrangement of the atoms within the mo-
lecules largely influences the diffuse intensity distribution in reciprocal space. This chapter
describes the effect of the molecular form factor on the diffuse intensity and proposes tech-
niques to separate the disorder diffuse scattering from the molecular form factor contribu-
tion. Additionally, the information encoded in different molecular form factors can be used
to distinguish different types of disorder.
This chapter will apply the equations derived in the previous chapter to fit the simulated
data of a molecular disordered hypothetical sample system build of 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene
molecules. Several systems that show different types of disorder are simulated and the
equations derived in the previous chapter are applied in the analysis. Chapter 5.1 deals
with a system with pure displacement disorder. In Chapter 5.2 several systems with pure
substitutional disorder are investigated: A system with binary disorder on one site in the
unit cell is analysed as well as a system with two symmetry related sites within the unit
cell and a system with three disordered components on one site in the unit cell. The most
general case, a system with a size-effect like relaxation, is discussed in Chapter 5.3.
The model systems are used to discuss the influence of the molecular form factor on
different types of disorder diffuse scattering. A disordered system is generated via a direct
Monte Carlo model using the DISCUS program [29]. For each kind of disorder discussed,
the disorder parameters are derived from the simulated structure and the diffuse scattering
intensity (Isim(~h)) is simulated using the Fourier transform algorithm built into the DISCUS
program.
The model diffuse intensity (Imod(~h)) can be calculated using the equations from the
previous chapter employing the disorder parameters derived from the structural model. The
difference between the simulation and model intensity is discussed. The equations of the
previous chapter are used to set up least squares refinements to model the diffuse scattering.
This yields the refined diffuse intensity (Iref (~h)), which is compared to the simulated and
model diffuse intensity. The refinement of disorder parameters on simulated data can be seen
as a proof-of-principle application and as a benchmark test: The comparison of the disorder
parameters analysed from the structural Monte Carlo model and the fit parameters gives a
lower limit for the accuracy of the fit for the application to experimental diffuse scattering
data.
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecule used for the simulation. The unit cell axis
~a and ~b are indicated. a = b = 8 Å, γ = 90◦, no symmetry constraints were
used (plane space group p1). (b) Bond length distribution for pairs separated
by ~v = (1, 0)T (blue) and separated by ~v = (0, 1)T (red). The red distribution
is wider than the blue distribution, both can be approximated by Gaussian
distributions.
The chapter closes with an estimation of the accuracy of fitting disorder diffuse scattering
in molecular materials via the equations derived in the previous chapter. Furthermore,
the possibilities and advantages that open up by an analysis via the derived equations,
employing molecular form factors will be analysed.
5.1 Correlated displacement disorder
A system with pure correlated displacement disorder is investigated. For this purpose, a
two-dimensional system of 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecules as shown in Figure 5.1(a) is
simulated.
Generation of the computational model
Using the DISCUS program, a two-dimensional model crystal of 100 × 100 unit cells was
generated. No symmetry constraints were applied, the plane space group p1 is used. The
molecule centres were randomly displaced by a bivariate Gaussian distribution, generated
by an isotropic atomic displacement parameter B = 2 Å2. The displacements of the indi-
vidual molecules were then sorted using a Monte Carlo algorithm, favouring neighbouring
molecules to be displaced in the same direction. For a detailed description of the Monte
Carlo algorithm see [29].
The distance distribution for molecules separated by the real space vectors ~v1 = (1, 0)T
and ~v2 = (0, 1)T is shown in Figure 5.1(b). The sorting algorithm was chosen, so that the
pairs in ~v = (1, 0)T direction are sorted more strictly than the pairs in ~v = (0, 1)T direction.
The Fourier transform algorithm in DISCUS allows to calculate the diffuse scattering of
the generated model structure with the option to subtract the Bragg scattering. For the
diffuse scattering patterns shown in this thesis this option was always used. The resulting
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Figure 5.2.: (a) Diffuse scattering intensity (Isim(~h)) of a simulated two-dimensional 3-
Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecular crystal with correlated displacement disorder.
(b) Absolute molecular form factor squared (|F (~h)|2) of a single 3-Bromo-5-
chlorotoluene molecule.
diffuse scattering intensity (Isim(~h)) in the hk-layer is shown in Figure 5.2(a). The diffuse
scattering is calculated on a reciprocal grid of 801× 801 pixels for −8 ≤ h, k ≤ 8.1 The res-
ulting disordered structure was analysed for the disorder parameters U~v. The corresponding
parameters for the first three shells of neighbours are listed in Table 5.1.
Analytical description of the diffuse scattering intensity
The model system shows only correlated displacement disorder. Therefore, Equation 4.38
applies. For one disordered site per unit cell, as simulated here, Equation 4.38 can be
simplified:
ID(~h) =ILaue(~h) + ISRO(~h)
=Nuc
∣∣∣F (~h)∣∣∣2 exp (−4pi2~hTu~h) [(exp (4pi2~hTu~h)− 1)
+ 2
∑
~v∈Vp
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
− 1
)
cos
(
2pi~h~v
)]
.
(5.1)
The covariance matrix u is given by the atomic displacement parameter. From the struc-
ture simulation results:
u =
(
3.933 −0.048
−0.048 3.920
)
· 10−4. (5.2)
All parameters are in fractions of lattice constants. The atomic displacement parameter as
given in Equation 5.2 is obtained from Bragg data analysis in an experiment. The disorder
parameters U~v are the only unknown quantities in Equation 5.1.
1The diffuse scattering intensity was calculated in DISCUS using “lots”. The lot-size, here 10× 10
unit cells, determines the maximum inter-scatterer vector, for which correlations can be observed
in the data simulation. See [29] for an explicit description of the diffuse scattering calculation in
DISCUS using “lots”.
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Table 5.1.: Parameters of the covariance matrices U~v from the simulated structure of a
two dimensional 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene model crystal with correlated displace-
ment disorder. The parameters from the structural simulation are compared to
the parameters obtained from the refinement of the diffuse scattering data. All
parameters are multiplied by 104.
Structure Refinement
~vT U11,~v U22,~v U12,~v U11,~v U22,~v U12,~v
(0,1) -0.131 -1.783 0.040 -0.041 -1.789 0.031
(0,2) 0.081 -0.307 0.000 0.072 -0.387 -0.005
(0,3) 0.029 -0.038 -0.032 0.048 -0.107 -0.041
(1,-3) -0.081 -0.100 -0.149 -0.015 -0.147 -0.121
(1,-2) 0.046 -0.016 -0.065 0.008 -0.008 -0.039
(1,-1) -0.364 0.012 -0.008 -0.004 -0.011 -0.060
(1,0) -5.074 -0.009 0.023 -5.091 -0.036 -0.009
(1,1) -0.125 -0.121 0.005 -0.064 -0.120 -0.016
(1,2) 0.033 -0.044 0.000 0.010 -0.046 0.000
(1,3) 0.105 -0.020 -0.062 0.099 -0.027 -0.101
(2,-3) -0.096 -0.033 -0.149 -0.079 0.000 -0.110
(2,-2) 0.071 0.019 -0.108 0.053 0.071 -0.116
(2,-1) 0.042 -0.021 -0.028 0.085 -0.143 -0.043
(2,0) -3.231 -0.085 -0.015 -3.295 -0.054 -0.044
(2,1) -0.073 -0.057 0.040 -0.048 -0.029 0.048
(2,2) -0.005 0.066 0.056 0.008 0.118 0.084
(2,3) 0.143 -0.055 -0.046 0.138 -0.113 -0.045
(3,-3) -0.099 -0.074 -0.111 -0.075 -0.002 -0.104
(3,-2) 0.114 -0.024 -0.075 0.114 0.068 -0.039
(3,-1) 0.129 -0.234 -0.009 0.187 -0.132 -0.048
(3,0) -2.049 -0.048 -0.028 -2.046 -0.079 -0.044
(3,1) -0.035 -0.077 0.035 0.001 -0.118 0.022
(3,2) -0.053 -0.061 -0.040 0.016 -0.017 -0.061
(3,3) 0.121 0.048 -0.104 0.137 0.104 -0.123
Influence of the molecular form factor
The influence of the molecular form factor F (~h) on the correlated displacement disorder
diffuse intensity can be directly derived from Equation 5.1: The diffuse scattering intensity
can be factorized into two components, the molecular form factor term IForm(~h) and the
disorder diffuse scattering intensity IDis(~h):
ID(~h) =IForm(~h) · IDis(~h), (5.3)
IForm(~h) =Nuc
∣∣∣F (~h)∣∣∣2 exp (−4pi2~hTu~h) , (5.4)
IDis(~h) =
(
exp
(
4pi2~hTu~h
)
− 1
)
+ 2
∑
~v∈Vp
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
− 1
)
cos
(
2pi~h~v
)
. (5.5)
The molecular form factor term IForm(~h) as displayed in Figure 5.2(b) is known from
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Figure 5.3.: (a) Left (−8 < h < 0): Model diffuse intensity Imod(~h) for the 3-Bromo-
5-chlorotoluene system with pure displacement disorder, calculated from the
structural parameters listed in Table 5.1. Right (0 < h < 8): Refined diffuse
intensity Iref (~h) calculated from the refined parameters listed in Table 5.1.
The first five shells of neighbours were used in both calculations. A visual
comparison with the simulated diffuse scattering data in Figure 5.6(a) indic-
ates a good agreement for both calculated intensities Imod(~h) and Iref (~h). This
confirmed by the respective R-factors (see Table 5.2). (b) Simulated diffuse
intensity divided by the absolute square of the molecular form factor (see Fig-
ure 5.2(b)). The areas in reciprocal space where the absolute molecular form
factor squared was less than 1% its maximum intensity, were excluded from the
division. These points are visible as the black irregularly shaped areas in the
graphic. The resulting intensity shows the pure disorder diffuse scattering.
the average structure solution.2 Therefore, it is possible to decouple the influence of the
molecular form factor and the disorder diffuse scattering intensity by a simple division of the
diffuse intensity by the form factor term. To avoid a division by 0 and an over amplification
of possible experimental noise, areas in reciprocal space, where the form factor term IForm
is less than 1% its maximum intensity, are excluded from the division and consecutive data
analysis. The result of the division is displayed in Figure 5.3(b).
Calculation of the model diffuse intensity
The calculation of the molecular form factor as shown in Figure 5.2(b) enables to calculate
the model intensity (Imod(~h)) from the structural parameters derived from the computa-
tional model via Equation 5.1. The resulting intensity is shown in Figure 5.3(a). Correla-
tions for the first five shells of neighbours were included in the calculation. The calculated
(Imod(~h)) and simulated (Isim(~h)) intensity agree very well, the corresponding R-values are
listed in Table 5.2.
2In principle the term Nuc is not known from the average structure solution, but the experimental
intensity is scaled to yield the Bragg intensity in electron units. The same scale factor has to
be applied to the diffuse scattering intensity. Note that the scale factor does not inhibit the
separation of the disorder diffuse scattering and the molecular form factor contribution.
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Table 5.2.: R-values for the simulated diffuse intensity shown in Figure 5.2(a) versus the
model intensity calculated from the structural parameters and the refined para-
meters for the simulated system with pure displacement disorder.
R-value
Imod
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 10.96%
5 shells of neighbours 4.52%
9 shells of neighbours 4.01%
Iref
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 10.99%
5 shells of neighbours 4.09%
9 shells of neighbours 3.44%
The pure disorder scattering resulting from the division of the diffuse scattering intensity
by the molecular form factor |F (~h)|2 is shown in Figure 5.3(b). The disorder diffuse scatter-
ing shows diffuse streaks parallel to h and k at integer h and k. There is no diffuse scattering
at the origin of reciprocal space. This pure disorder diffuse scattering is consistent with the
atomistic model discussed in Chapter 3.2 for positively correlated displacement disorder.
The diffuse streaks parallel k are sharper and show a greater maximum intensity than the
streaks parallel h, indicating a stronger correlation along ~a, than along ~b. The structural
parameters listed in Table 5.1 confirm this visual analysis. The separation of the molecu-
lar form factor contribution and the disorder diffuse scattering allows for a direct disorder
model building in the case of pure displacement disorder. This separation technique reduces
the complications of diffuse scattering analysis in molecular systems to the equivalent of
the well-understood diffuse scattering analysis in pure atomistic systems.
Non-linear least squares refinement
Non-linear least squares refinements are used to refine an analytical function f(~x, ~β) with
parameters ~β to a data-set of m data points given as ~yi = f(~xi) [94]. The refinement
requires that the number of data points m is larger than the number of parameters n. The
set of equations
y1 = f(~x1, ~β), (5.6)
...
ym = f(~xm, ~β) (5.7)
is over-determined.
Least squares refinements aim at minimizing the squared residuals:
R2 =
m∑
i=1
(
f(~xm, ~β)− ym
)2
. (5.8)
This is done in an iterative fashion. With an initial guess of parameters ~β the quantities Ri
can be defined [94]:
Ri(~β) = yi − f(~xi, ~β). (5.9)
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0 is the minimum of the function Ri(~β): In case of a perfect fit of the function f(~xi, ~βopt)
to the data ym all Ri(~βopt) = 0. For the set of optimal parameters ~βopt also all the partial
derivatives are 0:
∂Ri
∂βj,opt
= 0 = −∂f(~xi,
~βopt)
βj,opt
. (5.10)
The parameters ~βopt = ~β+d~β and the change d~β can be predicted using a linear estimation:
Ri(~β + d~β) = 0 ≈ Ri(~β) +
n∑
j=1
∂Ri
∂βj
dβj . (5.11)
This can be rewritten using Equation 5.10 [94]:
Ri(~β) =
n∑
j=1
∂f
∂βj
dβj
∣∣∣∣∣
~xi,~β
. (5.12)
Considering the m data points and the n parameters, the Ri can be expressed in the form
of a matrix equation:
~R = Ad~β, (5.13)
with the m× n matrix
A =

∂f
∂β1
∣∣∣
~x1,~β
... ∂f∂βn
∣∣∣
~x1,~β... . . .
...
∂f
∂β1
∣∣∣
~xm,~β
... ∂f∂βn
∣∣∣
~xm,~β
 , (5.14)
the m-vector ~R and the n-vector d~β [94].
The matrix A and the vector ~R can be calculated from the data and the initial guess of
parameters ~β. With Equation 5.13 the vector d~β can be directly calculated [94]:
d~β =
(
ATA
)−1
ATd~R. (5.15)
The offset d~β is added to the parameters ~β in each iteration of the refinement and new
residuals can be calculated. This iterative technique minimizes the squared residuals R2
and yields a good estimate for the parameters ~β.
Refinement of the simulated intensity
The disorder parameters U~v can be refined to the simulated diffuse scattering intensity
shown in Figure 5.2(a) via Equation 5.1 using a non-linear least squares refinement. For
the two-dimensional system at hand, the covariance matrix U~v has three parameters per
lattice vector ~v. The derivatives can be calculated analytically:
∂ID(~h)
∂U11,~v
= IForm(~h) cos(2pi~h~v) exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
(−4pi2h2), (5.16)
∂ID(~h)
∂U22,~v
= IForm(~h) cos(2pi~h~v) exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
(−4pi2k2), (5.17)
∂ID(~h)
∂U12,~v
= IForm(~h) cos(2pi~h~v) exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
(−8pi2hk). (5.18)
The quantities Nuc, |F (~h)|2 and u are taken from the average structure.
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U11,~v = −5.074 · 10−4
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Figure 5.4.: The function f(~h) = 2
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
− 1
)
evaluated for −8 ≤ h ≤ 8 at
k = 0. Three different U11,~v contributions are shown: U11,~v = −5.074 · 10−4
(blue), U11,~v = −10−5 (red) and U11,~v = 10−5 (green).
A non-linear least squares refinement was set-up taking U~v = 0 as starting values. This
corresponds to an uncorrelated system and therefore no knowledge about the underlying
correlation type is implied. The refinements with different sets of parameters were per-
formed, using the first two, five and nine shells of neighbours, respectively. Each refinement
was run for 150 iterations. The calculated model intensity resulting from the refinement
(Iref (~h)) and the simulated data (Isim(~h)) agree very well (see Figure 5.3(a)), the corres-
ponding R-values are listed in Table 5.2. The refined intensity (Iref (~h)) shows a slightly
better agreement to the simulated data than the model calculation from the structural
parameters (Imod(~h)). This is expected, since the refinement can compensate for higher
neighbour correlations by adapting the refined correlations, which is not done in the model
calculation from the structural parameters.
The refined parameters for the refinement including the first five shells of neighbours are
listed in Table 5.1. The parameters listed in Table 5.1 are very small, and mostly negative.
A negative U11,,~v and U22,,~v means the distance distribution in the corresponding direction
~v is narrower than suggested by the average structure, i.e. neighbouring molecules tend
to be displaced in the same direction. All refined parameters that are larger than 10−5
agree in sign and magnitude with the structural parameters. The discrepancies between
the structural and refined parameters are more significant for the smaller parameters, but
the signs agree for almost all parameters.
The discrepancies can be explained by the limited reciprocal space coverage simulated:
The expression
f(~h) = 2
(
exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
)
− 1
)
(5.19)
governs the magnitude of the diffuse scattering associated with a certain disorder parameter
U~v. The maximum h-value simulated is h = 8. For the cut through reciprocal space at
k = 0, only the parameters U11,~v give a diffuse scattering contribution. Figure 5.4 plots
the expression f(~h) in Equation 5.19 for different parameters U11,~v. The maximum diffuse
scattering contribution results from the term U11,(1,0)T = −5.074 · 10−4: The function f(~h)
evaluates to 1.796 at the reciprocal lattice point (8, 0)T . To estimate the significance of the
diffuse scattering contributions from smaller parameters, e.g. U11,~v = ±10−5 it is useful to
compare their contribution to the maximum diffuse scattering contribution. The expression
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~b
~a
Figure 5.5.: Orientationally disordered 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecules in the average
unit cell. The same unit cell as in Chapter 5.1 is used. Orientation A is shown
on the origin of the unit cell and on the corner at (0,1), while orientation B is
shown at the corners (1,0) and (1,1).
in Equation 5.19 for U11,~v = ±10−5 evaluates to f((8, 0)T ) = ±0.025, which is very small
compared to the contribution of U11,(1,0)T . Considering the simulated data coverage, the
influence of the weak correlations (|Uij,~v| < 10−5) are minimal and will be likely suppressed
by noise in an experiment. An analysis of the diffuse scattering intensity contributions
with Equation 5.1 allows to evaluate the significance of each refined disorder parameter by
comparing its contribution to the overall diffuse scattering intensity.
Comparing the refined and structural parameters for the strong, significant correlations
(|Uij,~v| > 10−4) shows an excellent agreement. The deviation is less than 2 %. The refine-
ment procedure described here is able to successfully identify and quantify diffuse scattering
contributions from correlated displacement disorder in molecular materials. No initial guess
of the underlying correlations is necessary. The form factor contribution to the diffuse scat-
tering intensity can be factorized out of the analytical expression in Equation 5.1. The
possibilities that arise from this factorization are discussed in Chapter 5.4.
5.2 Substitutional disorder
For systems with pure substitutional disorder the simplifications derived in Equations 4.31,
4.33 and 4.36 hold. In the following three example systems with binary disorder on one and
two sites per unit cell and a system with three disordered components are investigated.
5.2.1. Binary disorder on one site per unit cell
A two-dimensional system of orientationally disordered 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecules
as shown in Figure 5.5 is simulated. The molecule is present in one of two orientations A
or B.
Generation of the computational model
Using the DISCUS program, a two-dimensional model crystal of 100 × 100 unit cells was
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Figure 5.6.: (a) Simulated diffuse scattering intensity (Isim(~h)) in the hk-layer for a binary
disordered system with one disordered site per unit cell, as shown in Figure 5.5.
(b) Absolute molecular form factor difference squared
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 for the
system shown in Figure 5.5.
generated. The type of molecule A or B was assigned at random, yielding the partial occu-
pancies mA = mB = 0.5. The molecules were then sorted using a Monte Carlo algorithm,
introducing a negative correlation for ~v1 = (1, 0)T and a positive correlation for ~v2 = (0, 1)T .
The resulting diffuse scattering intensity (Isim(~h)) in the hk-layer is shown in Figure 5.6(a).
The diffuse scattering is calculated on a reciprocal grid of 801×801 pixels for −8 ≤ h, k ≤ 8.
The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters were analysed from the generated
model structure. As no symmetry constraints were applied each ~v ∈ Vp has a unique
α~v. The parameters for the first three shells of neighbours are listed in Table 5.3.
Analytical description of diffuse scattering
The model system shows pure substitutional disorder with one disordered site per unit cell.
Hence Equation 4.36 applies:
ID(~h) = IForm(~h) · ISRO(~h), (5.20)
IForm(~h) = NucmAmB
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 , (5.21)
ISRO(~h) = 1 + 2
∑
~v∈Vp
α~v cos(2pi~h~v). (5.22)
The molecular form factors FA(~h) and FB(~h) can be calculated from the known average
structure, as well as the absolute molecular form factor difference squared
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2,
which is shown in Figure 5.6(b). The disorder parameters α~v are the only unknown quant-
ities in Equation 4.36. The model diffuse scattering intensity (Imod(~h)) is calculated using
Equation 4.36 with the structural parameters listed in Table 5.3. The model diffuse intens-
ity (Imod(~h)), including the structural parameters from the first five shells of neighbours is
shown in Figure 5.7(a). The agreement between the data and the model is very good and
the R-value between the simulated Isim(~h) and the model diffuse intensity Imod(~h) is listed
in Table 5.4, alongside the R-values between the simulated data and different numbers of
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Figure 5.7.: (a) Left (−8 < h < 0): Model diffuse intensity Imod(~h) calculated from the
structural parameters listed in column two of Table 5.3. Right (0 < h < 8):
Refined diffuse intensity Iref (~h) calculated from the refined parameters listed in
column three of Table 5.3. The first five shells of neighbours were used in both
calculations. The calculated intensities and the data shown in Figure 5.6(a)
agree very well; the R-values are listed in Table 5.4. (b) Simulated diffuse
intensity, shown in Figure 5.6(a), divided by the absolute molecular form factor
difference squared, shown in Figure 5.6(b). The areas in reciprocal space where
the absolute molecular form factor difference squared was less than 1% its
maximum intensity, were excluded from the division. These points are visible
as the black streaks in the graphic. The resulting intensity pattern is periodic
with a periodicity length of one reciprocal unit cell and shows the pure disorder
diffuse scattering.
parameters included in the model calculation.
Influence of the molecular form factor
In real space, the defect structure of a binary disordered point-scatterer structure, is convo-
luted with the molecular scatterer information. As a result of the convolution theorem [47],
in reciprocal space the pure disorder scattering is multiplied with the contribution of the
molecular scatterers.
The diffuse scattering intensity is the product of the form factor term IForm(~h) and the
disorder diffuse scattering ISRO(~h), that includes the short-range order parameters α~v. This
has three important implications:
1. The disorder diffuse scattering and the molecular form factor can be separated by a
simple division.
2. The diffuse scattering only shows contributions of the molecular form factor difference
squared. No individual contributions of the single molecules are observed, only the
difference in the molecular scatterers.
3. A projection algorithm allows to analyse the diffuse scattering data without knowing
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the average structure. The disorder diffuse scattering can be reconstructed directly,
without calculating the molecular form factors. The division of the diffuse scattering
intensity by the disorder diffuse scattering allows to reconstruct the molecular form
factor difference squared. The implications of this were applied in [93] and [95] and
will be discussed in Chapter 5.4.
Refinement of short-range order parameters - Complete model
The unknown disorder parameters α~v can be obtained from the simulated data by perform-
ing a linear least squares regression using Equation 4.36: As the disorder diffuse scattering
ISRO(~h) in Equation 5.22 is a linear function of the unknown parameters α~v, a linear least
squares regression, that does not require prior knowledge of approximately correct starting
values, can be used to refine the disorder parameters.
As in the non-linear least squares regression introduced in the previous section, the square
of the residuals R2 is minimized [96]:
R2 =
nData∑
i=1
(
Iobs(~hi)− ID(~hi, ~β)
)2
, (5.23)
where Iobs(~hi) is the observed intensity at a point i of the data set, that contains nData
points. The parameters βj in ID(~hi, ~β) are the unknown, refined parameters. For the
minimization of R2 the expression
∂R2
∂βj
= −2
nData∑
i=1
(
Iobs(~hi)− ID(~hi, ~β)
)(∂ID(~hi, ~β)
∂βj
)
= 0 (5.24)
has to be evaluated. Rewriting Equation 4.36 to
ID(~h, ~β) =
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 βmax∑
j=1
βj cos(2pi~h~vj) (5.25)
allows to calculate the derivatives analytically:
∂ID(~hi)
∂βj
=
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 cos(2pi~h~vj), (5.26)
where βj = NmAmBα~vj was substituted.
This allows to calculate all expressions involved in Equation 5.24, yielding a system of
linear equations, which can be solved computationally by a matrix inversion. Implementing
this matrix problem allows to directly access the short-range order parameters and elimin-
ates the need to find a good starting model. This regression algorithm was performed on
the data shown in Figure 5.6(a). The regression was performed to optimize the parameters
describing correlations in the first two, five, and nine shells of neighbours. The analysis
and model calculation can be performed within seconds on a regular desktop computer.
For each refinement the refined diffuse intensity (Iref (~h)) was calculated, see Figure 5.7(a).
The R-values are listed in Table 5.4 and indicate a very good agreement.
The model from the refined parameters shows a slightly better agreement to the simu-
lated data than the model from the structural parameters, which is to be expected: The
refinement can compensate for higher neighbour correlations by adapting the included re-
finement parameters, which is not included in the model calculation from the structural
parameters.
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Table 5.3.: Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters α~v from the simulated two-
dimensional model structure with binary disorder on one disordered site per
unit cell. The parameters from the simulation are compared to the results of
the different refinements described in the text.
Refinement from Projection known Projection unknown
~vT Structure complete dataset average structure average structure
(0,1) 0.14719 0.14720 0.15639 0.13148
(0,2) 0.04879 0.04880 0.05495 0.03829
(0,3) 0.00359 0.00360 0.00169 0.00208
(1,-3) -0.01440 -0.00751 -0.01172 -0.00910
(1,-2) -0.02802 -0.01344 -0.02099 -0.01481
(1,-1) -0.09400 -0.07451 -0.08989 -0.07397
(1,0) -0.35080 -0.33979 -0.35771 -0.30643
(1,1) -0.10120 -0.09801 -0.09726 -0.07988
(1,2) -0.04720 -0.04572 -0.03856 -0.03337
(1,3) -0.00480 -0.00465 -0.00301 -0.00330
(2,-3) 0.01519 0.00717 0.01375 0.00707
(2,-2) 0.03199 0.01870 0.02391 0.01751
(2,-1) 0.04119 0.02955 0.03520 0.02546
(2,0) 0.12479 0.10932 0.10408 0.08704
(2,1) 0.04599 0.04028 0.03311 0.02847
(2,2) 0.02759 0.02417 0.01922 0.01502
(2,3) 0.01199 0.01052 0.00672 0.00550
(3,-3) -0.01120 -0.00439 -0.00500 -0.00434
(3,-2) -0.02240 -0.01088 -0.01143 -0.00952
(3,-1) -0.01920 -0.01145 -0.01052 -0.00925
(3,0) -0.05080 -0.03702 -0.03133 -0.02639
(3,1) -0.00800 -0.00581 -0.00465 -0.00418
(3,2) -0.00320 -0.00233 -0.00252 -0.00175
(3,3) -0.00600 -0.00437 -0.00284 -0.00251
The refined parameters for the optimization using the first five shells for neighbours are
listed in column three of Table 5.3. The type of correlation was successfully identified
for all parameters: The refined sign of the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter is
correct for all parameters. The magnitude is subject to small variations, with a maximum
absolute deviation of 0.019. The refinement shows a slight tendency to underestimate the
structural parameters, but the agreement between the structural parameters and the refined
parameters is nevertheless remarkable.
Projection with known average structure
The non-trivial factors in Equation 4.36, which are functions of the reciprocal space vector
~h, are the absolute form factor difference squared and the cosine series, which comprises
the pure disorder scattering: the diffuse scattering by chemical short-range order from a
binary disordered system of point scatterers. The absolute form factor difference squared
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Table 5.4.: R-values for the simulated diffuse intensity versus the calculated model diffuse
intensity for the different modes of analysis performed here. A binary disordered
system with one disordered site per unit cell is investigated.
R-value
Complete dataset
Imod
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 6.83%
5 shells of neighbours 4.60%
9 shells of neighbours 6.39%
Iref
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 2.15%
5 shells of neighbours 1.82%
9 shells of neighbours 1.80%
Projection
Known average structure
2 shells of neighbours 4.72%
5 shells of neighbours 2.54%
9 shells of neighbours 2.51%
Unknown average structure
2 shells of neighbours 1.84%
5 shells of neighbours 1.84%
9 shells of neighbours 1.82%
corresponds to a single pair of disordered molecules and therefore its intensity distribution
in reciprocal space is a continuous, smoothly varying distribution, that is not related to the
local order. The cosine series represents the contribution of the defect distribution and is
perfectly periodic in reciprocal space with a periodicity length of one reciprocal unit cell.
As the diffuse intensity as described in Equation 4.36 is the product of the periodic cosine
series and the form factor term, the contributions of the defect scattering and the molecular
form factor can be separated by a simple division of the diffuse scattering data by the
absolute form factor difference squared. Regions in reciprocal space where the absolute
form factor difference squared is approximately zero have to be excluded from the division.
The resulting pattern, after the division, is periodic in reciprocal space, with a maximum
periodicity length of one reciprocal unit cell. This periodicity allows to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio of the data by projecting the resulting intensity into one reciprocal unit cell.
A consecutive linear regression of the cosine series in Equation 4.36 allows to refine the
short-range order parameters α~v.
The disorder scattering intensity after the division is shown in Figure 5.7(b). All regions
where the absolute form factor difference squared, as shown in Figure 5.6(b), was smal-
ler than 1% of its maximum intensity, were excluded from the division. Because of this
masking, a counting algorithm is implemented during the projection: For every point in
the reciprocal unit cell, it is counted how many data points are projected onto this point
and the projected intensity is normalized by this count rate. The result of the projection is
shown in Figure 5.8(a).
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Figure 5.8.: (a) Diffuse scattering intensity divided by the absolute molecular form factor
difference squared (as shown in Figure 5.7(b)) projected into one reciprocal
unit cell. (b) Model intensity calculated from the parameters refined to fit the
intensity shown in (a).
Figure 5.7(b) and Figure 5.8(a) both show the pure disorder diffuse scattering, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3.1. The diffuse maxima are at half-integer h and integer k, suggesting
a negative correlation along ~a and a positive correlation along ~b. This visual analysis is
confirmed by the structural parameters listed in Table 5.3.
As for the complete model a linear least squares regression was performed for the first
two, five, and nine shells of neighbours, to refine the Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameters to the projected disorder diffuse scattering intensity shown in Figure 5.8(a).
The R-values between the divided and projected data and the refined cosine series for the
different number of parameters included, are listed in Table 5.4. The R-values suggest an
excellent agreement between the refined model intensity and the simulated, divided and
projected intensity. The calculated model intensity from the refinement using the first five
shells of neighbours is shown in Figure 5.8(b).
The parameters for the refinement including the first five shells of neighbours are listed
in column four of Table 5.3, where they are compared to the direct analysis using the model
intensity in all of reciprocal space and the structural parameters in the simulation. As for
the complete model refinement, all correlation types, i.e. all signs of the parameters, were
identified correctly. The maximum absolute deviation of the structural parameters and the
refinement is 0.021, which is comparable to the refinement of the complete data set.
As the divided and projected diffuse scattering intensity contains 50×50 data points, the
refinement is faster compared to the complete data set refinement. The reciprocal space
resolution, the number of data-points in one reciprocal unit cell, determines the maximum
number of parameters, that can be possibly refined. This maximum is also valid for the
complete data-set refinement.
Projection with unknown average structure
When disordered structures are refined using split positions, the average structure often
contains overlapping atomic positions, which makes a distinction into separate molecular
species very difficult or even impossible. If a molecule is located at one site in two slightly
different orientations, it is for example not straight forward to assign disordered side groups
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Figure 5.9.: (a) Projection of the absolute molecular form factor difference squared as shown
in Figure 5.6(b) into one reciprocal unit cell. The ratio between the maximum
and minimum projected intensity shown here is 0.9967, which is reasonably
close to unity. (b) Projected diffuse scattering data, after division by an average
atomic form factor.
unambiguously. In such disordered structures the calculation of the molecular form factors
is difficult or impossible.
If the atomic composition of the molecular components involved in the disorder are known,
the average atomic form factor can be calculated. Dividing the experimentally obtained
scattering pattern by this average form factor, annihilates the characteristic decrease of
scattering intensity with increasing distance from the origin in reciprocal space.3
A consecutive projection of the data into one reciprocal unit cell will also give a reason-
able guess for the disorder parameters: Since the absolute molecular form factor difference
squared is a smoothly varying function in reciprocal space, a projection of the absolute
molecular form factor difference squared into one reciprocal unit cell gives a reasonably flat
function. This projection is shown in Figure 5.9(a), where the ratio between the minimum
and maximum intensity in the projection is 0.9967, which is reasonably close to unity.
The modulation in the projected intensity pattern is predominately due to the disorder
scattering and the modulations introduced by the form factor difference squared can be
neglected. The disorder parameters α~v can be accessed by the same linear regression as
for the case in the previous paragraph with the known average structure. The projected
intensity is shown in Figure 5.9(b).
As for the previous refinements presented here the refinement was performed using the
fist two, five and nine shells of neighbours. The R-values between the projected data and
the refined cosine series are listed in Table 5.4 and suggest an excellent agreement between
the model diffuse intensity and the refined cosine series.
The refined parameters for the refinement using the first five shells of neighbours are listed
in column five of Table 5.3, where they are compared to the structural parameters in the
simulation, the direct analysis using the intensity of the complete dataset and the projection
3An average Debye-Waller factor (exp
(
−4pi2u~hT~h
)
) should be multiplied to the average atomic
form factor to correct for atomic vibrations due to thermal motion. An estimate for u, which is
proportional to the isotropic atomic displacement parameter B, can be generated from a Wilson
plot using the Bragg scattering intensities [62].
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with the known average structure. As for the other two refinements, the type of correlation
was successfully identified for all evaluated Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters.
The maximum absolute deviation of the refined and structural parameter is 0.04437, which is
approximately twice the maximum deviations encountered for the known average structure
refinements. This nevertheless allows to establish a reliable disorder model.
Comparison of different refinement methods
The agreement between all suggested modelling procedures and the simulated data is very
good, suggesting that the analysis of diffuse scattering data in binary disordered systems
employing Equation 4.36 is very powerful. For all short-range order parameters α~v listed
in Table 5.3 the type of disorder was successfully identified with all refinement methods
proposed. The magnitudes of the parameters are subject to small deviations, where all re-
finement procedure seem to slightly underestimate the structural parameters for correlations
with |α~v| < 0.01. Applying different refinement methods leads consistently to essentially
identical models and all suggested methods perform comparably well, emphasizing the ap-
plicability and stability of the underlying algorithms. The R-values listed in Table 5.4
confirm the excellent agreement for all refinements performed.
This section demonstrates that in the case of binary disorder with one disordered site
per unit cell, the analysis of the diffuse scattering is possible without knowing the atomic
coordinates of the average structure. This opens up new possibilities for data analysis and
creates new opportunities for accurate average structure refinement, which will be discussed
in Chapter 5.4.
5.2.2. Binary disordered system with two sites per unit cell
A system with pure substitutional disorder on two sites per unit cell is investigated. For this
purpose, a two-dimensional system of orientationally disordered 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene
molecules as shown in Figure 5.10 is simulated in the plane space group pg.
Generation of the computational model
Using the DISCUS program, a two-dimensional model crystal of 100 × 100 unit cells was
generated. The type of molecule A1 or B1 was assigned at random to site one, yielding
the partial occupancies mA1 = mB1 = 0.5. The molecule types A2 and B2 were assigned
to site two in the same fashion, yielding the partial occupancies mA2 = mB2 = 0.5. The
molecules were then sorted using a Monte Carlo algorithm, introducing a negative correla-
tion, favouring A1B2 and B1A2 pairs within the same unit cell and a positive correlation,
favouring A1A1, B1B1, A2A2 and B2B2 pairs for unit cells separated by the lattice vectors
~v1 = (1, 0)T and ~v2 = (0, 1)T . The resulting diffuse scattering in the hk-layer is shown in
Figure 5.11(a). The diffuse scattering is calculated on a reciprocal grid of 801× 801 pixels
for −8 ≤ h, k ≤ 8.
The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters were calculated from the generated
model structure. As the unit cell average structure symmetry is given by the plane space
group pg, several short-range order parameters are related by symmetry:
α11(uv) = α
22
(−uv )
= α11(−u−v) = α22( u−v), (5.27)
α12(uv) = α
21(−u
v+1
) = α12( u−v−1) = α21(−u−v). (5.28)
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~b
~a
Figure 5.10.: The same molecules as in the previous section are used. Here the 3-Bromo-
5-chlorotoluene molecule is disordered over two symmetry related sites in two
orientations. Site one is centred on (0.25,0.25) and site two is symmetry related
to site one in the plane space group pg. Orientation A1 and A2 are shown
inside the indicated unit cell. Orientation B1 and B2 are shown outside the
indicated unit cell. The lattice constants are a = b = 12 Å, γ = 90◦.
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Figure 5.11.: (a) Simulated data (Isim(~h)) in the hk-layer for a binary disordered system
with two disordered site per unit cell, as shown in Figure 5.10. (b) Laue diffuse
scattering intensity (ILaue(~h)) in the hk-layer.
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The non-symmetry equivalent parameters for the first three shells of neighbours are listed
in Table 5.5.
Analytical description of diffuse scattering
The system investigated here is a binary disordered system with two disordered sites per
unit cell. Therefore, Equation 4.33 applies:
ID(~h) = ILaue(~h) + Iuc(~h) + ISRO(~h)
= Nuc
2∑
i=1
mAimBi
∣∣∣FAi(~h)− FBi(~h)∣∣∣2 +NucαA1B2~0 KA1B2~0 (~h)
+Nuc
∑
~v∈Vp
2∑
i=1
2∑
j=1
α
AiBj
~v K
AiBj
~v (~h).
(5.29)
The Laue scattering and the correlation form factors KAiBj~v (~h) can be calculated directly
from the average structure (see Figure 5.11(b) and Figure 5.12(b) and (c)), leaving the
Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters αAiBj~v the only unknown parameters in Equa-
tion 5.29. As in the case for the binary disordered system with one disordered site per unit
cell the diffuse scattering intensity is a linear function of the unknown short-range order
parameters and known coefficients, that include all form factor contributions. This allows a
refinement of the αAiBj~v with a linear least squares regression, as described in the previous
section.
The model intensity (Imod(~h)) was calculated using the structural parameters listed in
Table 5.5 (see Figure 5.12(d)). The calculated (Imod(~h)) and simulated intensity (Isim(~h))
agree very well, confirming Equation 5.29. The R-values for model calculations including
two, five and nine shells of neighbours are listed in Table 5.6.
Influence of the molecular form factor
In contrast to the previous cases, the diffuse scattering intensity cannot be factorized into
a molecular form factor term and a disorder diffuse scattering term. The reason is, that in
systems with more than one disordered site, several different combinations of binary form
factor terms are included.
To qualitatively estimate the short-range order parameters, a different approach has to be
taken: The Laue diffuse scattering intensity can be calculated from the average structure
and subtracted from the diffuse intensity. This leaves the terms Iuc(~h) and ISRO(~h) in
Equation 5.29 as the summands. The result of the subtraction will be called “reduced”
diffuse scattering intensity in the following. The Laue diffuse scattering intensity and the
“reduced” diffuse scattering intensity are shown in Figure 5.11(b) and Figure 5.12(a).
Both terms, Iuc(~h) and ISRO(~h), are a sum of the unknown α
AiBj
~v multiplied with a
correlation form factor KAiBj~v (~h). The comparison of the “reduced” diffuse scattering in-
tensity with the correlation form factor KAiBj~v (~h) allows to identify the type of correlation
(positive, negative or no correlation). Two different correlation form factors, summed for
the symmetry equivalent vectors ~v, are shown in Figure 5.12, and can be compared to the
“reduced” diffuse scattering intensity.
Figure 5.12(a) shows “reduced” diffuse scattering intensity and Figure 5.12(b) the cor-
relation form factor KA1B2(0,0)T (
~h) for the intra-unit cell correlation from site one to site two.
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Table 5.5.: Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters for a binary disordered system
with two disordered sites per unit cell from the simulated structure and from
the refinement including five shells of neighbours. A “−” indicates the parameter
is either non-existent or covered by a symmetry equivalent.
Structure Refinement
~vT α11~v α
12
~v α
21
~v α
11
~v α
12
~v α
21
~v
(0,0) − -0.4992 − − -0.4798 −
(0,1) 0.2785 -0.1772 − 0.2800 -0.1802 −
(0,2) 0.1115 -0.0790 − 0.1135 -0.0752 −
(0,3) 0.0462 -0.0289 − 0.0468 -0.0280 −
(1,-3) 0.0595 − -0.0396 0.0569 − -0.0382
(1,-2) 0.0913 − -0.0799 0.0890 − -0.0825
(1,-1) 0.1561 − -0.1581 0.1500 − -0.1563
(1,0) 0.1685 -0.1137 -0.2269 0.1618 -0.1097 -0.2168
(1,1) 0.0936 -0.0686 − 0.0944 -0.0652 −
(1,2) 0.0357 -0.0207 − 0.0369 -0.0166 −
(1,3) 0.0036 -0.0025 − 0.0044 0.0001 −
(2,-3) 0.0221 − -0.0233 0.0151 − -0.0244
(2,-2) 0.0437 − -0.0376 0.0335 − -0.0533
(2,-1) 0.0654 − -0.0723 0.0523 − -0.0684
(2,0) 0.0514 -0.0362 -0.0813 0.0442 -0.0299 -0.0723
(2,1) 0.0216 -0.0191 − 0.0188 -0.0130 −
(2,2) 0.0142 -0.0169 − 0.0122 -0.0098 −
(2,3) 0.0124 -0.0086 − 0.0105 -0.0053 −
(3,-3) 0.0307 − -0.0190 0.0155 − -0.0192
(3,-2) 0.0305 − -0.0298 0.0166 − -0.0278
(3,-1) 0.0145 − -0.0134 0.0077 − -0.0139
(3,0) 0.0231 -0.0052 -0.0147 0.0137 0.0002 -0.0128
(3,1) -0.0050 0.0108 − 0.0036 0.0120 −
(3,2) 0.0027 -0.0082 − 0.0007 0.0036 −
(3,3) 0.0167 -0.0037 − 0.0078 0.0028 −
Table 5.6.: R-values for the simulated diffuse intensity versus the model diffuse intensity
calculated from the structural parameters and the refined parameters for a binary
disordered system with two disordered sites per unit cell.
R-value
Imod
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 7.95%
5 shells of neighbours 2.95%
9 shells of neighbours 1.89%
Iref
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 7.45%
5 shells of neighbours 2.89%
9 shells of neighbours 2.50%
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Figure 5.12.: (a) “Reduced” diffuse scattering intensity in the hk-layer.
(b) KA1B2(0,0)T (
~h) +KA1B2(0,−1)T (
~h).
(c) KA1B1(0,1)T (
~h) +KB2A2(0,−2)T (
~h).
(d) Left (−8 < h < 0): Model diffuse intensity Imod(~h) calculated from the
structural parameters listed Table 5.5. Right (0 < h < 8): Refined diffuse in-
tensity Iref (~h) calculated from the refined parameters listed in Table 5.5. The
first five shells of neighbours were used in both calculations. The calculated
intensities and the data shown in Figure 5.11(a) agree very well; the R-values
are listed in Table 5.6. The colour scheme as displayed in the top row was
used in (a), (b) and (c), the colour scheme as displayed in the bottom row was
used in (d).
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Comparing the maxima distribution, it can be seen, that at positions in reciprocal space,
where the correlation form factor shows a maximum (e.g. at reciprocal space coordinates
(0,−2), (1,−4)), the “reduced” diffuse scattering distribution shows a minimum. On the
other hand, at positions in reciprocal space, where the correlation form factor shows a min-
imum (e.g. at reciprocal space coordinates (0, 3), (6, 0)), the “reduced” diffuse scattering
distribution shows a maximum. This suggests a negative intra-unit cell correlation from site
one to site two. A comparison with the structural parameters listed in Table 5.5 confirms
this qualitative estimation.
Comparing the “reduced” diffuse scattering intensity in Figure 5.12(a) and the correla-
tion form factor KA1B1(0,1)T (
~h) shown in Figure 5.12(c), yields an estimation for the inter-unit
cell correlation from site one to site one in (0, 1)T -direction. Comparing the maxima dis-
tribution, it can be seen, that at positions in reciprocal space, where the correlation form
factor shows a maximum (e.g. at reciprocal space coordinates (6, 0), (7,−2)), the “reduced”
diffuse scattering distribution shows also a maximum. The correlation form factor does not
show any significant minima that can be compared to the “reduced” diffuse scattering in-
tensity. This suggests a positive inter-unit cell correlation from site one to site one in
(0, 1)T -direction. A comparison with the structural parameters listed in Table 5.5, confirms
this qualitative estimation.
Calculating the “reduced” diffuse scattering intensity and the correlation form factors for
the shortest inter-molecular vectors allows to qualitatively build a disorder model. The type
of correlation can be successfully identified.
Refinement of short-range order parameters
Using the calculated correlation form factors in Equation 5.29 allows to set up a linear least
squares regression to refine the model parameters. The refinement was performed including
short-range order parameters for the first two, five and nine shells of neighbouring unit cells,
respectively. The refined parameters and the structural parameters from the simulated
model agree very well. The parameters for the refinement using five shells of neighbouring
unit cells are listed in Table 5.5. For all relevant cases (correlation greater than 10−3)
the disorder parameters were correctly identified. The maximum absolute deviation is
encountered for α12~0 with 0.0194. This corresponds to a relative deviation of less than 4 %,
which is an excellent agreement.
From the refined parameters, the refined diffuse intensity (Iref (~h)) was calculated using
Equation 5.29. The refined (Iref (~h)) and the simulated intensity (Isim(~h)) agree very well.
The R-values are listed in Table 5.6 and are very similar to the R-values for the calculated
model intensity from the structural parameters (Imod(~h)). The refined intensity for the
refinement including five shells of neighbours is shown in Figure 5.12(d) and is visually
indistinguishable from the simulated data shown in Figure 5.11(a).
Possible projection procedures
As described in the previous chapter, a projection of the diffuse scattering intensity into one
reciprocal unit cell may be considered since the correlation form factors contain the same
cosine series as in Equation 4.36. For two or more disordered sites in the unit cell such a
projection cannot help to identify correlations: In the example discussed here, site one and
site two are related by symmetry, but the inter-molecular vector from site one to site one in
a unit cell at ~v and the inter-molecular vector from site two to site two in a unit cell at ~v are
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~b
~a
Figure 5.13.: 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecule is disordered over three orientations. Ori-
entation A is shown on the left, orientation B is in the middle and orientation
C is on the right. Lattice constants are a = b = 8 Å, γ = 90◦, no symmetry
constraints were introduced (plane space group p1).
not symmetrically equivalent. In a possible projection procedure, both correlations would
be projected onto the same vector, and therefore such a procedure is not able to identify
the correlation type for either correlation.
In systems involving several sites per unit cell, projection procedures and 3D-∆PDF
analysis4 project different correlations with the same inter-molecular vector onto the same
real-space vector. For these systems only the analysis in reciprocal space is able to clearly
separate the different contributions.
5.2.3. Three disordered components on one site per unit cell
A system with pure substitutional disorder with three disordered components on one site
per unit cell is investigated. The three disordered components are displayed in Figure 5.13.
Systems with three disordered components differ significantly from binary disordered sys-
tems, if the system shows a preferred ABC stacking in one direction: As discussed in
Appendix A.3 this is the case, if the relation
mBimAjα
BiAj
~v = mAimBjα
AiBj
~v (5.30)
does not hold; i.e. the pair probabilities are not centro-symmetric. Such a system is
discussed here on the example of a linear chain of molecules.
The simulation of a linear chain of molecules, stacking molecules in only one direction,
is sufficient to demonstrate the effect of an ABC-type stacking. The extension to two- or
three-dimensional disorder is analogous to the cases presented in the previous sections. To
keep the parameters involved in the disorder limited, for this model demonstration a linear
chain is chosen.
Generation of the computational model
Using the DISCUS program, a linear model crystal of 10 000 unit cells was generated. The
4In a 3D-∆PDF the different molecular form factors yield different shapes of the minima and
maxima. In reciprocal space, the different form factor contributions show maxima and minima at
different positions, but in a 3D-∆PDF this information overlaps at the real space inter-molecular
vector.
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Figure 5.14.: Blue: Simulated data Isim(h) on the h-axis for a one-dimensional substitu-
tional disordered system with three disordered components, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.13. Red: Model calculated from the refined parameters including the first
five shells of neighbours (Iref (h)). Green: Calculated diffuse Laue scattering
(ILaue(h)).
molecules of type A, B and C were inserted in an iterative fashion. The type of molecule
was assigned depending on the type of molecule in the previous unit cell at ~v = (−1) using
a distribution function that favours an ACB type stacking along the +1 direction. The
procedure was set up in such a way that the average occupancies fulfilmA = mB = mC = 13 .
The diffuse scattering intensity (Isim(h)) on the h-axis was calculated with DISCUS and
is shown in Figure 5.14. As a linear chain of molecules was used, all information about the
disorder is already included in the scattering on the h-axis and no two- or three-dimensional
calculation would result in further information. The diffuse scattering is calculated on
a reciprocal grid of 801 pixels for −8 ≤ h ≤ 8. The Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameters were calculated from the generated model structure. The parameters for the
first five shells of neighbours are listed in Table 5.7.
Analytical description of diffuse scattering
The model system shows pure substitutional disorder with one disordered site per unit cell.
This allows to modify Equation 4.31:
ID(~h) = ILaue(~h) + ISRO(~h)
= Nuc
2∑
A=1
3∑
B>A
mAmB
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2
+Nuc
∑
~v∈Vp
3∑
A=1
3∑
B=1
B 6=A
αAB~v F
AB
~v (~h).
(5.31)
The form factor terms can be calculated directly from the average structure solution. Hence
the Laue scattering as shown in Figure 5.14 can be calculated directly.
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Table 5.7.: Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters from the simulated structure and
from the refinement including five shells of neighbours for a one-dimensional
system with three disordered components. Note that the relation αAB~v = αBA−~v
is applied in the notation in the table.
Structure Refinement
~v αAB~v α
AC
~v α
BC
~v α
AB
~v α
AC
~v α
BC
~v
−5 0.0078 0.0048 -0.0071 0.0063 0.0045 -0.0042
−4 -0.0120 0.0427 0.0175 -0.0083 0.0279 0.0051
−3 0.1606 -0.1138 0.1491 0.1198 -0.1199 0.1336
−2 -0.1226 -0.2361 -0.1374 -0.1505 -0.2102 -0.0799
−1 -0.8081 0.8648 -0.8136 -0.7682 0.6932 -0.7875
+1 0.6894 -0.7668 0.6923 0.6464 -0.7612 0.6776
+2 -0.2497 -0.1228 -0.2643 -0.2511 -0.0769 -0.2090
+3 -0.1054 0.1441 -0.1183 -0.0628 0.1414 -0.1200
+4 0.0107 0.0216 0.0403 0.0227 0.0270 0.0273
+5 0.0224 -0.0084 0.0742 0.0149 0.0014 0.0048
Table 5.8.: R-values for the simulated diffuse intensity versus the model diffuse intensity
calculated from the structural parameters and the refined parameters for a one-
dimensional system with three disordered components.
R-value
Imod
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 4.11%
5 shells of neighbours 3.12%
9 shells of neighbours 3.40%
Iref
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 4.25%
5 shells of neighbours 4.64%
9 shells of neighbours 4.46%
The only unknown parameters in Equation 5.31 are the Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameters αAB~v . As in the case for the binary disordered systems discussed in the previous
sections (Chapters 5.2.1 and 5.2.2) the diffuse scattering intensity is a linear function of the
unknown short-range order parameters multiplied with known coefficients. This allows to
refine the disorder parameters with a linear least squares regression.
The model intensity (Imod(h)) was calculated using the structural parameters listed in
Table 5.7, including two, five and nine shells of neighbours. The model intensity (Imod(h))
and simulated intensity (Isim(h)) agree very well, the R-values are listed in Table 5.8.
Influence of the molecular form factor
The form factor terms have a similar influence as in the case discussed in the previous
section with several disordered sites per unit cell. The number of parameters to compare is
even larger than in the previous case: For each lattice vector ~v there are six correlation form
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Figure 5.15.: Correlation form factors F for ~v = (+1). (a) FAB1 (h) (green), FAC1 (h) (red)
and FCB1 (h) (blue). (b)FBA1 (h) (green), FCA1 (h) (red) and FBC1 (h) (blue).
Note that all six correlation form factors are different.
factor terms FAB~v , FAC~v , FBA~v , FBC~v , FCA~v and FCB~v to compare to the reduced scattering
intensity. For the first neighbour correlation (~v = (+1)) the six correlation form factor
terms are shown in Figure 5.15. All six form factor contributions are different, particularly
the terms FAB~v and FBA~v differ. This allows to distinguish an ABC and an ACB type of
stacking.
The larger the number of parameters, the more complicated is the visual comparison.
Complex combinations of different short-range order parameters αAB~v , αAC~v , αBA~v , αBC~v ,
αCA~v and αCB~v , may prevent a direct identification by visual comparison. In these cases,
only a refinement can identify the correlation coefficients.
Refinement of short-range order parameters
As in the previous section a linear least squares regression was performed on the simulated
experimental data using Equation 5.31. The refinement was performed including short-
range order parameters for the first two, five and nine shells of neighbouring unit cells.
The refined parameters and the structural parameters from the simulated model agree very
well. The parameters for the refinement using five shells of neighbouring unit cells are
listed in Table 5.7. With one exception (αAC5 ) the sign was successfully identified, and the
magnitude of the correlation fits very well. The miss-match of the sign of the correlation for
αAC5 may be explained by the small magnitude of the parameter and does not significantly
influence the refined disorder model. The refinement correctly identifies the preferred ACB
stacking: The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters for AC, CB and BA pairs in
+1 direction are negative, while they are positive in the −1 direction.
The refined diffuse intensity (Iref (h)) was calculated from the refined parameters and the
result of the refinement including five shells of neighbours is shown in Figure 5.14. The
R-values are listed in Table 5.8 and confirm the agreement of the refined model and the
simulated data.
Comparison to other refinement methods
The refinement shown here is superior to other refinement techniques involving more than
two disordered components, that potentially show a preferred stacking in one direction; e.g.
the probability to find a certain pair AB in direction +~v differs from the probability to find a
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pair AB in direction −~v. In a 3D-∆PDF refinement the correlations are all mapped onto the
same real-space vector, which makes it difficult to distinguish between different correlations,
as discussed in the previous case for binary disordered systems with several sites per unit
cell. The analytical equations stated in [24, 57] do not account for a preferred stacking
in one direction and are therefore not applicable to the situation here. The analysis of
disordered systems with analytical equations as presented here, is faster than Monte-Carlo
modelling approaches.
In general, the refinement presented is applicable to all molecular systems. In the cases
where the individual molecules are related by symmetry, the identification of a preferred
ABC stacking may be inhibited: If the molecules are highly symmetric, it is possible that
the terms FAB~v , FBA~v and/or FAC~v are identical. In these cases, a preferred stacking can-
not be solved by diffuse scattering analysis of any kind: A preferred ABC stacking is a
three-body correlation, which cannot directly be accessed in diffuse scattering analysis,
as diffuse scattering is only sensitive to pair correlations. Nevertheless, the identification
of pair-correlations can help to identify many-body correlations. Each many-body cor-
relation specifies the pair-correlations associated with it. Therefore, an identification of
pair-correlations allows to restrict possible many-body correlations that are present in the
investigated structure. In the case presented here the probabilities to find an AC, CB and
BA pair in the +1 direction are much larger than the probabilities to find an AB, BC or
CA pair in the same direction. This is an indication for an ACB stacking.
5.3 Size-effect like relaxations
A binary molecular disordered system with a size-effect like relaxation is investigated. For
this purpose, the inter-molecular distances of the two-dimensional system of 3-Bromo-5-
chlorotoluene molecules as discussed in Chapter 5.2.1 are relaxed.
Generation of the computational model
Using the DISCUS program, the inter-molecular distances in the two-dimensional model
crystal of Chapter 5.2.1 are relaxed. The molecule centres are displaced by a Monte Carlo
algorithm using spring potentials. The inter-molecular distances of an AA pair in (0, 1)
direction was relaxed to 1.02b, inter-molecular distances of an AB and a BA pair in (0, 1)
direction were relaxed to 1b, while the inter-molecular distances of a BB pair in (0, 1)
direction was relaxed to 0.98b. The inter-molecular distances of all pairs of molecules in (1, 0)
direction were relaxed to the a lattice constant. The resulting diffuse scattering intensity
(Isim(h)) in the hk-layer is shown in Figure 5.16(a). The resulting disordered structure
was analysed for the disorder parameters α~v, 〈~δAA~v 〉, 〈~δAB~v 〉, 〈~δBA~v 〉, 〈~δBB~v 〉 and U~v.5 The
corresponding parameters for the first two shells of neighbours are listed in Table 5.9.
Analytical description of diffuse scattering
The model system shows a combination of substitutional and displacement disorder. There-
fore, Equation 4.20 applies. For one disordered site per unit cell, as simulated here, Equa-
5In order to keep the amount of parameters limited, it was assumed that all four matrices of
inter-molecular vector distributions UAA~v , UAB~v , UBA~v and UBB~v are identical.
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Table 5.9.: Disorder parameters for the simulated structure and the refinement with a size-
effect like relaxation. Parameters for the covariance matrix (U11,~v, U22,~v and
U12,~v) are multiplied by 104, expectation values of the deviations of the mean
inter-molecular vectors (〈δAA1 〉, 〈δAA2 〉, 〈δBB1 〉, 〈δBB2 〉, 〈δAB1 〉, 〈δAB2 〉, 〈δBA1 〉 and
〈δBA2 〉) are multiplied by 102.
~vT Structure Refinement
α U11,~v U22,~v U12,~v α U11,~v U22,~v U12,~v
(0,1) 0.147 -0.020 -5.181 0.020 0.146 -0.016 -5.236 0.024
(0,2) 0.048 -0.005 -2.395 0.000 0.053 0.009 -2.383 0.003
(1,-2) -0.018 -0.004 0.321 -0.003 -0.019 -0.003 0.308 0.012
(1,-1) -0.092 -0.021 1.162 0.000 -0.097 -0.027 1.263 0.007
(1,0) -0.350 -0.529 1.924 0.004 -0.352 -0.533 2.050 0.006
(1,1) -0.101 -0.019 1.311 -0.006 -0.104 -0.030 1.393 -0.011
(1,2) -0.047 -0.008 0.419 -0.009 -0.048 -0.018 0.461 -0.002
(2,-2) 0.032 -0.008 -0.313 0.018 0.032 -0.008 -0.320 0.020
(2,-1) 0.040 -0.021 -0.573 0.015 0.044 -0.000 -0.636 0.019
(2,0) 0.124 -0.391 -0.724 0.012 0.124 -0.387 -0.760 0.011
(2,1) 0.046 -0.017 -0.583 0.004 0.046 -0.021 -0.586 0.001
(2,2) 0.027 -0.007 -0.260 -0.004 0.026 -0.010 -0.206 -0.036
〈δAA1 〉 〈δAA2 〉 〈δBB1 〉 〈δBB2 〉 〈δAA1 〉 〈δAA2 〉 〈δBB1 〉 〈δBB2 〉
(0,1) -0.021 1.381 -0.002 -1.390 -0.021 1.384 0.001 -1.380
(0,2) -0.005 1.316 0.009 -1.282 -0.003 1.342 0.024 -1.288
(1,-2) -0.004 0.550 -0.008 -0.508 -0.002 0.594 -0.018 -0.587
(1,-1) -0.007 0.661 -0.022 -0.618 -0.005 0.746 0.001 -0.676
(1,0) 0.002 0.010 -0.005 -0.063 0.005 0.011 0.022 -0.028
(1,1) -0.002 -0.598 0.009 0.642 0.005 -0.615 0.020 0.681
(1,2) 0.003 -0.620 -0.005 0.583 0.005 -0.649 0.007 0.593
(2,-2) 0.002 -0.168 0.002 0.130 -0.001 -0.180 0.004 0.144
(2,-1) 0.019 -0.118 0.016 0.168 0.020 -0.131 0.013 0.175
(2,0) 0.000 0.051 0.008 0.013 0.003 0.060 0.009 0.021
(2,1) -0.013 0.234 -0.000 -0.190 -0.015 0.234 -0.013 -0.193
(2,2) -0.003 0.185 0.007 -0.269 0.002 0.178 0.006 -0.300
〈δAB1 〉 〈δAB2 〉 〈δBA1 〉 〈δBA2 〉 〈δAB1 〉 〈δAB2 〉 〈δBA1 〉 〈δBA2 〉
(0,1) 0.022 0.008 0.010 -0.005 -0.016 -0.041 -0.006 -0.019
(0,2) 0.005 -0.016 -0.009 -0.030 0.006 -0.006 0.020 0.001
(1,-2) 0.019 -0.039 -0.006 -0.004 0.015 -0.042 0.005 0.035
(1,-1) 0.012 -0.024 0.012 -0.013 -0.026 -0.051 0.029 -0.005
(1,0) 0.000 0.014 0.001 0.010 -0.025 0.003 0.012 0.003
(1,1) -0.002 -0.003 -0.002 -0.029 -0.024 -0.016 0.003 -0.037
(1,2) 0.016 0.031 -0.014 0.006 0.001 0.039 -0.014 0.011
(2,-2) 0.009 0.042 -0.014 0.002 0.001 0.025 -0.005 0.012
(2,-1) -0.011 -0.003 -0.027 -0.048 -0.021 0.001 -0.015 -0.049
(2,0) -0.003 -0.021 -0.009 -0.061 -0.017 -0.030 -0.000 -0.075
(2,1) 0.013 -0.014 0.002 -0.035 0.012 0.004 0.020 -0.048
(2,2) 0.015 0.049 -0.020 0.038 -0.001 0.108 -0.007 0.020
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Figure 5.16.: (a) Diffuse scattering intensity Isim(~h) of a 3-Bromo-5-chlorotoluene molecular
crystal with a size-effect like relaxation. (b) Left (−8 < h < 0): Model diffuse
intensity Imod(~h) calculated from the structural parameters listed in Table 5.9.
Right (0 < h < 8): Refined diffuse intensity Iref (~h) calculated from the
refined parameters listed in column three of Table 5.9. The first five shells of
neighbours were used in both calculations. The calculated intensities and the
data shown in (a) agree very well; the R-values are listed in Table 5.10.
tion 4.20 can be simplified, using the relation 〈~δAB~v 〉 = −〈~δBA−~v 〉:
ID(~h) = ILaue + ISRO, (5.32)
ILaue(~h) = Nuc
{
mA
∣∣∣FA(~h)∣∣∣2 +mB ∣∣∣FB(~h)∣∣∣2
−
∣∣∣mAFA(~h) +mBFB(~h)∣∣∣2 exp (−4pi~hTu~h)} , (5.33)
ISRO(~h) = Nuc exp
(
−4pi~hTu~h
) ∑
~v∈Vp
{
exp
(
−2pi2~hTU~v~h
){
2pAA~v cos
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δAA~v 〉
)) ∣∣∣FA(~h)∣∣∣2
+ pAB~v
{[
cos
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δAB~v 〉
))
+ cos
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δBA~v 〉
))]
(
FA(~h)F ∗B(~h) + FB(~h)F ∗A(~h)
)
− i
[
sin
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δAB~v 〉
))
− sin
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δBA~v 〉
))]
(
FA(~h)F ∗B(~h)− FB(~h)F ∗A(~h)
)}
+2pBB~v cos
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δBB~v 〉
)) ∣∣∣FB(~h)∣∣∣2
}
−2 cos
(
2pi~h~v
) ∣∣∣mAFA(~h) +mBFB(~h)∣∣∣2
}
.
(5.34)
The matrix u is given by the atomic displacement parameter. From the structure simu-
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Table 5.10.: R-values for the simulated diffuse intensity versus the model intensity calculated
from the structural parameters and the parameters of the refinement.
R-value
Imod
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 8.79%
5 shells of neighbours 4.10%
Iref
(
~h
)
vs. Isim
(
~h
)
2 shells of neighbours 8.89%
5 shells of neighbours 3.88%
lation results:
u =
(
0.346 −0.012
−0.001 2.822
)
· 10−4. (5.35)
All parameters are in fractions of lattice constants. The disorder parameters as listed in
Table 5.9 are the only unknown quantities in Equation 5.34.6
Equation 5.34 allows to calculate the model diffuse scattering intensity (Imod(~h)) from the
disorder parameters listed in Table 5.9. The model diffuse scattering intensity (Imod(~h))
using the first five shells of neighbours is shown in Figure 5.16(b). The simulated data
(Isim(~h)) and the model diffuse scattering intensity (Imod(~h)) including five shells of neigh-
bours agree very well. The corresponding R-values for model intensities including two and
five shells of neighbours are listed in Table 5.10.
Influence of the molecular form factor
Unlike the previously discussed cases for pure displacement and pure substitutional disorder,
Equation 5.34 does not allow to directly factorize form factor contributions but each form
factor term (FA(~h) and FB(~h)) contributes to several complex terms. Figure 5.6(a) shows
the diffuse scattering from the same system without the size-effect inter-molecular distance
relaxations. The comparison of Figures 5.6(a) and 5.16(a) does not show large similarities.
The diffuse scattering effect of the pure substitutional disorder diffuse scattering here, is
suppressed by the translational disorder introduced by the size-effect like relaxation. The
contribution of the absolute molecular form factor difference squared in Figure 5.6(b) is weak
compared to the strong diffuse streaks parallel h, which are a result of the displacement
along b.
In the case of a size-effect like relaxation, the molecular form factors strongly alter the
diffuse scattering. The diffuse intensity of an atomistic system as discussed in Chapter 3.3,
cannot be related to the diffuse scattering intensity shown in 5.16(a). The asymmetry
of the diffuse scattering around the Bragg reflections, which is observed in the atomistic
case, cannot be observed in a molecular crystal as discussed here, as both, the molecule in
orientation A and the molecule in orientation B have the same scattering power. Also in
the molecular case, the combination, that there is diffuse scattering intensity at the origin of
reciprocal space and that there are diffuse maxima, that tend to be strongest further away
6In the case of a binary disordered system, as simulated here, the probabilities pAA~v , pBA~v , pAB~v
and pBB~v can be calculated directly from the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter using
Equations 3.2 to 3.7.
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from the origin of reciprocal space, indicates a size-effect like relaxation. For an estimation
of the disorder parameters a refinement of the experimental data has to be performed.
Refinement of the disorder parameters
Equation 5.34 allows a non-linear least squares refinement of the diffuse scattering intens-
ity. Equation 3.25 reduces the number of disorder parameters per lattice vector ~v in the
two-dimensional case discussed here to 10: α~v, U11,~v, U22,~v, U12,~v, 〈δAA1 〉, 〈δAA2 〉, 〈δBB1 〉,
〈δBB2 〉, 〈δAB1 〉 and 〈δAB2 〉. The expectation value for the displacement of an BA pair can be
calculated from these parameters using Equation 3.24.
The derivatives used in the non-linear least squares refinement were calculated analytically
and the refinement was performed for 150 cycles. The number of parameters of a system
with both, substitutional and displacement disorder is very large, so that the refinement is
only performed for the first two (120 parameters) and the first five (600 parameters) shells of
neighbours.7 The refinement starting values were set to the average structural parameters,
i.e. no assumption of the type of underlying disorder was implemented in the refinement.
The simulated diffuse scattering intensity (Isim(~h)) and the refined intensity (Iref (~h))
calculated from the refinement agree very well (see Figure 5.16(b) and Table 5.10). The
R-values compare very well to the R-values for the model intensity (Imod(~h)) calculated
from the structural parameters, stressing the applicability of Equation 5.34 in a non-linear
least squares refinement.
The parameters resulting from the refinement including the first five shells of neighbours
are listed in Table 5.9. The refinement correctly estimates the type of substitutional cor-
relation: All signs of the α~v in Table 5.9 agree. The magnitude is only subject to small
variations < 0.005, which shows the excellent agreement of the refined parameters and the
parameters from the simulated structure. The variations are comparable to the case of
pure substitutional disorder discussed in Chapter 5.2.1. The more complex size-effect like
relaxation does not affect the refinement results for the Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameters.
The parameters of the covariance matrix U~v also agree very well with the structural
parameters. The variations between the refined parameters and the structural parameters
are < 10−5, where the type of correlation (i.e. positive or negative sign of U11,~v and U22,~v) is
identified successfully for all correlations > 10−6. The refinement also correctly determines
the small magnitude of the off-diagonal parameters U12,~v. The variations between structural
parameters and refined parameters are comparable to the case of pure displacement disorder
in Chapter 5.1. The more complex size-effect like relaxation does not affect the refinement
results for the displacement covariance matrices.
The expectation values of the deviations of the mean inter-molecular vectors of the AA
and BB pairs along the b direction are the dominant disorder effect in the system presented
here. The refinement correctly identifies all displacement directions along b, i.e. the sign
of the parameters 〈δAA2 〉 and 〈δBB2 〉 listed in Table 5.9 agrees for the refinement and the
structural parameters obtained from the simulation. The magnitude also compares very
well and the deviations of the refined parameters versus the structural parameters is small
compared to the magnitude.
The expectation values of the deviations of the mean inter-molecular vectors of the AA
7A refinement including the first nine shells of neighbours would result in 1 800 parameters.
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Figure 5.17.: The term cos (2pik (1 + δ2)) − cos (2pik) evaluated for −8 ≤ k ≤ 8. Four
different δ2 contributions are shown: δ2 = −1.39·10−2 (blue), δ2 = +1.39·10−2
(red), δ2 = −4 · 10−4 (green) and δ2 = +4 · 10−4 (orange).
and BB pairs along the a direction is much smaller than along the b direction. The refined
parameters 〈δAA1 〉 and 〈δBB1 〉 listed in Table 5.9 are small compared to 〈δAA2 〉 and 〈δBB2 〉.
The refined values are also very small, and the sign of the refined parameters matches in
almost all cases. The deviations between refined distance and structural parameters are
smaller than 2.2 · 10−4 · a ≈ 1.76 · 10−3 Å.
The expectation values of the deviations of the mean inter-molecular vectors of the AB
and BA pairs are small compared to the AA and BB pairs. In the refinement the expecta-
tion values of the deviations of the mean inter-molecular vectors of BA pairs is not refined
but calculated using Equation 3.25. The refined parameter 〈~δAB〉 and the calculated para-
meter 〈~δBA〉 are listed in Table 5.9 and are small compared to 〈~δAA〉 and 〈~δBB〉. The sign
of the refined parameters matches in almost all cases the structural parameter. It should
be noted, that the refinement is very well capable of distinguishing between relaxations
with different 〈~δAB~v 〉 and 〈~δBA~v 〉. This is the case when the mean inter-scatterer distances
between an AB pair and a BA pair in a certain direction are different. This is unique to
molecular systems and cannot be observed in the atomistic case discussed in Chapter 3.3.
The difference in molecular form factors allows for this distinction.
The maximum encountered displacement along b is ±1.390 ·10−2 ·b for an AA/BB pair in
(0, 1) direction. The refinement determines all signs correctly for displacements > 4 ·10−4 ·b.
The variations encountered in the refinement of the displacement parameters 〈~δ〉 are on the
expected scale: In Equation 5.34 the diffuse scattering contribution of the expectation values
~δ comes from the differences of the type
cos
(
2pi~h
(
~v + 〈~δAA~v 〉
))
− cos
(
2pi~h~v
)
.
Considering the reciprocal space section at h = 0, only displacements along the b direction
contribute to the diffuse intensity. The differences in the cosine functions are plotted in
Figure 5.17. While the maximum amplitude encountered for the maximum displacement
δ2 = ±1.390 · 10−2 · b is > 0.6, the maximum amplitude for the maximum displacement,
where the sign is not refined correctly (δ2 = −4·10−4b) is < 0.02. In the simulated reciprocal
space resolution (−8 ≤ h, k ≤ 8) small displacements with |δ1,2| = 4 · 10−4b do not show a
significant contribution for the refinement to correctly identify the displacement direction.
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To correctly refine these small differences, a higher reciprocal space coverage is needed.
The refinement performed here shows that the diffuse intensity calculated with Equa-
tion 5.34 can be used to quantitatively model structural parameters in disordered molecular
systems with size-effect like relaxations. The refinement correctly picks up on the dominant
disorder effects, e.g. the chemical correlations and the deviation of the mean inter-scatterer
distances of AA and BB pairs along b. The agreement between the structural parameters
and the refined parameters is very good. The variances encountered in the Warren-Cowley
short-range order parameters are on the same scale as for the pure substitutional disorder
(see Chapter 5.2.1) and the variances encountered in the covariance matrix U are on the
same scale as for the pure displacement disorder (see Chapter 5.1). The more complex
size-effect like relaxation does not affect the refinement accuracy. The variances in the ex-
pectation values for the displacement correlations are on the expected scale; to determine
small displacements more accurately a higher reciprocal space coverage is needed.
5.4 Modelling prospects using analytical models
The previous sections have demonstrated the refinement of simulated diffuse scattering data
using the analytical expressions for the diffuse scattering intensity derived in Chapter 4.
This section discusses the advantages of the refinement procedures suggested here compared
to other refinement methods and comments on modelling prospects arising from a diffuse
scattering refinement via analytical expressions.
For all demonstrated cases the model diffuse intensity and the diffuse intensity from the
simulated structure agree very well, validating the analytical approach derived in Chapter 4.
A refinement yields a model diffuse intensity that reproduces the diffuse features observed
in reciprocal space and the observed R-values are below 10 %. The refined parameters and
the structural parameters agree very well.
In all cases presented the refinement correctly identifies the dominant disorder feature
and correctly refines low values to the parameters that do not show correlated disorder in
the respective systems; i.e. there were no “false positives”. The refinements presented here
are preformed using linear or non-linear least squares techniques and the needed derivatives
are calculated analytically. None of the refinements depend on an initial guess of disorder
parameters.
In comparison to other refinement methods in diffuse scattering analysis as introduced
in Chapter 3.4 the refinements performed here are much faster: 3D-∆PDF methods use a
least squares refinement [82] but require a Fourier transform of the diffuse scattering data.
This step is avoided by a direct analysis in reciprocal space and therefore is less demanding
with respect to computational cost. The Monte-Carlo methods described in Chapter 3.4
require the generation of a model structure and the calculation of the corresponding diffuse
scattering intensity. This calculation again includes a Fourier transform and therefore the
analytical approach described here is by far less computationally demanding.
In the case of pure displacement disorder the influence of the molecular form factor can
be factorized out of the diffuse scattering intensity and a division of the diffuse scattering
intensity by the absolute molecular form factor squared can directly distinguish positive
and negative correlations, as in the atomistic case. This factorization of the molecular form
factor is applied in the field of protein crystallography: In [62] uncorrelated displacement
disorder of protein molecules is assumed. The diffuse scattering is then interpreted as the
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product of the absolute molecular form factor squared and the contribution of the mean
atomic displacement parameter
ID ∝
∣∣∣FA(~h)∣∣∣2 (1− exp (−4pi2~hTu~h)) . (5.36)
As the atomic displacement parameter u can be estimated from a statistical analysis of the
Bragg reflection intensities [62], the case of uncorrelated displacement disorder allows the
determination of the absolute molecular form factor squared
∣∣∣FA(~h)∣∣∣2. This term can then
be phased directly and an inverse Fourier transform allows the determination of the protein
structure from the diffuse scattering [62].
The approach for pure disorder diffuse scattering discussed here also includes correlated
displacement disorder. As the absolute molecular form factor squared can be factorized out
of the expression for the diffuse scattering intensity (see Equation 5.1), a similar approach
can be taken for the average structure refinement: The molecular form factor is calculated
as stated in Equation 4.21:
FA(~h) =
Nmol∑
i=1
fi(~h) exp
(
2pii~h~xi
)
.
The factorization allows to separate the disorder diffuse scattering and the influence of
the molecular form factor. A non-linear least squares procedure as presented here, is also
capable of simultaneously refining the disorder parameters and the atomic coordinates in
the molecular form factor. The diffuse scattering intensity can then yield both, the average
structure and the disorder parameters. The approach described in [62] does not include cor-
related displacement disorder, but as described in [97] and [98], inter-molecular correlations
are necessary to model the diffuse scattering in protein crystals. This correlated disorder
makes the approach in [62] not applicable, as the disorder parameters cannot be determined
without an average structure solution. In such cases, a combined disorder and average struc-
ture refinement, using the analytical expressions derived here, can simultaneously refine the
disorder parameters and the average structure. Therefore, a simultaneous refinement of the
Bragg scattering and the diffuse scattering utilizing the equations presented here, is capable
to use the maximum available information for a desired structural model, including both
the average structure and a disorder description.
In the case of substitutional binary disorder with one disordered site per unit cell, the
procedure described in Chapter 5.2.1 allows a determination of the disorder parameters
without the previous knowledge of the average structure. This allows to calculate the
average form factor difference squared
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2 from the diffuse scattering data,
which can then be phased directly [95]. The inverse Fourier transform then allows to
interpret the difference in the two scatterers involved in terms of atomic coordinates. A
similar approach has been taken in [93] to refine the rotation angle of molecular fragments.
The diffuse scattering is more sensitive to such small deviations between the two scatterers
than the Bragg reflections [93].
The example of pure displacement disorder and pure binary substitutional disorder em-
phasizes the relevance of an analytical approach to diffuse scattering analysis: When the
influence of the molecular form factor can be factorized out of the diffuse scattering intens-
ity, direct phasing allows the determination of the average structure [62, 95]. In all other
cases presented here the molecular form factors and the disorder parameters are coupled
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in the equations for the diffuse intensity. It is nevertheless possible to use a non-linear
least squares refinement to refine the atomic coordinates of the different molecular con-
tributions and the disorder parameters simultaneously to the diffuse scattering data using
Equation 4.20, or the simplified forms introduced here.
For disordered systems involving three or more disordered components, the approach
presented here allows to refine non-centrosymmetric disorder parameters, which is not in-
cluded in the formulations of the diffuse scattering intensity presented in [14, 24, 59, 89]. As
the different molecular contributions show maxima at different positions in reciprocal space,
the analysis of the diffuse scattering intensity directly in reciprocal space allows to separate
the different contributions, while possible projection procedures and PDF refinements make
this distinction more difficult or even impossible.
Summary
This chapter demonstrates the application of Equation 4.20 and its simplifications for spe-
cific kinds of disorder problems to the simulated diffuse scattering data of molecular dis-
ordered compounds. In all cases the diffuse intensity is adequately described, and a re-
finement of the disorder parameters correctly identifies the dominant disorder effect. The
quantitative analysis of the disorder parameters yields a very good agreement with the
simulated structural parameters.
The diffuse scattering intensity is refined using the average structure, such as the mo-
lecular form factors and the atomic displacement parameters. The linear/non-linear least
squares refinements do not need an initial guess of the underlying disorder and can cor-
rectly identify the disorder parameters without previous knowledge of a disorder model.
This allows the qualitative and quantitative establishment of a disorder model.
The applications of the diffuse scattering analysis via analytical expressions goes beyond
the disorder parameters. Elegant approaches allow the direct phasing of the molecular form
factor terms in specific cases, which can then be used to solve the average structure. The
analytical expressions stated here can be applied to refine average structure parameters
and disorder parameters simultaneously to the diffuse scattering intensity, opening new
possibilities in average structure refinement.
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Chapter 6.
Analysis of experimental diffuse
scattering
In this chapter, the diffuse scattering of two disordered systems will be analyzed based on
X-ray diffraction experiments using equations of Chapter 4. These equations and methods
for diffuse scattering analysis derived in Chapter 5.2.1 will be applied to quantitatively
analyse the diffuse scattering in tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide. The influence
of the molecular form factor on the diffuse scattering intensity as discussed in the previous
chapter will be applied to establish a disorder model for the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane
host guest inclusion compound.
6.1 Tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide
An example for a binary disordered system with one disordered component per unit cell
is the tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide system [16]. The experimental data
from [16] was kindly provided by Arkadiy Simonov and Thomas Weber for all reciprocal
layers hk6¯ to hk5 for −12 ≤ h, k ≤ 12 with a resolution of 30 × 30 pixels per reciprocal
unit cell. The data provided is the reconstructed diffuse scattering intensity, already cor-
rected for polarization effects and the Bragg reflections were removed by a punch-and-fill
algorithm [16, 99]. No further data treatment was performed here.
The data is analysed using 3D-∆PDF as implemented in the program Yell [28]. The
parameters refined with Yell serve as a reference to test the methods proposed for the
analysis of binary disordered systems in Chapter 5.2.1 on experimental data. All three
refinement procedures suggested in Chapter 5.2.1 will be applied to the experimental data:
A linear regression using the complete dataset, a projection after division by the absolute
molecular form factor difference squared and a projection for an unknown average structure.
The results of this work have been published in [37].
Average structure
The average structure of tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide was first published by
Kristiansen et al. [100]. The compound crystallizes in the space group P63/m with lattice
constants a = 14.10 Å and c = 6.93 Å [100]. The molecules show a columnar packing, with
two types of columns A and B. Each column symmetry obeys the rod group p63 but does
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Figure 6.1.: Molecular stacks A and B. A helical system of hydrogen bonds links the mo-
lecules within a stack. The projection of the stacks down the c-axis is identical
(top). The stacks differ in the projection down the a-axis (bottom). In stacks
of type A (left side) the oxygen atoms point downwards, while in stacks of type
B (right side) the oxygen atoms point upwards. Oxygen atoms are displayed in
red, nitrogen in blue, carbon in grey and hydrogen in white. Figure reproduced
from [37].
not show the average symmetry of the crystal structure, because the individual columns
lack the mirror symmetry.
The molecules are stacked perfectly along the c-axis and the two types of columns are
disordered in the ab-layer. An illustration of the two different types of columns is shown in
Figure 6.1. It should be noted, that the projection of both types of columns along the c-axis
is identical, explaining the higher symmetry of the average structure. The occupancies are
mA = mB = 0.5 [100]; both molecular conformations are present with equal probability.
Observed diffuse scattering and refined parameters
The diffuse scattering observed in the tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide system
is described in [16] and shown in Figure 6.2(a) for the hk1-, hk2- and hk3-layer. The diffuse
scattering is observed in sharp layers perpendicular to ~c ∗ at integer l. The observed diffuse
scattering suggests, that the disordered A and B type columns are perfectly ordered along
the c-direction, while disordered in the ab-layer. No diffuse scattering is observed in the
hk0-layer, confirming that the projection of both types of columns A and B down the c-axis
is identical.
The model refined using the 3D-∆PDF analysis performed with Yell in [16] uses 28
parameters to describe the correlation coefficients between neighbouring columns up to the
seventh shell of neighbours. The refined parameters are illustrated in Figure 5 of [16]. The
analysis performed in [16] and the analysis presented here, use the average symmetry given
by the space group P63/m. As the structure is only disordered in the ab-plane and ordered
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Figure 6.2.: (a) Experimentally observed diffuse scattering intensity in the hk1-, hk2- and
hk3-layer. The diffuse scattering shows a six-fold symmetry. 120◦-sections of
the single layers are displayed, the remaining (not shown) 240◦-sections are
symmetry equivalent to the displayed sections. The individual sections are
separated by the grey lines. hk1-layer in the top right corner, hk2-layer in the
bottom left corner and hk3-layer in the top left corner. (b) Absolute molecular
form factor difference squared in the hk1-, hk2- and hk3-layer.
along c, only the lattice vectors ~v = (u, v, w)T with w = 0 are relevant. The average plane
symmetry is given as p6, implying the following relationships [101]:
α(u
v
0
) = α( −v
u−v
0
) = α(−u+v−u
0
) = α(−u−v
0
) = α( v−u+v
0
) = α(u−v
u
0
). (6.1)
3D-∆PDF analysis
Simonov et al. performed a 3D-∆PDF analysis resulting in a model that refines both,
substitutional disorder and a small size-effect like relaxation [16]. To directly compare the
analysis procedures suggested in Chapter 5.2.1 to a 3D-∆PDF analysis, a refinement of
just the Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters, without the size effect relaxation,
was performed here using the program Yell [28]. After 50 refinement cycles of the least
squares algorithm, 28 Warren-Cowley short range order parameters and one scale factor
were determined. The refined parameters including their uncertainties as obtained with
Yell are listed in column two of Table 6.1. The refinement results in an R-value of 29.5 %.
Linear regression on complete data set
To obtain the unknown disorder parameters α~v from the data with the analytical approach
presented in Chapter 4, a linear regression was performed using Equation 4.36 as described in
Chapter 5.2.1. The molecular form factor difference squared was calculated from the average
structure and is shown in Figure 6.2(b). The model calculated from the refinement is shown
in Figure 6.3(a) and agrees very well with the observed diffuse scattering in Figure 6.2(a).
The refined parameters are compared to the parameters obtained with the program Yell
in Table 6.1 and agree very well. The type of correlation, i.e. positive or negative α~v, agrees
perfectly for all correlations investigated. The magnitudes are subject to small variations
but compare very well.
The calculated R-value is listed in Table 6.2. Compared to the R-values presented in
Chapter 5, the R-value of 26.1 % encountered here is very high. This can be explained
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Table 6.1.: Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters α~v for the disordered molecular
compound tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide from the refinement with
Yell and the different refinements proposed here.
Projection known Projection unknown
~vT Yell Complete Dataset average structure average structure
(1,0,0) -0.25157(7) -0.24809 -0.22794 -0.22122
(2,0,0) 0.09841(6) 0.09796 0.09596 0.10417
(2,1,0) 0.09500(6) 0.09288 0.10112 0.10091
(3,0,0) -0.03448(6) -0.03382 -0.02499 -0.02174
(3,1,0) -0.05324(6) -0.04215 -0.03901 -0.03300
(3,2,0) -0.04348(6) -0.05153 -0.04056 -0.03943
(4,0,0) 0.01637(6) 0.01603 0.01827 0.01556
(4,1,0) 0.02556(6) 0.01582 0.01738 0.02111
(4,2,0) 0.03100(6) 0.02994 0.03137 0.03315
(4,3,0) 0.01650(6) 0.02442 0.02350 0.02252
(5,0,0) -0.00898(6) -0.00863 -0.00607 -0.00441
(5,1,0) -0.01283(6) -0.00788 -0.00298 -0.00385
(5,2,0) -0.01747(6) -0.01437 -0.01407 -0.01477
(5,3,0) -0.01487(6) -0.01681 -0.00149 -0.00233
(5,4,0) -0.00731(6) -0.01224 -0.00176 0.00057
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Figure 6.3.: (a) Modelled diffuse scattering intensity in the hk1-, hk2- and hk3-layer res-
ulting from a linear regression using the complete data set. (b) Experimental
diffuse scattering data divided by the absolute molecular form factor difference
squared in the hk1-, hk2- and hk3-layer. Both the experimental diffuse scat-
tering and the absolute molecular form factor difference squared are shown in
Figure 6.2. Points in reciprocal space, where the absolute form factor difference
squared is less than 1 % of its maximum value are excluded from the division
and model refinement.
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Table 6.2.: R-values for the experimental diffuse intensity, versus the intensity for the dif-
ferent modes of analysis performed on the molecular compound tris-tert-butyl-
1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide.
R-value
Yell 29.5 %
Complete dataset 26.1 %
Projection known average structure 3.8 %
Projection unknown average structure 4.4 %
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Figure 6.4.: (a) Projected experimental diffuse scattering intensity divided by the absolute
molecular form factor difference squared. (b) Model disorder diffuse scattering
calculated from the parameters refined to the intensity shown in (a).
by the noise in the data for low scattering intensities, which is not included in the model.
Unit weights were used for the calculation of the R-value. The R-value for the refinement
with Yell, which also uses the complete data set, is 29.5 % and comparable to the linear
regression analysis using the complete dataset as described here.
Projection for known average structure
As described in Chapter 5.2.1, a division of the experimentally obtained diffuse scattering
data by the absolute molecular form factor difference squared yields the pure disorder diffuse
scattering. The disorder diffuse scattering is periodic in reciprocal space, with a periodicity
length of one reciprocal unit cell. The projection of the divided data into one reciprocal
unit cell allows to fit the disorder parameters α~v.
The experimental data divided by the absolute molecular form factor difference squared
is shown in Figure 6.3(b). The division enhances the disorder honeycomb pattern, that
is typical for a hexagonal frustration [29]. Points in reciprocal space, where the absolute
form factor difference squared is less than 1 % of its maximum value are excluded from the
division and model refinement to avoid an over-amplification of experimental noise.
The projected data after division by the absolute molecular form factor difference squared
is shown in Figure 6.4(a). The data resolution predetermines the resolution of the projection;
in the case here the projected unit cell is 30×30 pixels [37]. As the absolute molecular form
factor difference squared is zero in the hk0 layer, this layer was not used in the analysis.
All other layers were included. A total of 2 822 087 data points was projected onto 900
data points in one reciprocal unit cell. As a result of the masking of the absolute molecular
form factor difference squared a counting algorithm is implemented and the intensities in
the projected unit cell are normalized with respect to the number of intensities projected
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Figure 6.5.: (a) Projected absolute molecular form factor difference squared. The deviation
of the minimum and maximum intensity is 0.4 %, which is a reasonably flat
distribution. (b) Projected experimental diffuse scattering intensity divided by
the average atomic form factor.
onto each point.
The disorder diffuse scattering was refined as described in Chapter 5.2.1 and the refined
parameters are listed in column four of Table 6.1. Figure 6.4(b) shows the modelled disorder
scattering as calculated from the refined parameters. The intensity distributions agree very
well, and the calculated R-value is listed in Table 6.2. The refined parameters are listed in
Table 6.1, where they are compared to the parameters obtained with Yell and the complete
data set modelling. The type of correlation, i.e. positive or negative α~v, agrees perfectly for
all correlations investigated. The magnitudes are subject to small variations but compare
very well. No trend in deviations can be observed between the three modelling strategies.
Projection for unknown average structure
The data analysis for an unknown average structure as described in Chapter 5.2.1 is also
performed on the data to proof the applicability of this approach to experimentally obtained
diffuse scattering data. The data is divided by the average atomic form factor to annihilate
the effects of the X-ray atomic form factor and the Debye-Waller factor. The projection
of the absolute molecular form factor difference squared is shown in Figure 6.5(a) and is a
reasonably flat function: The deviation of the minimum and maximum intensity is 0.4 %.
The projection of the data corrected for atomic form factor effects is shown in Figure 6.5(b).
This intensity distribution is very similar to the intensity distributions shown in Figure 6.4:
The modulation in the projected intensity pattern is predominately due to the disorder
scattering and the modulations introduced by the molecular form factors can be neglected.
The linear regression on the intensity distribution shown in Figure 6.5(b) yields the
short-range order parameters α~v as listed in column five of Table 6.1. A comparison to the
parameters obtained with the other three different modelling approaches indicates a very
good agreement without significant deviations.. The type of correlation agrees perfectly
for all correlations investigated. No trend in deviations can be observed between the four
modelling strategies.
The intensity distribution in Figure 6.5(b) is very well described by a disorder diffuse
scattering model. The R-value between a model calculated from the parameters listed in
Table 6.1 and the projected intensity is 4.4 % (see Table 6.2). This analysis performed here
is the first experimental demonstration which confirms that for binary disordered systems
with one disordered site per unit cell the average structure is not necessary to obtain good
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values for the local correlations. The analysis in this chapter emphasises the applicability
of the analytical equations presented in Chapter 4 and the proposed analysis methods in
Chapter 5.2.1 to experimentally obtained diffuse scattering data.
6.2 Thiourea 1-bromoadamantane inclusion compound
Host-guest-inclusion compounds often form disordered structures [14]. Especially urea host
crystals with alkane chains have been investigated frequently in the past [102, 103]. Urea
forms a rather rigid host channel structure, that is bonded by hydrogen bonds. The guest
molecules show disorder, which is highly correlated within each channel and shows slight
correlations from one channel to the neighbouring channel. In this section the disorder
observed in the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host-guest inclusion compound at 300 K is
discussed. The material was specifically designed as an X-ray dichroic filter material [104].
An average structure at 200 K was first published in [104] and suggests a thiourea host
framework where the 1-bromoadamantane guest molecules show two different orientations.
6.2.1. Average structure from literature
Thiourea inclusion compounds have been studied excessively in the past [105]. While urea
host structures tend to form a channel network, the thiourea host forms a more cage like
structure where the cages (diameter ≈ 7.1 Å) are separated by more narrow windows
(diameter ≈ 5.9 Å) [105]. For most thiourea inclusion compounds, there is typically one
guest molecule in each cage; i.e. one guest molecule per ≈ 6 Å section along the tunnel
axis [105, 106]. This results in a thiourea to guest molar ratio of 3:1 [104]. For example,
the adamantane thiourea inclusion compound shows the typical 3:1 host to guest molar
ratio [106]. The compound crystallizes in space group R3¯c, where the adamantane guest
molecules occupy the thiourea host cages.
The average structure of the 1-bromoadamantane thiourea inclusion compound was first
published by Chao et al. in 2003 [104]. They report an average crystal structure in
the space group P321 at 200 K (a = 16.1112 (1) Å, c = 24.7533 (2) Å). The thiourea
to 1-bromoadamantane molar ratio (4:1) differs from that of conventional thiourea inclu-
sion compounds. The study in [104] suggests an orientation of the C-Br bond of the 1-
bromoadamantane guest molecules along the crystal c-axis. This was confirmed by X-ray
birefringence experiments [107].
The average structure at 200 K suggests that the 1-bromoadamantane guest molecules
are present in either one of two orientations. The refined, published structure results in an
unconventionally high R-value (wR2 = 32.95 %). The thermal displacement parameters of
the atoms in the thiourea host framework are rather large (2 Å2 ≤ B ≤ 4 Å2). The thermal
displacement parameters of the atoms in the guest molecules show unphysically large atomic
displacement parameters (B up to 33 Å2). This suggests that the local crystal structure
is much more disordered than just two orientational arrangements, with a disorder that
involves large displacements of the guest molecules and an adaption of the host molecules
to the presence of the guest.
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6.2.2. Sample preparation
The single crystals used for the experiment discussed here, were synthesized according to the
procedure described in [104]. Thiourea (99 % purity) and 1-bromoadamantane (99 % purity)
were acquired from Alpha Aesar. Thiourea and 1-bromoadamantane were dissolved in
methanol in a 4:1 molar ratio at approximately 360 K. Upon slow cooling of the solution
down to about 285 K, needle like single crystals of up to 1 × 1 × 5 mm3 were obtained.
The crystals were extracted from the solution and kept at ambient conditions. The crystal
used for the single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments was a needle shaped crystal of
approximately 50 × 50 × 200 µm3. The crystal was mounted to the goniometer using a
MiTeGen polymer loop.
6.2.3. Data acquisition and reduction
Both Bragg and diffuse scattering data were acquired at the dedicated diffuse scattering side
station ID28 at ESRF (for a description of the diffractometer see [108]). The crystal was
mounted on the diffractometer and aligned using X-ray transmission. The X-ray wavelength
was 0.6968 Å and a hybrid pixel detector (PILATUS3 1M) was used to record the scattered
intensity.
Data acquisition
The data acquisition procedure was identical for Bragg and diffuse scattering data. The
crystal was rotated around the diffractometer φ-axis (perpendicular to the X-ray beam) by
360◦, taking one detector image over the course of a 0.1◦ sweep in a time step of 0.1 s per
image. As previous measurements indicated beam damage, an attenuator was chosen to
minimize the X-ray dose on the sample. To avoid an over exposure during the Bragg data
acquisition the X-ray beam was attenuated by about 4 orders of magnitude, while for the
diffuse scattering measurements attenuation of 2 orders of magnitude was sufficient. The
X-ray scattering data was acquired for two detector positions covering scattering angles of
up to 2θ = 40.36◦.
Bragg data reduction
For the unit cell determination and Bragg data reduction the software CrysAlisPro (version
39.46) [53] was used. Peak indexation of the Bragg reflections suggests the average space
group P 3¯c with lattice constants a = 16.229 Å, c = 24.891 Å. This space group is a
supergroup of the P321 space group observed by Chao et al. in [104]. CrysAlisPro [53]
performed the integration of the Bragg scattering intensities and the Lorentz-polarization
correction. The resulting Bragg scattering data consists of 14 494 reflections and the internal
R-value is 3.07%.
Despite this very convincing data reduction, for the subsequent development of an av-
erage structure model and a disorder model a smaller unit cell with c′ = c2 was chosen.
In this setting, all reflections violating the reflection conditions of R3¯c are comparatively
weak, suggesting that the host structure can be described in the space group R3¯c, which is
in agreement with the literature on related compounds [106]. It can be expected that an
accurate modelling of the guest molecules in an average structure is not possible in this set-
ting, but the objective here is to describe the real structure based on the diffuse scattering.
The indexation of the weaker, observed Bragg reflections was possible using superstructure
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reflections with the satellite vector (0, 0, 0.5). The 1-bromoadamante guest breaks the R3¯c
symmetry and doubles the c-lattice constant, reducing the symmetry of the average struc-
ture to P 3¯c. The description maintaining the R3¯c symmetry of the host structure is used
in the following for the average structure and diffuse scattering data description.
Diffuse data reduction
The diffuse scattering data reduction requires a reconstruction of three-dimensional recip-
rocal space from the obtained scattering data. The programmeerkat (version of November 3,
2017) [109] is suitable to perform the reconstruction. Using the obtained lattice paramet-
ers from the Bragg data reduction performed with CrysAlis, the program XDS (version of
January 26, 2018) [52] was used to determine the crystal orientation in the format which
is needed for the meerkat input. Meerkat combines the detector images on a predefined
three-dimensional reciprocal space grid adapted to the crystal symmetry, correcting for
polarization effects. The reconstructed intensity is normalized for the number of points
reconstructed into each resulting reciprocal space voxel.
The diffuse scattering data reduction was performed for the reciprocal space volume
−10 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 10 on a grid of 401 × 401 × 401 voxels. The measurements for the two
detector positions were averaged normalising for the number of rebinned detector pixels for
each voxel. The resulting diffuse scattering pattern was then averaged taking into account
the centro-symmetry of reciprocal space, using a customized c++ program. After a careful
inspection of several diffuse scattering sections, it was observed, that the diffuse scattering
maintains the average three-fold rotational axis and symmetry averaging was performed
using a customized c++ program. In order to allow for an interpretation of the diffuse
scattering only, the Bragg reflections, including the superstructure reflections at l = 0.5,
were removed using a punch and fill method as described in [99].
6.2.4. Average structure solution
Structure solution was attempted with both, the reduced dataset based on the supercell
(c ≈ 24.9 Å, P 3¯c) and the smaller cell with higher symmetry (c ≈ 12.4 Å, R3¯c). The
program shelxt (version 2014/5) [110] was used. As the superstructure Bragg reflections
that lead to the doubling of the c-lattice constant are much weaker compared to the main
Bragg reflections it is expected, that both solutions yield similar results. The structure
solution, in both cases, suggests atoms on the positions of the thiourea host molecules as
in [106]. This allows to identify the S, C, and N atoms of the host molecule (for a schematic
structure see Figure 6.6(a)). The initial R1 after structure solution is 35.7% and is very
high. This is expected, as the positions of the guest atoms, including the strongest scattering
atom in the compound (Br), are not yet assigned.
In a next step a structure refinement was tried, to estimate the positions of the guest
molecules. For this purpose, the program shelxl (version 2014/7) [113] was used. The
refinement suggests, that electron density is missing inside the channels, but inserting a
Br-atom into the structure leads to an unphysically large atomic displacement parameter
for the inserted guest atom. The difference Fourier map was investigated using OLEX2
(version 1.2.10) [111] and is displayed in Figure 6.7. While the remaining electron density
shows a clear maximum along the a- and b-direction it is broadly distributed along the
c-direction. No clear maxima can be identified along the channel axis, suggesting a strong
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6.: (a) Schematic drawing of a thiourea molecule as obtained from the structure
solution. Hydrogen atoms were added using OLEX2 [111]. Sulphur in yellow,
carbon in grey, nitrogen in blue and hydrogen in white. (b) and (c) Schematic
drawing of the 1-bromoadamantane guest molecule as published in [112]. The
bromine is displayed in red.
(a)
~a
~b
(b)
~a+~b
~c
Figure 6.7.: Difference Fourier maps as plotted in OLEX2 [111]. Vectors indicate directions
and are not to scale. (a) View down the c-axis. The remaining electron density
is centred within the thiourea host channel. This is the expected position of
the guest molecules. The remaining electron density around the atoms of the
host lattice is small compared to the missing electron density in the middle of
the channel. (b) View parallel to the channel axis. The remaining electron
density is very broadly distributed along the channel axis and no clear maxima
can be identified. This suggests, that the guest molecules are very disordered
along the channel axis and do not show clearly favoured positions as suggested
in [104].
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displacement disorder of the guest molecules, including very large displacement amplitudes
in c-direction.
No further attempts to refine the average crystal structure with shelxl [113] were per-
formed after this initial investigation. Instead, a disordered model accounting for the guest
disorder was developed using the DISCUS program [29]. The structure of the guest mo-
lecules was taken from [112] and treated as a rigid body. A schematic structure of the
1-bromoadamantane guest molecule is shown in Figure 6.6(b) and (c).
6.2.5. Average structure refinement
As the average structure solution as described in [104] and in the previous paragraph
yield large atomic displacement parameters, an average structure refinement was setup
in DISCUS using the implemented differential evolution refinement algorithm [29] and mo-
lecular displacements/reorientations to describe the decrease of the scattering intensity as
a function of increasing scattering angle. The average structure refined with this attempt
then serves as a basis for the consecutive diffuse scattering analysis. For this purpose, a
model crystal of 10× 10× 10 unit cells is created.
Atomic displacement parameters
The goal of the average structure refinement is to describe the decrease of the scattering
intensity as a function of increasing scattering angle in terms of displacements of rigid
molecules, not independent atoms. In principle, this is identical for translational movements
in an average structure refinement, but rotations of molecules around certain axis can only
be modelled to a limited extend using individual atomic displacement parameters. For this
reason, the average structure refinement uses isotropic atomic displacement parameters of
B = 0.5 Å2 for all non-hydrogen atoms. For hydrogen atoms, BH = 2.5 Å2 is used, to
account for possible additional rotational disorder of hydrogen atoms, which cannot be
modelled by either the Bragg data or diffuse data, due to the highly disordered Br atoms
and the relatively low scattering power of the hydrogen atoms.
Host structure refinement
The host structure is refined in the space group R3¯c. The initial coordinates for the atoms in
the thiourea host molecules were taken from the structure solution. The sulphur and carbon
atoms are on special positions with site symmetry 2 (Wyckoff position 18e as listed in the
International Tables Vol. A [101] for the hexagonal setting of space group R3¯c). Therefore,
only the x-coordinate of the thiourea sulphur and carbon are refined (parameters xS and
xC). The nitrogen atoms of the thiourea is on a general position and the x-, y- and z-
coordinate are refined (parameters xN, yN and zN). The initial hydrogen atom positions are
generated using OLEX2 [111]. The positions of the hydrogen atoms are not refined, and
constraints are used to fix the hydrogen atoms relative to the nitrogen atoms.
To account for molecular displacement of the thiourea host molecules, each host molecule
is displaced individually in z-direction by a Gaussian distributed random number (the para-
meter uh,z describes the variance of the Gaussian distributed random number in fractions
of the c-lattice constant). To account for the horizontal movement each host molecule is
displaced by a vector (δh, 0, 0)T , with a Gaussian distributed random number δh (parameter
uh,xy in fractions of the a-lattice constant). This vector is then rotated by an evenly distrib-
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uted random angle in the range [0◦, 360◦) around an axis parallel to the c-axis through the
origin of the vector. This yields an isotropic displacement in the xy-layer. In addition, each
host molecule is rotated around its sulphur-carbon axis by a Gaussian distributed random
angle (parameter αh).
Guest molecule positions
The guest molecule positions in the average structure were derived from the diffuse scat-
tering analysis as will be described in the following sections. The structure of the 1-bromo-
adamantane guest molecules is taken from [112]. Each channel is either assigned the av-
erage orientation “UP” (zBr > zC for all atoms within the same molecule) or “DOWN”
(zBr < zC for all atoms within the same molecule) at random, yielding equal amounts of
“UP” and “DOWN” channels. Within each channel one nitrogen in the thiourea host mo-
lecules is chosen as initial anchor and the Br atom of one guest molecule is placed at the
corresponding z-position in the centre of the channel. Then the channel is filled up with
1-bromoadamantane molecules with a Br-Br spacing of 23z. This yields the reported host
to guest molecular ratio of 4:1. Furthermore, each Br atom is at the same z-position as at
least one of the nitrogen atoms of the thiourea host molecules forming the channel wall.
Guest molecule displacements
The translational displacement of the 1-bromoadamantane guest molecules follows a similar
fashion as the translational displacement of the host molecules: Each guest molecule is
displaced individually in z-direction by a Gaussian distributed random number (parameter
ug,z). To account for the horizontal movement each guest molecule is displaced by a vector
(δg, 0, 0)T , with a Gaussian distributed random number δg (parameter ug,xy). An isotropic
displacement in the xy-layer is then generated equivalent to the host molecule displacements.
Furthermore, several rotational degrees of freedom are introduced to model the disordered
1-bromoadamantane guest molecules. Initially all molecules are aligned with the Br-C bond
along the crystal z-axis. To account for a possible interaction between the Br of the guest
molecules and the N-H groups of the host molecules (see following subsection on diffuse
scattering analysis), the guest molecules are tilted off axis by αg,maxt so that the Br-N
distance is reduced. The tilt is oriented is such a way that the Br-C bond points towards one
of the channel walls, where a host N-atom can be found. To generate a distribution of tilts,
the molecules are then tilted back on-axis by an evenly distributed random angle in the range
[0, αg,dt). The parameter αg,dt is restricted to αg,dt ≤ αg,maxt. The tilt direction cannot be
flipped to the opposite direction. This procedure maintains the average orientation of the
Br-C bond along the crystal c-axis as suggested by [107].
The orientation of the C-Br bond in the xy-plane is varied by a rotation of each guest
molecule around an axis parallel to the crystal c-axis through the C-atom bonding to the
Br of the respective guest molecule. The rotation angle is a Gaussian distributed random
number with variance αg,z. The orientation of the adamantane cage within the host channel
is varied by the parameter αg,c. This parameter describes the variance of the Gaussian
distributed random angle, that is used to rotate the adamantane cage around the Br-C
bond of the corresponding molecule.
Refined Parameters
The refined parameters are listed in Table 6.3, a total of 15 parameters is refined to 14 494
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Table 6.3.: Parameters for the average structure refinement of the thiourea 1-bromo-
adamantane host guest inclusion compound. Atomic coordinates and molecular
displacement parameters are listed in fraction of lattice constants, angles are
listed in degrees. If the parameter is the variance of a Gaussian distributed
random number, the corresponding unit needs to be squared.
Parameter best average sigma
Scale 1405.3 1367.9 62.3
xS 0.3630 0.3636 0.0007
xC 0.2582 0.2600 0.0022
xN 0.2122 0.2112 0.0013
yN 0.3222 0.3219 0.0012
zN 0.4902 0.4910 0.0006
uh,xy 0.0187 0.0169 0.0008
uh,z 0.0077 0.0077 0.0005
αh 9.751 11.645 1.602
ug,xy 0.0386 0.0303 0.0091
ug,z 0.0267 0.0526 0.0306
αg,maxt 19.967 24.575 3.135
αg,dt 15.809 15.265 7.294
αg,z 39.802 31.287 14.746
αg,c 33.128 28.919 13.813
wR2 0.0915 0.0966 0.0013
Bragg and superstructure reflections. The differential evolution algorithm was run for 318
generations using 100 parent sets per generation to generate 100 new children. The R-
factor (wR2, where the weights are taken as the square root of the intensity) is also listed
in Table 6.3.
The parameters describing the average host structure (xS, xC, xN, yN, zN) and the scale
factor all converge very well. The parameter for the best found solution and the average of
the population do not deviate by more than the corresponding sigma and the corresponding
sigma is small compared to the refined parameter. The parameters describing possible
disorder in the host structure (uh,xy, uh,z and αh) also converge reasonably well and the
deviations of the best found solution and the average of the population are small. As
these parameters all describe the variances of Gaussian distributed random numbers, the
spread is expected to be larger compared to the average host structure parameters. The
obtained model crystal also depends on the initialization of the random number generator,
i.e. several executions of the macro building the model crystal yield different structures.
The small sigmas of the final population suggest a reliable estimate for the parameters
describing the host disorder. The model obtained for all host structure parameters can
therefore be considered as reliable.
The refinement parameters were investigated for pair-wise correlations. For the paramet-
ers describing the average host structure, slight correlations between the parameters xS and
xC as well as xN and yN are observed. These parameters describe the positions of the atoms
within the thiourea molecule. Hence, a slight correlation is expected, as the thiourea is a
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rigidly bonded molecule.
The parameters describing the arrangement of the guest molecules show a significantly
worse convergence. The spread of the parameters is comparatively large, even after 318 gen-
erations. Nevertheless, the refinement confirms a highly disordered arrangement of the guest
molecules: The refined translational disorder of the guest molecules (parameters ug,xy and
ug,z) is larger than that of the host molecules. While the translation in the xy-plane is com-
parable, the guest molecules show significantly larger displacements along the z-direction.
This is in perfect agreement with the difference Fourier map as shown in Figure 6.7. The
electron density inside the host channel structure does not allow to clearly identify the
guest molecule positions. Furthermore, the guest is largely rotationally disordered. The
refinement suggests that the guest molecule C-Br axis is titled significantly from the crystal
c-axis (up to ≈ 20◦ for the best refinement).
The parameters describing the rotational disorder of the guest molecules show very large
spread in the final population. A strong correlation between the parameters αg,maxt and
αg,dt is observed. This is to be expected, as αg,dt is restricted via αg,dt ≤ αg,maxt. Both tilt
angles of the guest molecule αg,maxt and αg,dt show a slight correlation with ug,xy, which
is reasonable as tilting disorder of the guest molecules smears out the electron density in a
similar fashion to a translational disorder in the xy-plane.
Nevertheless, the parameter spreads for the parameters describing the disorder of the
guest molecular arrangement are rather large in the final population. This suggests that
several disordered guest arrangements yield a similar good fit to the Bragg scattering data.
This is confirmed by the R-values encountered in the final population that are listed in
Table 6.3. Considering the previously published, about three times larger R-factor in [104]
and the very small number of only 15 parameters refined to 14 494 observed Bragg and
superstructure reflections, this model is a great improvement and offers a reliable starting
point for the subsequent investigation of the diffuse scattering. The plot of the observed
Bragg intensities versus the modelled Bragg intensities is shown in Appendix B. The best
refined parameters of the host structure were used in the simulation of the diffuse scattering.
For the guest structure parameters in the range of the average of the final population were
taken for the diffuse scattering simulation.
6.2.6. Observed diffuse scattering
The observed diffuse scattering is shown in Figure 6.8. The diffuse scattering can be di-
vided into two features: Diffuse maxima around selected Bragg reflections and diffuse layers
perpendicular to l at hk1.5n, where n is an integer. The h0l-layer in Figure 6.8(a) shows
both these features. A detailed look at different hk-layers as displayed in Figure 6.8(b) and
(c) allows for a closer classification of the diffuse scattering.
Diffuse maxima
The broad diffuse maxima are not observed around every Bragg reflection, but only around
certain reflections. A closer examination of the Laue indices of the Bragg reflections, which
carry diffuse maxima, leads to a reflection condition
−h+ k + l = 3n n ∈ Z,
which corresponds to the integral reflection condition of the rhombohedral lattice centring.
The diffuse maxima obey the same reflection conditions as the suggested thiourea host crys-
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Figure 6.8.: Measured diffuse scattering intensity of the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host
guest inclusion compound. (a) h0l-layer. (b) hk0-, hk1- and hk1.5-layer. (c)
hk2-, hk3- and hk4-layer. As the diffuse scattering shows three-fold rotational
symmetry only 120◦-sections are shown. The remaining 240◦-sections are sym-
metry equivalent.
tal structure. This suggests that the diffuse maxima originate from a collective displacement
of the host molecules.
Diffuse layers
The diffuse layers are broad in ~a∗- and ~b∗-direction but sharp along ~c ∗. This is clearly
visible in Figure 6.8(a). The layer spacing of 1.5c∗ corresponds to a real space distance of
2
3c, which is the proposed Br-Br spacing that leads to a doubling of the c lattice constant
and is in agreement with the thiourea host to 1-bromoadamantane guest molecular ratio of
4:1 as suggested in [104].
A closer examination of the diffuse layers is needed for further model building: The
diffuse scattering in the hk0-layer (see Figure 6.8(b)) only shows diffuse maxima around
the Bragg reflections obeying the host reflection condition. There are no additional diffuse
scattering features between these reflections, indicating that the projection of the guest
molecule structure on the ab-plane is ordered.
The diffuse scattering in the hk1.5-layer (see Figure 6.8(b)) shows structured diffuse
scattering in between and underneath the superstructure reflections at integer h and k.
The scattering pattern only obeys a three-fold symmetry for the diffuse maxima underneath
the superstructure reflections. In addition, a honeycomb pattern is observed between the
superstructure reflections suggesting a frustration. The diffuse scattering in the hk1.5n-
layers with n ≥ 2 only shows very broad, unstructured diffuse spots centred on 00l (see e.g.
the hk3-layer in Figure 6.8(c)). This suggests a locally very limited correlated arrangement
of the guest molecules in neighbouring channels.
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(a)
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(b)
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Figure 6.9.: Single thiourea host molecule cage. (a) Projection in the ab-layer. (b) Projec-
tion in the bc-layer. Vectors indicate lattice directions and are not to scale.
6.2.7. Disorder model from diffuse scattering data analysis
The average structure refinement suggests that both, the thiourea host molecules and the
1-bromoadamantane guest molecules are disordered. The host molecules show only one
orientation in the average structure refinement and each atomic position within the unit
cell is fully occupied. This suggests pure displacement disorder for the host molecules.
The guest molecules, show both, substitutional (arrangements “UP” and “DOWN”) and
displacement disorder.
Host displacement disorder
The host molecules are likely to show correlated displacement disorder: The average struc-
ture refinement suggests only one fully occupied orientation and the broad diffuse maxima
are only observed, if the corresponding Bragg reflection is allowed by the space group R3¯c,
i.e. the symmetry of the host structure is obeyed. As the diffuse maxima are underneath the
Bragg reflections, a positively correlated displacement disorder is suggested. As discussed
in Chapter 5.1 a comparison of the diffuse scattering and the absolute molecular form factor
squared of an arrangement of molecules is desirable.
The diffuse scattering analysis in disordered urea inclusion compounds suggests rather
rigid arrangements of host molecules [102, 103]. To investigate the rigidity of the thiourea
host lattice, the absolute molecular form factor squared for a single thiourea cage is calcu-
lated and compared to the diffuse scatting. The single thiourea cage is shown in Figure 6.9
and the comparison of the absolute molecular form factor squared with the measured diffuse
scattering is shown in Figure 6.10.
The observed diffuse maxima underneath the selected Bragg reflections and the maxima
of the calculated absolute molecular form factor squared of a single host cage |Fhost(~h)|2
coincide for the diffuse layers hkn with n ∈ Z. For the hk0- and hk1-layer shown in
Figure 6.10(a) and (b), all diffuse maxima observed in the measurement are also maxima of
|Fhost(~h)|2. In the hk3-layer as shown in Figure 6.10(d) a broad diffuse maximum around
003 is observed in addition to the maxima that coincide with |Fhost(~h)|2. In the hk1.5-layer
as shown in Figure 6.10(c) the observed honey comb pattern and the diffuse maxima do not
coincide with the maxima of |Fhost(~h)|2.
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Figure 6.10.: Measured diffuse scattering intensity of the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host
guest inclusion compound compared to the absolute molecular form factor
squared of a single host cage |Fhost(~h)|2 as displayed in Figure 6.9. (a) hk0-
layer. (b) hk1-layer. (c) hk1.5-layer. (c) hk3-layer.
These observations allow the conclusion that the diffuse maxima that obey the host lattice
reflection condition for R3¯c at −h+k+l = 3n with n ∈ Z are caused by positively correlated
displacement disorder of the host molecules. The host cages as shown in Figure 6.9 can
be considered as a rather rigid unit and the inter-molecular distances in a single cage are
maintained in the disordered structure. The additional diffuse features in the hk1.5n-layers
can be attributed to the disordered guest molecules; this includes the honeycomb pattern
in the hk1.5-layer and the broad diffuse maximum around 003 as shown in Figure 6.10(c)
and (d).
Guest molecule disorder
The analysis of the host displacement disorder in the previous paragraph allows to identify
the guest disorder as the cause of the diffuse layers at hk1.5n. The layer spacing 32c∗
in reciprocal space suggests a 23c real space correlation length. This corresponds to the
proposed Br-Br spacing in [104] and suggests that all 1-bromoadmantane guest molecules
within one channel are oriented in the same direction. A Br-Br spacing of 23c with opposing
orientations would result in overlapping adamantane cages.
The diffuse maxima in the hk0-layer are all covered by the host molecule displacement
diffuse scattering. The rotationally and translationally disordered guest molecules in “UP”
and “DOWN” orientation are identical in projection down the c-axis. The hk1.5-layer shows
highly structured diffuse scattering, while all diffuse layers hk1.5n with n ≥ 2 only show
an unstructured, very broad diffuse maximum around h = k = 0. The information about
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possible local guest ordering from one channel to neighbouring channels has to be derived
from the hk1.5-layer.
The diffuse scattering in the hk1.5-layer shows a honeycomb pattern, which is character-
istic for a frustration on a hexagonal lattice. In projection down the c-axis the host channel
structure forms a hexagonal lattice and the honeycomb pattern can be interpreted as a
frustration of the z-positions of the Br atoms in neighbouring channels: If the Br atoms in
one channel are on z, z+ 23 , ... the Br atoms in the neighbouring channel are preferably on
z + 13 , z + 1, ... This ordering would maximize the inter-atomic Br-Br distances in neigh-
bouring channels. As the channel structure in projection down the c-axis forms a hexagonal
lattice, this binary height correlation will result in a frustrated arrangement, yielding a
honeycomb diffuse scattering in the hk1.5-layer. On top of the honeycomb pattern in the
hk1.5-layer, diffuse maxima underneath selected Bragg reflections are observed, that show
a three-fold symmetry. The proposed frustration does not lead to a three-fold symmetry,
but the thiourea host lattice possess a three-fold symmetry. Therefore, an interaction of
host and guest molecules is suggested, that introduces a local three-fold symmetry in the
guest ordering.
Host guest molecular interaction
The diffuse scattering observed in the hk1.5-layer cannot be explained by pure guest mo-
lecule ordering in neighbouring channels. The three-fold symmetry of the diffuse scattering
pattern suggests a host-guest interaction. The 1-bromoadamantane guest molecule (see
Figure 6.6(b) and (c)) consists of the adamantane cage bonded to the Br atom. All carbon
atoms in the guest molecule have four bonds, while the Br atom is single-bonded. There-
fore, the Br of the guest molecule has three lone electron pairs that can interact with other
guest molecules or the host lattice. The N-H groups of the thiourea host form hydrogen
bonds. It is therefore likely that the Br of the guest molecules and an N-H group of the
host molecules interact.
This proposed interaction would yield “anchor” z-positions of the Br-atoms at the z-
position of an N-atom of the host molecule. Rounding the parameter zN = 0.4902 of the
average structure refinement to zBr ≈ 0.5 results in six possible anchor z-positions per
channel and unit cell:
0
6 ,
1
6 ,
2
6 ,
3
6 ,
4
6 ,
5
6 .
This is consistent with the proposed Br-Br spacing of 23c. For each possible derived zBr
there is another anchor z-position at zBr + 23 . The approximation is useful and justified as
the guest molecules are significantly displaced along the z-direction (ug,z = 0.0267).
Depending on the actual zBr position within each channel, each Br-atom is surrounded
by either three or six N-H groups on the same height in the channel wall. To model a host
guest interaction the 1-bromoadamantane guest molecule is tilted by an angle in the range
[0◦, αg,maxt] towards one channel wall, that contains an N-H group at the same z.
The proposed anchor z-positions of the Br-atoms further restrict the arrangement of the
guest molecules in neighbouring channels. Due to the excess of host molecules to guest
molecules (4:1 molar ratio) it is very unlikely that two guest molecules will interact with
the same host molecule. This allows to set up a complicated network of constraints for
neighbouring channels. Strict avoidance of zBr positions in neighbouring channels that can
possibly interact with the same N-H group only allows for ∆zBr = 13 . This cannot be realized
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Table 6.4.: Restrictions for the height correlations of Br-atoms in neighbouring channels.
Configuration A corresponds to zBr = 0, 23 ,
4
3 , .... The configurations B, C and
D are shifted by ∆zBr = 16 ,
2
6 and
3
6 with respect to configuration A.
channel centred on 13
2
3
2
3
1
3
0 0 A C or D B or C
B A or D C or D
C A or B A or D
D B or C A or B
1
3
2
3 A C or D
B A or D
C A or B
D B or C
on the rhombohedral lattice. Softening this constraint to allow zBr positions in neighbouring
channels, where each Br-atom has the possibility to interact with one of six possible N-H
groups, builds up a constraint network that can be realized on the rhombohedral lattice.
The possible configurations are shown in Table 6.4.
Generation of the computational model
For the diffuse scattering simulation, a model crystal of 20×20×20 unit cells is built. This
corresponds to a crystal with 144 000 thiourea and 36 000 1-bromoadamantane molecules.
In a first step, each channel is assigned a configuration of guest molecules “UP” or “DOWN”.
The configurations are sorted using a Monte Carlo algorithm in such a way that neighbouring
channels show a slight tendency to show the same orientation1. In the next step, the zBr
anchor positions are distributed. First a random configuration, yielding equal amounts
of configurations A, B, C and D as listed in Table 6.4 is generated. In a next step, the
configurations are sorted using a Monte Carlo algorithm allowing only pairs as listed in
Table 6.4.
To model the translational displacement disorder of the host molecules, each host molecule
is displaced as described in the average structure refinement. The displacements are then
sorted using a Monte Carlo algorithm so that the molecules in one single host cage (shown in
Figure 6.9) are all likely displaced in similar directions. Each host molecule is then rotated
around the S-C axis, as described in the average structure refinement. The variance of the
Gaussian distributed random rotation angle is αh = 9.751(◦)2.
To model the translational displacement disorder of the guest molecules, each guest mo-
lecule is vibrated in z-direction, as described in the average structure refinement. ug,z = 0.04
is used as the variance of the Gaussian distributed random number. The guest displacements
are then sorted so that the Br-Br spacing of two neighbouring molecules in one channel is
relaxed to 23c. For the sorting, a Monte-Carlo algorithm with spring potentials is used. The
guest molecule displacement in the xy-layer as refined from the average structure is not sig-
nificantly broader than that of the host molecules. To accommodate the guest molecules in
the host channels, the adamantane cage is shifted towards the centre of the channel defined
1This configuration was derived from several model calculations in a trial and error approach.
α1,2~0 = 0.7 was used in the simulation presented here.
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Figure 6.11.: (a) Measured diffuse scattering intensity for the 1-bromoadamantane host
guest inclusion compound in the h0l-layer. (b) Modelled diffuse scattering
intensity in the h0l-layer.
by the surrounding host molecules. To compensate for the larger guest displacement in
xy-direction, this centred position is then altered by an additional isotropic displacement
in the xy-layer. For this purpose the molecules are displaced as described in the average
structure refinement with u′g,xy = 0.01 as the variance of the Gaussian distributed random
number.
The guest molecules are then tilted towards one of the host channel walls that is occupied
by an N-H group at the corresponding z-position. The tilt angle is an evenly distributed
random number in the range [0◦, αg,maxt] = [0◦, 25◦]. The tilt is arranged in such a fashion,
that the projection of the 1-bromoadamantane guest molecule stays centred on the position
that was determined in the translational disorder part and the z-position of the Br-atom is
maintained. To account for the orientational guest disorder expressed by the parameters αg,z
and αg,c in the average structure refinement, the guest molecules were rotated individually
as described in Chapter 6.2.5. The variances of the Gaussian distributed random numbers
are αg,z = 20(◦)2 and αg,c = 20(◦)2.
The diffuse scattering from this model crystal is calculated using DISCUS [29]. The
resulting diffuse diffraction patterns are compared to the experimental data in the Figures
6.11 and 6.12. Further calculated diffraction patterns are shown in Appendix B. The
h0l layer was calculated using lots of the size 10 × 3 × 12 unit cells, while the hk-layers
were calculated using lots of the size 5 × 5 × 8 unit cells. The diffuse maxima as well as
the diffuse layers in the h0l-layer are very well reproduced by the model. The hk-layers
of the model intensity as presented in Figure 6.12 show a very good reproduction of the
diffuse features observed in the measurement. The intensity is subject to smaller variations,
e.g. the model diffuse intensity in the hk0- and hk6-layer is weaker than suggested by the
measurement, while the model diffuse intensity in the hk1.5-layer is stronger than suggested
in the measurement.
The diffuse maxima underneath the Bragg reflections with −h+k+ l = 3n are accounted
to the host ordering and are very well reproduced. The host molecules perform a correlated
displacement disorder, which on a local scale maintains the cage structure formed by the
thiourea. The diffuse layers at hk1.5n are also present in the modelled diffuse scattering.
The guest disorder clearly shows the three-fold symmetry underneath the honey-comb pat-
tern in the hk1.5 layer. Three of the six nodes of the honeycombs show significantly more
diffuse scattering (see Figure 6.12(c)). The broad diffuse maximum around 003 is very well
reproduced in the model (see Figure 6.12(d)). The proposed guest ordering implemented
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Figure 6.12.: Modelled diffuse scattering intensity compared to the measured diffuse in-
tensity for the thiourea 1-bromoadamatane host guest inclusion compound.
(a) hk0-layer. (b) hk1-layer. (c) hk1.5-layer. (d) hk2-layer. (e) hk3-layer.
(f) hk4-layer.
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in the model describes the observed diffuse features.
The model diffuse scattering shown here was not refined to the diffuse scattering data
for two reasons. Firstly, most of the diffuse intensity is concentrated underneath the Bragg
reflections. Therefore, a punch and fill algorithm was used to eliminate the Bragg scattering
intensity. A line cut through the Bragg reflections before the punch and fill, shows that
some Bragg reflections are significantly broadened, and it is very well possible that some
diffuse maxima are overestimated by the punch and fill algorithm. The second reason is
concerned with sample stability. Severe beam damage was observed in the experiments
with a higher X-ray intensity and after long exposure of the sample. This may influence the
diffuse intensity distribution and affect a refinement to the diffuse intensity. Nevertheless,
the qualitative analysis performed here allows to build a disorder model describing all the
observed diffuse features.
Summary
In this chapter the diffuse scattering data of tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide
was analysed quantitatively. The analysis with the equations developed in Chapter 4.2 and
the refinement procedures as demonstrated in Chapter 5.2.1 work very well. For this binary
substitutional disordered compound an analysis using the proposed projection algorithm
yields very good results, both with and without prior knowledge of the average structure.
The refined disorder parameters compare very well to the 3D∆-PDF analysis. This is
the first experimental demonstration of disorder diffuse scattering refinement without prior
knowledge of the average structure.
A qualitative disorder model for the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host-guest-inclusion
compound was built that reproduces all experimentally observed diffuse features. The
diffuse scattering was utilized to build an average model for the ordering of the 1-bromo-
adamantane guest molecules that allows an average structure description. The qualitative
disorder model describes both, host and guest ordering. The guest molecules show severe
translational and rotational disorder. A model disordered crystal reproduces the diffuse
scattering features observed in the measurement.
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Part II:
A modulation wave approach for
generating continuous and broad
diffuse features in reciprocal
space

Chapter 7.
Modulation waves and superspace
crystallography
Modulated crystal structures show diffraction patterns, that contain sharp satellite reflec-
tions alongside the main Bragg reflections [4]. Both, the satellite and the main reflections
are called Bragg reflections [4]. In a modulated crystal structure, the occupancy, the dis-
placement, the atomic displacement parameter and/or the magnetic moment of an atom
can be described by a periodic modulation function. The position of the satellite reflection
in reciprocal space is determined by the periodicity of the modulation function [35]. If
the periodicity of the modulation function does not match an integral number of lattice
translations of the basic cell, the structure is aperiodic [35, 36]. The superspace approach
is a useful mathematical concept to describe both, periodic and aperiodic modulated struc-
tures. For the superspace description, it is convenient to describe the three lattice periodic
directions ~a, ~b and ~c as introduced in Chapter 2.3 as the directions ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3. This will
be called physical space in the following.
In the field of diffuse scattering, a modulation wave approach was also suggested to de-
scribe diffuse scattering: Modulation waves with limited extend in real space have been used
to describe broad diffuse maxima [76, 114, 115]. The spatial limitation of the modulation
wave to certain crystal regions transforms the sharp satellites observed in modulated crystal
structures into broad diffuse maxima.
This chapter introduces the concepts of modulated crystal structures and their descrip-
tion using superspace crystallography. A short review on the use of the modulation wave
approach in single crystal diffuse scattering analysis is given in Chapter 7.3.
7.1 Modulated crystal structures
Within the superspace approach, modulated crystal structures are described by a basic
structure (periodic in three-dimensional space) and a set of modulation functions. The
basic structure describes an average unit cell and gives rise to the main Bragg reflections.
The positions and/or the occupancy1 of the scatterers is then altered by periodic modulation
1Occupation and displacive modulations are the most commonly observed types of modulations.
Structures with modulated atomic magnetic moments and modulated atomic displacement para-
meters have been observed as well [4].
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functions [5]. Modulated crystal structures no longer necessarily possess lattice periodicity
but are perfectly long-range ordered.
Commensurate and incommensurate modulations
The wave vector ~q determines the direction and the wavelength of the periodic modula-
tion [4]:
~q = σ1~a∗1 + σ2~a∗2 + σ3~a∗3. (7.1)
The components of the wave vector are given in terms of the reciprocal lattice vectors
~a∗1, ~a∗2 and ~a∗3. Commensurate modulated structures can be described by a supercell: All
components, σ1, σ2 and σ3, of the wave vector ~q are rational numbers. The periodicity of the
modulation function matches an integral number of lattice translations and the structure
possesses lattice periodicity. The number of scatterers within the superstructure is generally
large compared to the number of scatterers in the basic structure [35].
A modulated structure is incommensurately modulated if at least one of the three com-
ponents σ1, σ2, or σ3 is an irrational number [4]. The structure does not possess three-
dimensional lattice periodicity. The periodicity of the modulation wave and the lattice
periodicity of the basic structure do not match.
A modulation function can be any periodic function such as harmonic functions, e.g. a
cosine function, or discontinuous functions, e.g. periodic block wave functions or sawtooth
functions [35]. All periodic functions, hence all modulation functions, can be written as a
Fourier series [4, 47]:
f(~x) = a02 +
∞∑
k=1
ak cos(2pik~q~x) +
∞∑
k=1
bk sin(2pik~q~x). (7.2)
The argument of the modulation function is ~q~x.2
Occupation modulations
In a structure with an occupation modulation the occupancy of one or several sites in the
unit cell is modulated. The occupancy of a certain site is given as the average occupancy
plus a clearly defined variation that depends on the position of the atom ~x, the modulation
wave vector ~q and the physical space section t. In the case of a simple cosine modulation
function3, this can be expressed as:
p(~x) = p¯+A cos (2pi (~q~x+ t)) . (7.3)
p¯ is the average site occupancy and A is the amplitude of the modulation function. t
determines the initial phase of the modulation function.
For incommensurate modulations t can be any real number in the interval [0, 1). All
generated structures are identical: For infinite physical structures, a lattice translation
transforms structures generated with different phases t into each other. In the case of
a commensurate modulation, different phases t usually represent different physical struc-
tures [4]. For occupation modulations discussed in this thesis only modulation functions
with t = 0 will be used.
2In the more general case, allowing for an initial phase t, the argument of the modulation function
is ~q~x+ t
3The most general modulation function is: p(~x) = p0 +
∑m
n=1 {pns sin(2pin~q~x) + pnc sin(2pin~q~x)} [4]
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Figure 7.1.: Diffraction pattern of a one-dimensional AuAg 1:1 crystal with an occupation
modulation and q =
√
7
7 ≈ 0.378.
The occupancy of a certain site is restricted to the interval [0, 1]. The amplitude of
the modulation function has to be adapted, so that this criterion is fulfilled. Examples of
crystal structures with occupational modulation include the binary alloy AuCu [116] where
the occupancy of Au and Cu atoms is modulated, and pyrrhotite Fe1−xS [117] where the
occupancy of the Fe-site is modulated.
Diffraction patterns of crystal structures with an occupation modulation, show main
Bragg reflections at reciprocal lattice points ~H and satellite reflections at ~H ± m~q with
integer m. The amplitude A of the modulation function determines the intensity of the
satellite reflection. m is called the order of the satellite reflection. In crystals with an
occupation modulation, each summand in the Fourier series in Equation 7.2 gives rise to
one pair of satellite reflections. The number of summands in the Fourier series determines
the maximum observed order of the satellite reflections.
Figure 7.1 shows the diffraction pattern of a simple one-dimensional AuAg 1:1 crystal
with an occupation modulation. The model structure was generated using the DISCUS
program [29]. A basic crystal structure of 20 000 unit cells with a lattice constant of
a = 5 Å, consisting only of Au atoms, is generated. The atom sits at the origin of the unit
cell. The occupancy of each site is determined as
pAu(x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqx), (7.4)
where pAu(x) is the probability to find a Au atom at position x. q =
√
7
7 is the modulation
wave vector and determines the periodicity of the modulation function.
The probability pAu(x) is evaluated for each unit cell. A random number, that is uniformly
distributed in the interval [0, 1), is generated. If the random number is greater than the
probability pAu(x) the atom at site x is replaced by an Ag atom. The resulting structure
consists of 50 % Au and 50 % Ag atoms.
The diffraction pattern of the resulting structure is calculated and shown in Figure 7.1.
The main Bragg reflections are omitted in the simulation. The diffraction pattern shows
sharp satellite reflections at h±q, with integer h. As the modulation function only contains
one cosine term only satellites at h±q are observed. No higher order satellites are observed.
Displacive modulations
Figure 7.2 shows the schematic representation of a modulated crystal structure with a
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a
1
q
Figure 7.2.: Schematic drawing of a modulated structure with a displacive modulation. The
displacement wave is a transverse wave with the displacement perpendicular to
the wave propagation direction. q =
√
7
7 .
displacive modulation. The displacement ~u(~x) of the atom at position ~x is given by the
modulation function. In the case of a displacive modulation the amplitude of the modulation
function is a displacement vector.
The situation depicted in Figure 7.2 shows a transverse wave; i.e. the displacement is
perpendicular to the wave vector ~q. In the general case, the displacement points into an
arbitrary direction that may be restricted by the site symmetry [4]:
~u(~x) =
∞∑
n=1
~An cos(2pi~q~x+ t) +
∞∑
n=1
~Bn sin(2pi~q~x+ t). (7.5)
The vectors ~An and ~Bn represent the amplitudes of the modulation functions. As for the
occupation modulations, any phase t gives equivalent physical structures for all incommen-
surately modulated structures. For commensurate modulations different phases t usually
result in different physical structures.
The diffraction pattern of a displacive modulation also shows sharp satellite reflections
at ~H ± m~q with integer m. The amplitude of the modulation function determines the
intensity of the satellite reflections. Unlike for the occupation modulation, a simple cosine
modulation gives rise to satellite reflections of all orders m [35].
Dimensionality of the modulation
Several structures have been observed where more than one modulation wave vector was
necessary to describe the modulation. The number of wave vectors determines the dimen-
sionality of the modulation [4]. In the case of a two-dimensional occupation modulation,
the occupancy of an atom at a position ~x is determined as:
p(~x) = p¯+A1 cos(2pi~q1~x) +A2 cos(2pi~q2~x). (7.6)
The contributions of both modulation functions are summed. In the diffraction pattern
satellite reflections of both modulation waves can be observed at ~H ± m~q1 ± n~q2 with
integer m and integer n. The order of the satellite reflection is given as m+ n.
Refining parameters of the modulation functions
In an experiment the diffraction pattern of a modulated structure is observed. The index-
ation of the diffraction pattern determines the dimension of the modulation. As a rule of
thumb, the maximum order of satellite reflection observed determines the number of Four-
ier components included in the refined modulation functions [34]. This rule of thumb is
applied to both, occupation and displacive modulations and works for most systems [34].
The indexation of the diffraction patterns is mostly automated and can be performed by
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powerful programs such as CrysAlisPro [53]. The program Jana2006 [54] is capable of re-
fining modulated crystal structures, including the Fourier components of the modulation
functions.
7.2 Superspace description of modulated crystal
structures
The superspace formalism enables an elegant and convenient description of modulated struc-
tures. In aperiodic structures, such as incommensurately modulated structures, the three-
dimensional lattice periodicity is lost. The superspace description restores lattice periodicity
in (3 + d)-dimensional space, where d is the number of additional dimensions.
Reciprocal superspace
All Bragg reflections (satellite and main reflections) in the diffraction pattern of a modulated
crystal structure can be indexed with (3 + d) integers. This indexation introduces (3 + d)
reciprocal basis vectors. In the case of a one-dimensional modulation (d = 1) these vectors
are ~a∗1, ~a∗2, ~a∗3 and ~q. The vectors ~a∗i define the reciprocal lattice of the three-dimensional
basis structure.
In four-dimensional space, also called superspace, four independent basis vectors define
a four-dimensional lattice [4]. The three reciprocal basis vectors and the modulation wave
vector, as defined from the diffraction pattern, are the projection of four four-dimensional
reciprocal lattice vectors onto three-dimensional physical space. The three reciprocal lat-
tice vectors of the basic structure ~a∗i define physical reciprocal space. Four-dimensional
space is generated by introducing an additional coordinate axis ~b∗ perpendicular to three-
dimensional physical reciprocal space [34].
The four-dimensional reciprocal lattice in superspace Σ∗ is defined as [34]:
Σ∗ :
~a
∗
s,i =
(
~a∗i ,~0
)
i = 1, 2, 3
~a∗s,4 =
(
~q,~b∗
)
.
(7.7)
~a∗s,i are the reciprocal lattice vectors in reciprocal superspace. The first three four-dimensional
reciprocal superspace lattice vectors ~a∗s,1, ~a∗s,2 and ~a∗s,3 are constructed out of the three-
dimensional reciprocal lattice vectors ~a∗1, ~a∗2 and ~a∗3 respectively with ~0 as the component
along the fourth reciprocal superspace lattice direction. The fourth four-dimensional recip-
rocal superspace lattice vector ~a∗s,4 is constructed out of the modulation wave vector ~q and
~b∗ as the component along the fourth reciprocal superspace lattice direction [34].
Direct superspace
For direct superspace the equivalent relation to Equation 2.23 holds:
~a∗s,i~as,j = δi,j , (7.8)
where δi,j is the Kronecker delta (δi,j = 1 for i = j and δi,j = 0 for i 6= j). The relation in
Equation 7.8 defines direct superspace Σ [4]:
Σ :
~as,i =
(
~ai,−σi~b
)
i = 1, 2, 3
~as,4 =
(
0,~b
)
.
(7.9)
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A point in direct superspace ~xs is defined by coordinates relative to the superspace lattice
Σ:
~xs = xs,1~as,1 + xs,2~as,2 + xs,3~as,3 + xs,4~as,4. (7.10)
The additional dimension in direct superspace ~b is perpendicular to three-dimensional
physical space given by ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3. This additional dimension is called internal space.
|~b| has no physical meaning and may be chosen arbitrarily. Throughout this thesis |~b| = 1
is used. The components of the modulation wave vector ~q determine the angles between
real space axis ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3 and superspace axis ~as,1, ~as,2 and ~as,3 [35]:
tan(~ai,~as,i) =
σi
|~ai| . (7.11)
Physical real space is a cut through direct superspace.
Equation 7.9 establishes the relation between a point in superspace ~xs and a point in
physical space ~x:
xs,i = xi i = 1, 2, 3 (7.12)
xs,4 = ~q~x, (7.13)
with ~x = (x1, x2, x3) [4].
In superspace the atoms of the crystal structure can no longer be pictured by the point-
scatterer approximation. Atoms are d-dimensional surfaces in (3+d)-dimensional space [4].
In superspace, the atomic modulation functions are wave-like functions, that are on average
parallel to ~as,4, and have a period of |~b|.
For a one-dimensional displacive modulation, the situation is depicted in Figure 7.3(a).
The modulation function is given as
u(x) = A cos(2piqx). (7.14)
The coordinate x in the argument of the modulation function is the position of the origin
of the unit cell with respect to an arbitrarily chosen origin. u(x) is the displacement of
the atom that sits at the average position x in the basic structure. The one-dimensional
physical space is a cut through (1 + 1)-dimensional superspace. The cut of the physical
space axis ~a1 with the atomic surface determines the position of the atom. The shape of
the modulation function determines the atomic surface in superspace.
The corresponding reciprocal superspace for the displacive modulation as shown in Fig-
ure 7.3(a) is simulated in Figure 7.3(b). There are sharp Bragg reflections along ~a∗s,1 and
~a∗s,2. For a displacive modulation all orders of satellite reflections are observed. The higher
orders, i.e. higher index along ~a∗s,2 are much weaker. For a longitudinal modulation the
satellite reflections around the parent Bragg reflection with h = 0 are very weak and can-
not be observed in Figure 7.3(b). The diffraction pattern as observed in an experiment is
shown in Figure 7.3(c) and corresponds to the projection of the diffraction pattern shown in
Figure 7.3(b) onto the ~a∗s,1-axis. In addition to the sharp main Bragg reflections at integer
H, sharp satellites at H ± q are observed. For H = 1 and H = 2 also the second order
satellites are observed; they are much weaker than the first order satellites.
For a one-dimensional occupation modulation, the situation is depicted in Figure 7.3(d).
The modulation function is given as
p(x) = p¯+A cos(2piqx). (7.15)
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Figure 7.3.: (a) (1 + 1)-dimensional superspace for a one-dimensional basic structure with a
displacive modulation. Physical space is a cut through the (1 + 1)-dimensional
superspace, perpendicular to ~as,2. The atoms in superspace are represented as
1-dimensional surfaces, depicted by the green cosine functions. The displacive
modulation is given as u(~x) = ~A cos(2pi~q~x). The amplitude ~A and the modu-
lation wave vector ~q are indicated in blue. (b) Reciprocal (1 + 1)-dimensional
superspace for the displacive modulation shown in (a). (c) Projected diffrac-
tion pattern of (b) gives the physical, reciprocal space. Note the weaker second
order satellite reflections that appear for larger |h|. (d) (1 + 1)-dimensional
superspace for a one-dimensional basic structure with an occupation modu-
lation. The probability to find an atom at site x is indicated by the colour
transparency. (e) Reciprocal (1 + 1)-dimensional superspace for the occupa-
tion modulation shown in (d). (f) Projected diffraction pattern of (e) gives the
physical, reciprocal space. (d) and (e) are reproduced from [118].
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The intersection of the physical space axis ~a1 with the atomic surface, determines the
occupancy of the atom at position x.
The corresponding reciprocal superspace for the occupation modulation as shown in Fig-
ure 7.3(d) is simulated in Figure 7.3(e). There are sharp Bragg reflections along ~a∗s,1 and ~a∗s,2.
For a first order harmonic occupation modulation only the first order satellite reflections
are observed. The higher orders, i.e. higher index along ~a∗s,2 are extinct. In Figure 7.3(e) no
Bragg reflections at 2~a∗s,2 are observed. The diffraction pattern as observed in an experiment
is shown in Figure 7.3(f) and corresponds to the projection of the diffraction pattern shown
in Figure 7.3(e) onto the ~a∗s,1-axis. The main Bragg reflections and first order satellites are
observed.
Superspace symmetry
The diffraction pattern of a modulated crystal structure shows point symmetry according
to one of the 32 crystallographic point groups. The symmetry operator R transforms a
main reflection into a main reflection. Each satellite reflection is likewise transformed into
a satellite reflection by the symmetry operator R. This introduces constraints on the lattice
parameters and possible modulation wave vectors [4].
Symmetry operations in four-dimensional superspace are given as {Rs|~vs}. The 4 × 4
matrices Rs describe the effect of the rotational component of the symmetry operator R
in real space onto superspace. The translation ~vs contains additional components that
depend on the choice of origin, the screw or glide components along the three physical
space directions plus an additional, possible non-zero internal translation along ~as,4 [4].
The superspace symmetry specifies the transformations of the modulation functions for
symmetry related sites.
The considerations of symmetry operations in superspace leads to the definition of super-
space groups. In the International Tables for Crystallography Volume C [44] all (2 + 1)-,
(2 + 2)- and (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace groups are listed. Superspace symmetry gov-
erns extinction rules: A complete list of reflection conditions for the (3 + d)-dimensional
superspace groups can be found online [119, 120]. Superspace symmetry will be applied
to two-dimensional model systems in Chapter 8. A complete derivation of the transforma-
tions of modulation functions using superspace symmetry is beyond the scope of this thesis
and the reader is referred to the books by Van Smaalen [4] and Janssen, Chapuis and De
Boissieu [5].
7.3 The modulation wave approach in single crystal
diffuse scattering
Modulation waves have been previously used to interpret diffuse scattering data [59]. The
approach that was used in Chapters 3 to 6 is based on real space correlations, while the mod-
ulation wave approach works with modulation wave vectors, that are defined in reciprocal
space. The advantages of the modulation wave approach in the analysis of diffuse scat-
tering come in, when diffuse maxima (called locii in the corresponding literature) [59, 121]
are observed, or the diffuse scattering obeys the extinction rules of the average space group
symmetry [59, 122].
The intensity at a point in reciprocal space is generated by a periodic modulation that
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is characterized by a wave vector ~q [19]. To generate broad diffuse features at a point in
reciprocal space, several excitations with limited range are used: Each modulation wave
used is limited to different finite regions in the real space structure [123]. The shorter
the range of the modulation function, the broader the corresponding diffuse maximum.
The modulation functions are the same functions as described in Chapter 7.1, but in the
analysis of diffuse scattering the amplitude and/or the modulation wave vector ~q additionally
depend on the position in real space: For example to generate a diffuse maximum at a point
~q in reciprocal space, several centres of excitation are inserted into the simulated crystal
structure. Each centre of excitation is the origin of a modulation wave with wave vector ~q.
Each modulation wave only has a finite propagation range, yielding broad diffuse maxima
at ~H ± ~q in reciprocal space [29].
The modulation wave approach has been widely applied in the interpretation of highly
structured diffuse intensity distributions [123]: Typically, a large number of independent
modulations is used to describe the diffuse scattering on curved one- or two-dimensional
surfaces. A diffuse surface can be reasonably well approximated by a set of modulation
wave vectors ~qi that is evenly distributed over the points on the surface. The number i is
generally large; e.g. 3 × 105 perturbations were used in [114]. The overall modulation for
each lattice point is a complex sum of modulation functions.
The modulation wave approach allows to transform modulation functions for symmetry
related sites within the unit cell. Therefore, the symmetry restrictions that are induced by
space group symmetry can be directly used in the modulation wave approach. This has ben
used, e.g. when interpreting extinction rules in the analysis of diffuse rods [122].
Many systems with strongly structured diffuse scattering have been observed. The mod-
ulation wave approach has proven a valuable tool for the interpretation of the diffuse scat-
tering: Diffuse streaks through main Bragg reflections have been observed e.g. in iron
oxyfluoride (FeOF) [123, 124], that have been attributed to oxygen fluorine ordering in
nearest neighbour tetrahedra. Diffuse streaks parallel to high symmetry lattice directions,
but displaced from the main reflections, are observed e.g. in ThAsSe. The diffuse scattering
was interpreted as a charge density type transition, involving disordered As-As dimerization
(see [125, 126] and Chapter 8.7).
More complex diffuse surfaces have been observed, e.g. in the flexible framework system
tridymite (SiO2) [123]. The diffuse scattering follows a surface described by [126, 127]
sin2(pil) = 89 {1− cos(pih) cos(pik) cos(pi(h+ k))} .
The diffuse scattering intensity distribution is explained by the existence of a soft, Rigid
Unit Mode (RUM) that distorts the ideal tetrahedral framework structure.
The compositional disordered solid solution phase Mg1−xYb2x/3x/3S shows a complex
diffuse surface of the shape [123, 126]:
0 = cos(pih) + cos(pik) + cos(pil).
The diffuse intensity distribution is explained by constraints on the local chemical order-
ing derived from Pauli’s axiom that the smallest building blocks of a compositionally dis-
ordered system should have as similar compositions as possible to minimize substitutional
strain [123].
The restrictions of the used modulation wave vectors in the examples listed above were
explained by local crystal chemical constraints. An equivalent description using the real
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space correlation approach would need much more parameters and would not allow for such
a direct interpretation of the local crystal chemical constraints.
Summary
The superspace approach offers a convenient description to restore lattice periodicity of
modulated structures in (3 + d)-dimensional superspace. Occupation and displacement
modulations and their diffraction patterns can be easily described. Physical real space is a
cut through direct superspace, while physical reciprocal space is a projection of reciprocal
superspace. Superspace symmetry allows for a direct interpretation of extinction rules
observed for satellite reflections.
A modulation wave approach using finite range modulations has been used in the analysis
of diffuse scattering in the past. To describe complex diffraction patterns in general many
modulations have to be used.
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In the past, a modulation wave approach using finite range modulation waves has been used
to interpret diffuse scattering (see Chapter 7.3). This chapter develops a novel modulation
wave approach, that introduces disorder into superspace. Short-range order concepts that
are introduced in Part I of this thesis are transferred into superspace. This allows for a de-
scription of both, substitutional and displacement disorder. The approach as described here,
is called disordered superspace approach and allows to characterize the shape and position
of diffuse maxima in reciprocal space independently. The disordered superspace approach,
as presented here, is based on computationally generated structural models and allows for
a straightforward interpretation of observed extinction rules in the diffuse scattering. The
results for substitutionally disordered systems are published in [118]
8.1 (1+1)-dimensional disordered superspace
Crystal structures with a first order harmonic occupation modulation show sharp satel-
lite reflections at ~H ± ~q. Here a one-dimensional basic structure with a one-dimensional
modulation will be considered. The simplest modulation function is a first order harmonic
function, e.g. a cosine function
p(x) = p¯+A cos(2pixq + t), (8.1)
with t = 0. While for commensurate modulations the physical structures for different
phases t can be distinguished, it is impossible to distinguish different phases for incommen-
surately modulated structures. The amplitudes +A and −A can neither be distinguished
for commensurate nor for incommensurate modulations.
Binary disordered superspace
In this chapter, a binary disordered superspace is introduced: Two different modulation
functions occupy the lattice positions in superspace. The two modulation functions are of
type
p±(x) = p¯±A cos(2piqx). (8.2)
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Figure 8.1.: (a) (1+1)-dimensional disordered superspace model for a one-dimensional basic
structure with an occupation modulation. The probability to find an atom at
site x is indicated by the colour transparency. Two types of modulation func-
tions p+(x) (green) and p−(x)(orange) are introduced. The modulation func-
tions are phase shifted by pi with respect to each other. (b) (1 + 1)-dimensional
reciprocal superspace for (a). Figure reproduced from [118]
In the ordered superspace model, introduced in the previous chapter, all points in super-
space ~xs = (~x, n), where ~x is a lattice vector of the physical structure and n ∈ Z, are
equivalent. The crystal structure is perfectly periodic in superspace. This periodicity in
higher dimensional space is broken in the disordered superspace approach.
Figure 8.1(a) schematically shows a disordered superspace model in (1 + 1)-dimensional
superspace: Lattice periodicity along ~as,2 is maintained, while lattice periodicity along ~as,1
is broken. The introduction of short-range order along ~as,1 breaks the lattice periodicity
and transforms sharp Bragg reflections along ~as,2 into broad diffuse maxima. The ordered
reciprocal superspace as shown in Figure 7.3(d) shows sharp Bragg reflections, while the
disordered reciprocal superspace in Figure 8.1(b) shows a band of diffuse scattering parallel
~a∗s,1. The disorder introduced into superspace here is pure substitutional disorder, and the
short-range order in direction of ~as,1 can be described by the Warren-Cowley short-range
order parameters αs,1i for i ∈ N.
Disordered systems with a positively correlated substitutional short-range order show
diffuse maxima underneath the Bragg reflections. This is employed in the disordered super-
space approach and phase domains in superspace are introduced with positively correlated
short-range order. This transforms the sharp satellite reflections, into broad satellite reflec-
tions.1
Computational implementation
The disordered superspace structures are simulated using the DISCUS program [29]. A
one-dimensional crystal of 20 000 unit cells is generated. Half of the atoms are of type P
1Breaking the lattice periodicity by substitutional disorder in general does not eliminate the sharp
Bragg reflections. But as the average modulation function [ 12p+(x) +
1
2p−(x) = 0.5] does not
show a modulation anymore, the Bragg reflections at n~a∗s,2 with n 6= 0 are extinct. For further
details see the mathematical description in Chapter 8.3.
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Figure 8.2.: Calculated diffraction patterns for a disordered superspace model (AuAg 1:1)
with an occupation modulation. The modulation functions used for the sim-
ulation are p+(x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqx) and p−(x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2piqx) with
q =
√
7
7 .
(modulation function p+) and half of the atoms are of type M (modulation function p−).
Using a Monte Carlo algorithm, the atoms are sorted with a positive correlation, yielding
αs,11 = 0.85. This generates phase domains in the direction of ~as,1.
The computationally generated, disordered modulated crystal structure is an AuAg 1:1
crystal, with lattice constant 5 Å. The atoms are placed at the origin of the unit cell. A loop
over all atomic domains in the disordered superspace structure is taken. If the modulation
function is of type p+, an Au atom is inserted in physical space at x with probability:
pAu+ (x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqx). (8.3)
A evenly distributed random number in the interval [0, 1) is generated. If this random
number is smaller than pAu(x) an Au atom is inserted, else an Ag atom is inserted in the
physical structure. If the modulation function is of type p−, an Au atom is inserted in
physical space with probability:
pAu− (x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2piqx). (8.4)
This procedure generates a physical structure with equal probabilities for Au and Ag
atoms. The calculated diffraction pattern from the simulated model structure is shown
in Figure 8.2, the modulation wave vector q =
√
7
7 was used. The main Bragg reflections
were omitted in the simulation. The sharp satellite reflections at h ± q in Figure 7.1 are
transformed into broad diffuse maxima.
Diffuse maxima with different widths
Crystalline systems with a strongly correlated chemical short-range order, show sharper
diffuse maxima than systems with no or only small correlations. This fact is employed
here to tune the width of the diffuse maxima in the disordered superspace approach: By
changing the Warren-Cowley target short-range order parameter αs,11 in the Monte-Carlo
simulation, systems with different degrees of order are generated.
Figure 8.3(a) shows the simulated diffuse scattering from structures obtained as described
in the previous paragraph, with different αs,11 . The system with the strongest superspace
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Figure 8.3.: (a) Diffraction pattern for a disordered superspace model with occupation mod-
ulation. A one-dimensional AuAg 1:1 crystal is simulated. The modulation
functions p+(x) = 0.5+0.5 cos(2piqx) and p−(x) = 0.5−0.5 cos(2piqx) are used.
Several different Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters αs,11 are used.
q =
√
7
7 . (b) Same simulation as in (a) with several different modulation wave
vectors. αs,11 = 0.85. Figure reproduced from [118]
correlation (αs,11 = 0.95) shows the sharpest peaks. The system with the weakest correlation
between the modulation functions in superspace (αs,11 = 0.50) shows the broadest peaks.
Here the maxima atH+q andH+1−q overlap more strongly than for the larger correlations.
Diffuse maxima at different positions in reciprocal space
For modulated structures the modulation wave vector ~q determines the position of the satel-
lite reflection. The same is true for the position of the diffuse maximum in the disordered
superspace approach: Different modulation wave vectors ~q, yield diffuse maxima at different
positions in reciprocal space.
Figure 8.3(b) shows the simulated diffuse scattering from structures obtained as described
before for different values of q. αs,11 = 0.85 was used in all simulations. The shape of the
diffuse maxima does not change for the different values of q but the position of the diffuse
maxima changes according to the different modulation wave vectors. Figure 8.3(b) shows
commensurate modulations (q = 14 and q =
1
7) and incommensurate modulations (q =
√
7
7
and q =
√
2
2 ). The disordered superspace approach can be applied to both.
Sharp satellite reflection on top of diffuse scattering
In some crystal structures, such as mullite [128], sharp satellite reflections are observed on
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Figure 8.4.: Diffraction pattern for a disordered superspace model with an occupation mod-
ulation. A one-dimensional AuAg 1:1 crystal is simulated. The modulation
functions p+(x) = 0.5+0.5 cos(2piqx) and p−(x) = 0.5−0.5 cos(2piqx) are used.
q =
√
7
7 . Different superspace compositions are shown: p+ : p− = 50 : 50
(green), p+ : p− = 70 : 30 (red) and p+ : p− = 90 : 10 (blue).
top of diffuse maxima. The disordered superspace approach allows for an easy, intuitive
approach to generate model structures that show sharp satellite reflections on top of diffuse
maxima. For this purpose, the term superspace composition is introduced: The superspace
composition is the ratio of the two different modulation functions used in the binary dis-
ordered superspace approach as described here. In the previous paragraphs the superspace
composition was kept at p+(x) : p−(x) = 0.5 : 0.5. By altering the superspace composition
away from 0.5 : 0.5, sharp satellite reflections are obtained on top of diffuse maxima.
Figure 8.4 shows the diffraction pattern for different superspace compositions: The para-
meters αs,11 = 0.85 and q =
√
7
7 were used. As soon as the superspace composition is altered
from p+ : p− = 0.5 : 0.5 to favour one modulation function, sharp satellites appear on top
of the diffuse maximum. The intensity of the diffuse maximum is reduced and transferred
into the sharp satellites. The shape of the diffuse maximum does not change.
The mathematical description for the disordered superspace approach in Chapter 8.3
allows for a better understanding of sharp satellite reflections on top of diffuse maxima.
The figurative explanation will be outlined here: In a substitutionally disordered crystal
structure diffuse scattering is observed in addition to sharp Bragg reflections. The Bragg
scattering allows to determine the average lattice periodicity. For a (1 + 1)-dimensional
modulated crystal structure, the physical structure determines the periodicity along the
lattice direction ~as,1, while the modulation function determines the periodicity along ~as,2.
The average unit cell in the disordered superspace is then given as the weighted average of
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the two modulation wave functions:
mp+p+(x) +mp−p−(x).
For equal occupancies mp+ = mp− = 0.5 the average modulation function is constant;
i.e. the average structure is not periodically modulated along ~as,2 anymore. The sharp
Bragg reflections at n~a∗s,2 with n 6= 0 are extinct. For unequal occupancies in superspace
mp+ 6= mp− the average modulation function is still a cosine function along ~as,2 with
amplitude |mp+ −mp− |. Hence, sharp Bragg reflections at n~a∗s,2 with n 6= 0 remain on top
of the diffuse scattering.
8.2 Diffuse rods from (2+1)-dimensional disordered
superspace
The disordered superspace approach presented in the previous section can also be applied to
two- and three-dimensional basic structures. The concept of (2+1)-dimensional superspace
will be demonstrated on an AuAg 1:1 crystal structure, with simple occupation modulations
of types:
p+(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x), (8.5)
p−(~x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x). (8.6)
(2+1)-dimensional disordered superspace
Figure 8.5(a) shows a schematic drawing of (2+1)-dimensional disordered superspace model.
The two modulation functions p+(~x) and p−(~x) are indicated in green and orange, re-
spectively. The model shown in Figure 8.5(a) forms phase domains in superspace: The
modulation functions p+(~x) and p−(~x) show a positive correlation along ~as,1 and ~as,2.
For the simulated diffraction pattern shown in Figure 8.5(b) a model crystal of 500× 500
unit cells in the plane space group p1 with one atom per unit cell was simulated (lattice
constants a = b = 5 Å, γ = 90◦). The modulation functions were sorted in superspace
with a positive correlation along ~as,1 and ~as,2 (αs(1,0) = 0.7 and αs(0,1) = 0.5). The q-vector
~q =
(
1
2 ,
√
7
7
)
was used. The superspace composition was kept at mp+ = mp− = 0.5.
The resulting diffraction pattern in Figure 8.5(b) shows diffuse maxima at ~H ± ~q. The
maxima are broader along k than along h, since the correlation along ~as,1 is stronger than
along ~as,2. The disordered superspace approach yields diffuse maxima for commensurate
and incommensurate modulation wave vectors.
Diffuse rods parallel h
The general approach described in the previous paragraph can be used to generate struc-
tures that show diffuse rods, that run through an arbitrary point in reciprocal space: The
correlations in superspace determine the width of the diffuse maximum. An uncorrelated su-
perspace shows no diffuse maxima, only diffuse Laue scattering as discussed in Chapter 3.1.
A disordered superspace, that only shows a positive correlation along ~as,2 (αs(0,1) = 0.95)
and no correlation along ~as,1 (αs(1,0) = 0), results in diffuse rods parallel h.
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Figure 8.5.: (a) Schematic drawing of a (2+1)-dimensional superspace with an occupation
modulation. The two modulation functions p+(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x) and
p−(~x) = 0.5 − 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x) are indicated in green and orange, respectively.
The components of the modulation wave vector ~q = (σ1, σ2) define the tilt of
the superspace layer defined by ~as,1 and ~as,2 relative to physical space, spanned
by ~a1 and ~a2. (b) Diffraction pattern of the (2+1)-dimensional disordered
superspace model. The modulation functions are positively correlated along
~as,1 and ~as,2 (αs(1,0) = 0.7, αs(0,1) = 0.5). ~q =
(
1
2 ,
√
7
7
)
. Figure reproduced from
[118]
Figure 8.6(a) shows a schematic drawing of a disordered superspace model, with a strong,
positive correlation along ~as,2 and no correlation along ~as,1. The corresponding diffraction
pattern (Figure 8.6(b)) shows diffuse rods parallel h through ~H ± ~q. Only the superspace
correlations were adapted from the simulation described in the previous paragraph.
For the generation of structures that show diffuse rods parallel h in reciprocal space the
first component of the modulation wave vector σ1 is irrelevant: q-vectors that only differ in
σ1 show identical diffraction patterns for an uncorrelated disordered superspace along ~as,1.
Diffuse rods parallel h+ k
The same approach can be used to generate structures that show diffuse rods parallel h+ k
(i.e. the [11] direction) in reciprocal space: The correlations in the corresponding disordered
superspace model are tuned to αs(1,1) = 0.95 and αs(1¯,1) = 0. In superspace positively
correlated phase domains along ~as,1 + ~as,2 are formed. This is schematically indicated in
Figure 8.7(a). The diffraction pattern, simulated as described above, for αs(1,1) = 0.95 and
αs(1¯,1) = 0 is shown in Figure 8.7(b). The diffuse rods run parallel h+ k through the point
~q =
(
1
2 ,
√
7
7
)
. All points on the diffuse rod can be used as a q-vector in the simulation
discussed here.
The correlations in superspace determine the shape of the diffuse maximum. In principle it
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Figure 8.6.: (a) Schematic drawing of a (2 + 1)-dimensional superspace model with an oc-
cupation modulation. The two modulation functions show a strong positive
correlation along ~as,2 and no correlation along ~as,1. (b) Diffraction pattern of a
(2 + 1)-dimensional disordered superspace model, with αs(1,0) = 0, αs(0,1) = 0.95.
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Figure 8.7.: (a) Schematic drawing of a (2 + 1)-dimensional superspace model with an oc-
cupation modulation. The two modulation functions show a strong positive
correlation along ~as,1 +~as,2 and no correlation along ~as,1−~as,2. (b) Diffraction
pattern of a (2+1)-dimensional disordered superspace model, with αs(1,1) = 0.95,
αs(1¯,1) = 0. ~q =
(
1
2 ,
√
7
7
)
. Figure (b) reproduced from [118].
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is possible to generate disordered structures that show diffuse rods in an arbitrary direction
in reciprocal space by adjusting the superspace correlations.
Superspace composition
The previous two paragraphs described how to generate disordered structures that show
diffuse rods parallel h and parallel h+ k in reciprocal space using a (2 + 1)-dimensional dis-
ordered superspace approach. For both cases an infinite range of q-vectors yields identical
diffraction patterns: Every q-vector on the diffuse rod can be used in the modulation func-
tions. The choice of q-vector becomes important, once the superspace composition differs
from mp+ = mp− = 0.5. As described in the previous section for (1 + 1)-dimensional
disordered superspace, this is used for generating structures that show sharp satellite re-
flections on top of diffuse scattering in reciprocal space. An example for a structure with
displacement disorder is demonstrated in Chapter 8.7.
8.3 The diffuse intensity for simple substitutional
disordered superspace
This section will outline an expression for the diffuse scattering intensity from a primitive
disordered superspace model with one occupied site per unit cell. The equations presented
here were published in [118]. The analytical expression here is constrained to occupation
modulations of the type:
pA(~x) = mA +A cos(2pi~q~x). (8.7)
Here mA is the average probability to find an atom of type A. The disordered super-
space model is composed of two types of modulation functions P and M . The superspace
composition is given as mP = 1−mM .
Occupancies of atoms of type A and B
The probability to find an atom of type A on a site ~x depends on the type of modulation
function at (~x, 0) in the disordered superspace model. The probability to find an atom of
type A on a site ~x for the modulation function type P is denoted pPA(~x). The probabilities
pMA (~x), pPB(~x) and pMB (~x) are defined accordingly:
pMA (~x) = mA −A cos(2pi~q~x), (8.8)
pPA(~x) = mA +A cos(2pi~q~x), (8.9)
pMB (~x) = mB +A cos(2pi~q~x), (8.10)
pPB(~x) = mB −A cos(2pi~q~x), (8.11)
where the probabilities fulfil pB(~x) = 1− pA(~x).
Probabilities to find pairs of atoms separated by a vector ~v
The diffuse scattering intensity calculations use pair-probabilities. Depending on the mod-
ulation functions on the site at (~xi, 0) and on the site at (~xj , 0), the probability to find
a pair AA varies. Here, the 16 different pair-probabilities of type pPPAA(~xi, ~xj) need to be
calculated. The expressions for pPPAA(~xi, ~xj), pPMAA (~xi, ~xj), pMPAA (~xi, ~xj) and pMMAA (~xi, ~xj) are
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stated here, the others can be calculated accordingly.
pPPAA(~xi, ~xj) = pPA(~xi) · pPA(~xj)
= m2A +mAA [cos(2pi~q~xi) + cos(2pi~q~xj)] +A2 cos(2pi~q~xi) cos(2pi~q~xj), (8.12)
pPMAA (~xi, ~xj) = m2A +mAA [cos(2pi~q~xi)− cos(2pi~q~xj)]−A2 cos(2pi~q~xi) cos(2pi~q~xj), (8.13)
pMPAA (~xi, ~xj) = m2A −mAA [cos(2pi~q~xi)− cos(2pi~q~xj)]−A2 cos(2pi~q~xi) cos(2pi~q~xj), (8.14)
pMMAA (~xi, ~xj) = m2A −mAA [cos(2pi~q~xi) + cos(2pi~q~xj)] +A2 cos(2pi~q~xi) cos(2pi~q~xj). (8.15)
For the calculation of the diffuse scattering intensity, it is necessary to calculate the ex-
pectation value of the probability to find a pair of type AA separated by a vector ~v. The
relation cos(x) cos(y) = 12 [cos(x− y) + cos(x+ y)] [47] can be used to simplify the expres-
sion in Equation 8.12:
pPPAA(~xi, ~xi + ~v) =m2A +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
+mAA [cos(2pi~q~xi) + cos(2pi~q(~xi + ~v)] +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q(2~xi + ~v)).
(8.16)
The expectation value 〈pPPAA(~v)〉 can now be calculated as the average over all possible
configurations in the crystal:
〈pPPAA(~v)〉 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
pPPAA(~xi, ~xi + ~v)
= m2A +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
+ 1
N
N∑
i=1
{
mAA [cos(2pi~q~xi) + cos(2pi~q(~xi + ~v))] +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q(2~xi + ~v))
}
,
(8.17)
where N is the number of atoms in the crystal. Using the relation [47]
cos(x+ y) = cos(x) cos(y)− sin(x) sin(y)
and the convergence of
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
i=1
cos(2piix) = 0 ∀x /∈ Z
and
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
i=1
sin(2piix) = 0 ∀x /∈ Z,
the terms inside the sum of Equation 8.17 evaluate to 0. This yields:
〈pPPAA(~v)〉 = m2A +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v). (8.18)
This allows to calculate all 16 different expectation values needed:
〈pPPAA(~v)〉 = m2A +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
= 〈pMMAA (~v)〉, (8.19)
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〈pPMAA (~v)〉 = m2A −
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
= 〈pMPAA (~v)〉, (8.20)
〈pPPAB(~v)〉 = mAmB −
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
= 〈pMMAB (~v)〉 = 〈pPPBA(~v)〉 = 〈pMMBA (~v)〉, (8.21)
〈pPMAB (~v)〉 = mAmB +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
= 〈pMPAB (~v)〉 = 〈pPMBA (~v)〉 = 〈pMPBA (~v)〉, (8.22)
〈pPPBB(~v)〉 = m2B +
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
= 〈pMMBB (~v)〉, (8.23)
〈pPMBB (~v)〉 = m2B −
A2
2 cos(2pi~q~v)
= 〈pMPBB (~v)〉. (8.24)
The probability to find a pair of modulation functions in superspace PP separated by a
vector (~v, 0) is defined by the superspace Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter:
αs~v = 1−
pPM(~v,0)
mPmM
. (8.25)
The diffuse scattering intensity can then be calculated, analogous to the approach presented
in Chapter 4:
ID(~h) =N
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2
+N
∑
~v∈Vp
cos(2pi~h~v)
{(
FA(~h)F ∗B(~h) + FB(~h)F ∗A(~h)
)
·
[(
pPP(~v,0) + pMM(~v,0)
)
〈pPPAB(~v)〉+ 2pPM(~v,0)〈pPMAB (~v)〉 −mAmB
]
+
∣∣∣FA(~h)∣∣∣2 [(pPP(~v,0) + pMM(~v,0)) 〈pPPAA(~v)〉+ 2pPM(~v,0)〈pPMAA (~v)〉 −m2A]
+
∣∣∣FB(~h)∣∣∣2 [(pPP(~v,0) + pMM(~v,0)) 〈pPPBB(~v)〉+ 2pPM(~v,0)〈pPMBB (~v)〉 −m2B]
}
.
(8.26)
Using the definition of Equation 8.25 to rewrite the probabilities of type pPP(~v,0) and inserting
the expectation values of Equations 8.19 to 8.24 yields:
ID(~h) = N
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2
{
1
+
∑
~v∈Vp
[
(mP −mM )2 + 4mPmMαs~v
]
A2 cos(2pi~q~v) cos(2pi~h~v)
}
.
(8.27)
For an equal superspace composition mP = mM Equation 8.27 reduces to:
ID(~h) = N
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2
{
1 +
∑
~v∈Vp
4mPmMαs~vA2 cos(2pi~q~v) cos(2pi~h~v)
}
. (8.28)
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For a positive correlation (αs~v > 0), the diffuse scattering intensity shows diffuse maxima
at ~H ± ~q. The shape of the diffuse maximum is governed by the superspace correlations
αs~v > 0. For large superspace lattice vectors ~v the superspace correlations αs~v → 0.
The situation changes for an unequal superspace composition mP 6= mM . Even for large
superspace lattice vectors ~v the terms with (mP −mM )2 contribute to the diffuse scattering.
This gives rise to the sharp satellite reflections at ~H ± ~q. For the extreme case of mP = 1
and mM = 0 only sharp satellites remain. For 0 6= mP 6= 1 and mP 6= mM sharp satellites
are observed on top of the diffuse maxima, whose shape is determined by the superspace
correlations αs~v. The analytical expression in Equation 8.27 describes the observations in
the simulations of Chapter 8.1 and Chapter 8.2 perfectly.
8.4 Reflection conditions for (2+1)-dimensional
disordered superspace
In conventional crystallography reflection conditions are encountered whenever the sym-
metry of the average structure includes translational components such as screw axes, glide
planes or lattice centrings. Modulation functions of symmetrically related sites, i.e. atomic
surfaces related by superspace symmetry, may show a relative phase shift. Additional re-
flection conditions for satellite reflections arise depending on these phase shifts [4].
Reflection condition for main Bragg reflections
Here, the reflection condition for the plane space group pg is discussed. The superspace
group used in the example simulation is pg1(0, β).2 Again a two-dimensional basic structure
is simulated. An AuAg 1:1 crystal with an atom on site A at (+0.1, 0.0) and an atom at
the symmetry related site B at (−0.1, 0.5) is simulated. The lattice constants of the basic
structure are a = b = 5 Å and γ = 90◦. The reflection condition for the main Bragg
reflection of type 0k is k = 2n.
For the simulation of the disordered superspace structure a two-dimensional structure of
250 × 250 unit cells, with two atoms per unit cell, is generated. Half of the atoms are of
type P and half of the atoms are of type M . Using a Monte Carlo algorithm, the atoms
are sorted with a positive correlation within the unit cell and along ~as,1 and ~as,2, resulting
in the correlations α12,s(0,0) = 0.90 and α
11,s
(1,0) = α
22,s
(1,0) = α
11,s
(0,1) = α
11,s
(0,1) = 0.7. This generates
phase domains in superspace.
The modulation functions that were used to create the physical structure are:
pA+(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi(+σ1xA + σ2yA)), (8.29)
pA−(~x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2pi(+σ1xA + σ2yA)), (8.30)
pB+(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi(−σ1xA + σ2(yA + 0.5))), (8.31)
pB−(~x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2pi(−σ1xA + σ2(yA + 0.5))), (8.32)
where the index A or B refers to the modulation function or coordinate of the atom on site
A or site B. The modulation functions were transformed as outlined in [4].
2In the superspace group notation as listed in [44], β is an arbitrary second component of the
modulation wave vector, which is denoted here as σ2 to avoid confusion with the lattice parameter
β in three-dimensional crystal structures.
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Figure 8.8.: (a) Disordered superspace model with the reflection condition in the (2 + 1)-
dimensional superspace group pg1(0, β). A simple AuAg 1:1 crystal is simu-
lated, for a description of the simulation see text. ~q =
(
0,
√
7
7
)
. The reflection
condition for the diffuse maxima belonging to the main reflection 0k is k = 2n:
The diffuse maxima belonging to the main Bragg reflections 01 and 03 are ex-
tinct. (b) Same disordered superspace model as in (a) with ~q =
(
1,
√
7
7
)
. The
same reflection condition as in (a) is observed. (c) Same disordered superspace
model as in (a) with ~q =
(
0, 1 +
√
7
7
)
. The same reflection condition as in
(a) is observed. (d) Disordered superspace model in the (2 + 1)-dimensional
superspace group pm1(0, β)s0 with translational symmetry along the internal
direction. The satellite reflection condition for satellites at 0km : m = 2n
leads to the lack of satellite reflections of the type 0km because m ≤ 1 in the
present case. ~q =
(
0,
√
7
7
)
. Figure (d) reproduced from [118].
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To generate the physical structure of Au and Ag atoms, a loop over all atoms in the
disordered superspace structure was performed. If the modulation function is of type P on
site A of the disordered superspace model, an Au atom is inserted in the physical space
model on site A at ~x according to the probability pA+(~x). If the modulation function
is of type M on site A of the disordered superspace model, an Au atom is inserted in
the physical space model on site A at ~x according to the probability pA−(~x). The same
is performed for the atoms on site B, with the modulation functions on site B of the
disordered superspace model. The q-vector chosen for the modulation is ~q =
(
0,
√
7
7
)
. The
corresponding simulated diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 8.8(a). The diffuse maxima
from the disordered superspace model obey the reflection condition 0km : k = 2n.3
For system that do not show reflection conditions, the choice of the modulation wave
vector ~q is not unique: Adding any integer number to either of the components of the
modulation wave vector allows for an equivalent description of the modulated structure.
For systems with reflection conditions this is no longer true. Adding an integer number to
either component, determines, where in reciprocal space the satellite reflections are extinct.
This situation is simulated in the model structures that generate the diffraction patterns in
Figure 8.8(b) and (c).
In Figure 8.8(b) the modulation wave vector is chosen as ~q =
(
1,
√
7
7
)
, yielding a virtual re-
flection conditions from indexation with the original modulation wave vector ~qold =
(
0,
√
7
7
)
,
of 1k1 : k = 2n and 1¯k1¯ : k = 2n.4 In Figure 8.8(c) the modulation wave vector is
chosen as ~q =
(
0, 1 +
√
7
7
)
, yielding a virtual reflection condition, from indexation with the
original modulation wave vector ~qold =
(
0,
√
7
7
)
, of 0k : k = 2n + 1. This freedom in the
choice of the modulation wave vector allows to shift the reflection condition, governed by
the main Bragg reflection condition, to different positions in reciprocal space.
Reflection condition for internal translational symmetry
For modulated crystal structures, reflection conditions for satellite reflections may be ob-
served in structures that do not show reflection conditions for main Bragg reflections. For
example, in the superspace group pm1(0, β)s0 satellite reflections 0km with m 6= 2n are
extinct. m is the index of the satellite reflection. For modulated structures with a first
order harmonic occupation modulation as simulated here, only satellites with m = ±1 are
observed.
To explore the reflection condition due to translational symmetry along the internal
direction, a disordered superspace model is simulated in superspace group pm1(0, β)s0.
The disordered superspace model from the previous paragraph is taken with the modulation
3m denotes the order of the satellite reflection/diffuse maximum.
4It should be noted, that the Laue-symmetry m is broken by the introduction of this modulation.
The reason is that the integer component σ1 = 1 is not transformed according to the rules
outlined in [4]. This breaks the symmetry and the modulation functions modulating the two
sites are not symmetrically equivalent anymore.
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functions:
pA+(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi(σ2yA)), (8.33)
pA−(~x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2pi(σ2yA)), (8.34)
pB+(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi(σ2yB + 0.5)), (8.35)
pB−(~x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2pi(σ2yB + 0.5)). (8.36)
The coordinates for site A are (+0.1, 0) and for the symmetry related site B (−0.1, 0).
The modulation wave vector is chosen as ~q =
(
0,
√
7
7
)
. The diffraction pattern calculated
from the disordered structure is shown in Figure 8.8(d). All diffuse maxima for h = 0
are extinct. Also, the diffuse maxima of the disordered superspace approach obey the
superspace reflection conditions for internal symmetry.
8.5 Complex modulation functions for substitutional
disorder
Complex modulation functions
According to Equation 7.2 all periodic functions can be written as an infinite Fourier series,
of sine and cosine components. In the previous sections only the simplest modulation
function with one cosine term is considered. The disordered superspace approach is also
applicable for more complex modulation functions that can be written as:
p±(~x) = mA ±
k=∞∑
k=1
Ak cos(2pi~q~x)±
k=∞∑
k=1
Bk cos(2pi~q~x). (8.37)
The analytical expression for the diffuse scattering intensity derived in Chapter 8.3 can be
transformed for the general modulation function in Equation 8.37. The terms A2 cos(2pi~q~v)
in Equation 8.27 are replaced by
k=∞∑
k=1
(
A2k +B2k
)
cos(2pik~q~v).
The diffuse scattering intensity becomes
ID(~h) = N
∣∣∣FA(~h)− FB(~h)∣∣∣2
{
1 +
∑
~v∈Vp
[
(mP −mM )2 + 4mPmMαs~v
]
[
k=∞∑
k=1
(
A2k +B2k
)
cos(2pik~q~v)
]
cos(2pi~h~v)
}
.
(8.38)
Whenever several orders of harmonic modulation functions are used, several orders of diffuse
maxima are observed.
For a one-dimensional block wave function the disordered superspace approach is applied
to generate a disordered model structure and the resulting scattering pattern is shown in
Figure 8.9(a). The simulation uses an AuAg 1:2 crystal: The average occupancy for an Au
atom is mAu = 13 . In order to avoid sharp satellite reflections, the relation
mp+p+(x) +mp−p−(x) = const. (8.39)
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Figure 8.9.: (a) Diffraction Pattern of an AuAg 1:2 crystal generated with the disordered
superspace approach. αs1 = 0.85, q =
√
2
7 . A block wave modulation function
is used. (b) Block wave functions for the occupancy of the Au atoms in the
disordered superspace model used for (a). The average occupancy for Au atoms
is mAu = 13 .
must hold. The corresponding block wave functions are shown in Figure 8.9(b) and fulfil
Equation 8.39. The physical structure is generated in the same manner as described in
Chapter 8.1. For the simulation q =
√
2
7 ≈ 0.20 and αs1 = 0.85 were chosen. The second
order diffuse maxima at H ± 2q are clearly observed.
The disordered superspace approach as presented here can be utilized for all kinds of
periodic modulation functions and is not limited to first order harmonic modulations. This
includes e.g. saw-tooth and block wave modulation functions. If a structural model de-
scribed in ordered superspace shows several orders of satellite reflections, the equivalent
structural model with a disordered superspace shows several orders of diffuse maxima.
Multidimensional modulations
The disordered superspace approach is not limited to one-dimensional modulations. Super-
space crystallography allows for d-dimensional modulations, applying d different modulation
wave vectors ~qi. To create a d-dimensional disordered modulation, d different modulation
functions have to be sorted in superspace. From a computational point of view a conveni-
ent implementation is to model the d different modulation functions on d different sites in
the superspace unit cell; i.e. for a basic structure with ns disordered sites per unit cell a
superspace structure with dns sites is created. The correlations for the first ns sites in the
unit cell determine the shape of the diffuse maxima belonging to ~q1, while the correlations
for the second ns sites in the unit cell determine the shape of the diffuse maxima belonging
to ~q2 and so on.
Complex modulation functions with harmonic terms of higher orders cause the presence of
higher order diffuse maxima in reciprocal space. In an ordered modulated structure, mixed
satellite reflections at ~H±~qi±~qj may be observed. The shape and existence of these mixed
maxima in the disordered superspace approach is determined by the correlations from the
ith ns sites per unit cell to the jth ns sites per unit cell. For uncorrelated order between
the ith ns sites per unit cell and the jth ns sites per unit cell no mixed diffuse maxima at
~H ± qi ± qj are observed.
Figure 8.10 shows the example diffraction pattern of a (2 + 2)-dimensional disordered
superspace model. The basic structure is in plane space group p1 with one atom per unit
cell; hence the (2 + 2)-dimensional disordered superspace model contains 2 · 1 = 2 sites
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Figure 8.10.: Diffraction pattern of a (2+2)-dimensional disordered superspace model of an
AuAg 1:1 crystal. For a more detailed description of the underlying simulation
see text. ~q1 =
(√
2
7 ,
1
2
)
, ~q2 =
(
1
3 ,−
√
7
7
)
. αs,11(1,0) = 0.8, α
s,11
(0,1) = 0.5, α
s,22
(1,0) = 0.6,
αs,22(0,1) = 0.7.
per unit cell. The two modulation functions were sorted using a Monte-Carlo algorithm.
The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters αs,ii~v are only defined for lattice vectors ~v
from one site to the same site in another unit cell. No correlation between the modulation
functions within the same unit cell is established.
The physical structure simulated is an AuAg 1:1 crystal. The total modulation function
is given as:
pAu(~x) = 0.5± 0.3 cos(2pi~q1~x)± 0.2 cos(2pi~q2~x). (8.40)
The first sign is chosen as + for an atom of type P on site one of the superspace unit cell at
(~x, 0, 0). The second sign is chosen as − for an atom of typeM on site two of the superspace
unit cell at (~x, 0, 0). In the simulated model the final Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameters in superspace are αs,11(1,0) = 0.8, α
s,11
(0,1) = 0.5, α
s,22
(1,0) = 0.6 and α
s,22
(0,1) = 0.7. The
modulation wave vectors were chosen as ~q1 =
(√
2
7 ,
1
2
)
and ~q2 =
(
1
3 ,−
√
7
7
)
. The diffraction
pattern of the disordered model structure is shown in Figure 8.10. Broad diffuse maxima at
~H ± ~q1 and ~H ± ~q2 are clearly observed. The diffuse maxima at ~H ± ~q1 are broader along k
than along h, due to the stronger correlation αs,11(1,0) > α
s,11
(0,1). The diffuse maxima at ~H ± ~q2
are broader along h than along k, due to the stronger correlation αs,22(0,1) > α
s,22
(1,0). For the
chosen modulation functions no mixed maxima at ~H ± ~q1 ± ~q2 are observed. The diffuse
maxima at ~H ± ~q1 are more intense then the maxima at ~H ± ~q2, as the amplitude A1 = 0.3
of the modulation belonging to ~q1 is larger than the amplitude A2 = 0.2 of the modulation
belonging to ~q2.
The disordered superspace approach allows to generate disordered model structures that
show d diffuse maxima at different positions in reciprocal space by using d different dis-
ordered modulation functions.
8.6 Displacement disorder
Substitutional disorder as discussed in the previous sections of this chapter is a discrete
disorder: Either of two or more configurations is found at each unit cell. Displacement
disorder is in general a continuous type of disorder: the displacements from the average
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position are most likely distributed in a continuous fashion. Here, the two different cases
of displacive modulations within the disordered superspace approach will be analysed: Dis-
placements following a block wave modulation function and displacements following a first
order harmonic modulation function.
Block wave modulations
Displacements that are modulated using block wave modulation functions can be directly
transferred to the case of substitutional disorder. The displacement of a block wave func-
tion can take two discrete values, in general ±~∆. This is equivalent to the situation with
substitutional disorder where the atom of type A is the atom at ~x+ ~∆ and the atom of type
B is the atom at ~x − ~∆ (~x is the average site in the unit cell). This yields different form
factors FA(~h) and FB(~h), and Equation 8.38 is directly applicable.
Harmonic modulation functions
Displacive modulations using only a first order harmonic displacive modulation, show sharp
satellite reflections at ~H±m~q with integerm. This differs significantly from pure occupation
modulations, as first order harmonic occupation modulations show only one first order
satellite reflection. The structure factor can be calculated as demonstrated e.g. in [4, 29]
and involves spherical Bessel functions Jm(x).
The higher order satellite reflections, for harmonic displacive modulations, inhibit a dir-
ect transfer of the disordered superspace approach as used for the occupation modulations:
For the occupation modulation functions two different amplitudes +A and −A were used.
For displacive modulations the amplitude of the modulation function is a vector ~A. The
structure factor of the m-th satellite reflection is proportional to Jm
(
~h ~A
)
[29]. The sym-
metry of the Bessel functions J2n(x) = J2n(−x) [47] requires, that the structure factor for
even order satellites is identical for modulation functions with amplitudes ~A and − ~A. Using
a disordered superspace approach as described for occupation modulations thus results in
broad odd order satellite reflections and sharp even order satellite reflections.
Nevertheless, another disordered superspace approach is applicable to displacive modu-
lations: The disordered superspace approach as used for the occupation modulations used
the amplitudes ±A for the two different modulation functions. This corresponds to two
discrete types of modulation functions, which works for discrete disorder. The two mod-
ulation functions are phase shifted by pi with respect to each other. As the displacement
disorder is continuous, a continuous phase shift has to be used. The disordered super-
space approach will be discussed here for one-dimensional basic structures; the extension to
(3 + d)-dimensions is straightforward and can be directly transferred from the occupation
modulations as described in the previous sections.
The displacive modulation function is:
u(x) = A cos (2pi(qx+ t(xs,1))) , (8.41)
with the amplitude A, the modulation wave vector q and the phase t, which is a function
of the super space coordinate xs,1. The phase t can take any value in the interval [0, 1).
Sorting the phase shifts t in superspace in such a way, that modulations of neighbouring
unit cells along xs,1 have similar phase shifts, yields broad first order diffuse maxima.
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Figure 8.11.: Diffraction pattern for a disordered superspace model with displacement mod-
ulation. A one-dimensional Au crystal is simulated with q =
√
7
7 . The blue
diffraction pattern uses correlated phase shifts, while the red one uses uncor-
related phase shifts, which corresponds to random displacement disorder.
Simulation based demonstration
As for the one-dimensional occupation modulations in the disordered superspace approach
as described in Chapter 8.1, a one-dimensional model system is used to demonstrate the
diffuse scattering of a disordered superspace model. The disordered superspace model is
simulated using the DISCUS program [29]. A one-dimensional model crystal of 20 000 unit
cells is generated. Each atom is displaced from its average position by an evenly distributed
random number δ in the interval [0, 0.2). A Monte Carlo algorithm sorts the atoms in such
a way, that neighbouring atoms are likely to be shifted by similar amounts. The phase
t(xs,1) is then calculated as t(xs,1) = 5δ(xs,1), yielding a phase that is on average evenly
distributed in the interval [0, 1).
The disordered modulated crystal structure created with the disordered superspace ap-
proach, is an Au crystal with lattice constant 5 Å. The atoms are on average placed at
the origin of the unit cell. A loop over all atoms in the disordered superspace structure
is taken and each atom is displaced by the modulation function in Equation 8.41 using a
displacement amplitude of 0.1 Å. For the structure generated here the modulation wave
vector q =
√
7
7 is used. The resulting diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 8.11. The main
Bragg reflections were omitted in the simulation. Sharp satellite reflections at H ±mq are
transformed into broad diffuse maxima. Second and third order broad satellite reflections
are suppressed by the disorder.
Uncorrelated phase shifts yield pure random displacement disorder diffuse scattering (see
Figure 8.11). For displacement disorder it is also possible to generate sharp satellite re-
flections on top of the diffuse scattering. For this purpose, not evenly distributed phases
t(xs,1) in the interval [0, 1) are used, but e.g. Gaussian distributed phases. This results in
a preferred phase and therefore in a sharp satellite reflection on top of a diffuse maximum.
Analytical description of the diffraction pattern
The diffuse intensity is calculated in a similar fashion to what is presented in Chapter 4:
Firstly, the total scattering intensity (Itot(h)) and the Bragg scattering intensity (IBragg(h))
will be calculated. The diffuse scattering intensity is then calculated as the difference
ID(h) = Itot(h) − IBragg(h). For simplicity the calculation will be demonstrated for a
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one-dimensional basic structure with one atom per unit cell.
For the calculation of the total scattering intensity the expectation value 〈exp (−2piihδv)〉
as in Equation 4.8 is of interest. The difference from the mean inter-scatterer distance
δv(xs,1) is a function of the superspace coordinate xs,1 and can be calculated as:
δv(xs,1) = A cos (2pi(qxs,1 + t(xs,1)))−A cos (2pi(q(xs,1 + v) + t(xs,1 + v))) . (8.42)
Using the substitution A′ = 2piihA and the Jacobi-Anger expansion [129]
exp(iz cos(θ)) = J0 + 2
∞∑
m=1
imJm(z) cos(mθ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
i|m|J|m| exp(mθ)
the exponential exp (−2piihδv) can be re-written to:
exp (−2piihδv) =
∞∑
m1=−∞
∞∑
m2=−∞
i|m1|+|m2|J|m1|(A
′)J|m2|(−A′)
exp (m1(2pi(qxs,1 + t(xs,1))) +m2(2pi(q(xs,1 + v) + t(xs,1 + v)))) .
(8.43)
Equation 8.43 contains two random variables t(xs,1) and t(xs,1 +v), that are not completely
independent. Rewriting t(xs,1 +v) = t(xs,1)+tv allows to consider two independent random
variables. t(xs,1) is evenly distributed in the interval [0, 1), while tv can be regarded as a
Gaussian distributed random variable, with mean 0 and variance σv. This results from the
sorting of the phase shifts in superspace, and is equivalent to the displacement distributions,
in systems with correlated displacement disorder as discussed in Chapter 5.1.
This allows for a partial calculation of the expectation value:
〈exp (m1(2pi(qxs,1 + t(xs,1))) +m2(2pi(q(xs,1 + v) + t(xs,1) + tv))))〉t(xs,1)
∝
∫ 1
0
exp(2pii(m1 +m2)t(xs,1))dt(xs,1)
=
1 m1 +m2 = 0,0 else.
(8.44)
This allows for the calculation of the expectation value in terms of the second random
variable tv:
〈exp (−m(2piqv + tv)))〉tv = exp(−m2piqv) exp
(
−12m
2σ2v
)
. (8.45)
This allows for the calculation of the desired expectation value 〈exp (−2piihδv)〉:
〈exp (−2piihδv)〉 =
∞∑
m=−∞
(−1)mJm(A′)Jm(−A′) exp(−imqv) exp
(
−12m
2σ2v
)
. (8.46)
The total scattering intensity can then be evaluated in analogy to Equation 4.8:
Itot(h) =
∑
v
NvF (h)2
∞∑
m=−∞
(−1)mJm(A′)Jm(−A′)
exp(−imqv) exp
(
−12m
2σ2v
)
exp(−2piihv).
(8.47)
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To calculate the diffuse scattering intensity, now the Bragg scattering intensity has to be
calculated.
IBragg(h) =
∑
v
NvF (h)2 〈exp(−2piihu(x))〉 exp(−2piihv). (8.48)
Where u(x) is given by Equation 8.41. Again, using the Jacobi-Anger expansion the ex-
pectation value can be calculated:
〈exp (−2piihu(x))〉 = J0(A′) + 2
∞∑
m=1
imJm(A′) 〈cos(m(2piqxs,1 + t(xs,1)))〉
= J0(A′).
(8.49)
Yielding:
IBragg(h) =
∑
v
NvF (h)2J0(A′)2 exp(−2piihv) (8.50)
ID(h) = Itot − IBragg(h)
=
∑
v
NvF (h)2
∞∑
m=1
Jm(2pihA)2 cos(2pimqv) exp
(
−12m
2σ2v
)
exp(−2piihv). (8.51)
The sharp satellite reflections are broadened by the term exp
(
−12m2σ2v
)
, which charac-
terizes the correlated phase shift ordering in superspace. The factor m in the exponential
dampens higher order satellites more severely than lower order satellite reflections. For
large inter-scatterer vectors v, the phase shifts are uncorrelated and σv becomes large. The
ordering degree in superspace determines σv and therefore the width of the diffuse maxima.
8.7 ThAsSe: An application of the disordered
superspace approach
The diffuse scattering ThAsSe as described in [125] is used as a sample system to demon-
strate the application of the disordered superspace approach.
Average structure
The average structure of ThAsSe at 100 K was described in the space group P4/nmm
(a = 4.081(3) Å, c = 8.562(5) Å) [125]. The As atoms are partly dimerized in the low
temperature structure, which is associated with a non-magnetic Kondo effect [125]. The As
are displaced from their average positions along one of the 〈110〉-directions to form dimers.
The Th and Se sublattices are perfectly ordered. To analyse the diffuse scattering, it is
therefore sufficient to model the As sublattice, which consists of two As atoms at (0, 0, 0)
and (0.5, 0.5, 0) [125].
Observed diffuse scattering
The diffuse scattering observed by electron diffraction is described in [125]. Sharp diffuse
planes at
~H± ≈ 1.14〈11¯0〉∗ ± 〈11¯0〉∗ ± η[001]∗
with  and η continuous are observed by Withers et al. [125]. On top of the diffuse layers
sharp satellite reflections at ~q1 ≈ 1.28~a∗ and ~q2 ≈ 1.28~b∗ are observed (see Figure 8.12
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for an excerpt the experimental data reproduced from [125]). The diffuse planes follow
the reflection condition of the (3 + 2)-dimensional superspace group number 129.2.63.6
(P4/nmm(a, 0, 0)0000(0, a, 0)0000) [119, 120]: The satellite reflections around the parent
Bragg reflections with hk0 : h+ k 6= 2n are extinct.5
Modulation functions
The displacement scheme as described in [125] uses block waves for the displacive modula-
tion. This results in four possible shifts away from the average site:
~δ1 =∆(1, 1, 0), (8.52)
~δ2 =∆(1, 1¯, 0), (8.53)
~δ3 =∆(1¯, 1, 0), (8.54)
~δ4 =∆(1¯, 1¯, 0). (8.55)
The diffuse scattering including the sharp satellites is modelled with the disordered super-
space approach as presented in Chapter 8.6. For this purpose, Gaussian distributed phase
shifts were introduced to the modulation functions resulting in diffuse layers including the
sharp satellite reflections at ~q1 and ~q2 similar to those observed experimentally (Figure 8.12).
The disordered superspace model is (3 + 2)-dimensional, hence two modulation functions
are sorted in superspace, as discussed in Chapter 8.5.
As proposed in [125] the modulation wave of ~q1 displaces the atom in ~b direction, while
the modulation wave of ~q2 displaces the atom in ~a direction. This scheme results in a
disordered system, where each atom is displaced by one of the four discrete displacements
~δ1,..,4.
The average As-As nearest neighbour separation is 0.5〈110〉 ≈ 2.88 Å. The reported As-As
covalent single bond at low temperatures is ≈ 2.44 Å[125]. As the displacement amplitude
∆ = 0.03 is chosen. This yields 2.54 Å as the shortest possible bond length, for opposing
displacements of neighbouring As atoms and is reasonably close for the qualitative analysis
performed here.
Computational realization
The modulation functions with modulation wave vector ~q1 are on site one and two in the
disordered superspace model. They are sorted in such a fashion, that the phase shifts t(~xs)
for neighbouring pairs of modulation functions in (1, 1, 0)-direction are similar, while there
is no correlation of the phase shifts in the (1¯, 1, 0)-direction. The modulation functions with
modulation wave vector ~q2 are on site three and four in the disordered superspace model.
They are sorted in such a fashion, that the phase shifts t(~xs) for neighbouring pairs of mod-
ulation functions in (1¯, 1, 0)-direction are similar, while there is no correlation of the phase
shifts in the (1, 1, 0)-direction. There is no correlation between the phase shifts observed
for the modulation functions with modulation wave vector ~q1 and the modulation functions
with modulation wave vector ~q2, as there are no mixed satellite reflections observed. The
sorting of the modulation functions is along orthogonal directions in real superspace. This
5The superspace group 129.2.63.6 is the simplest superspace group that satisfies the observed ex-
tinction conditions. The data published in [125] does not allow for the examination of extinction
conditions involving parent Bragg reflections with nonzero l. Therefore, superspacegroups show-
ing internal symmetry along as,3 cannot be excluded.
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sorting scheme will generate a disordered structure that shows rods of diffuse scattering
along the 〈11¯0〉∗-directions as is observed in the electron diffraction experiments performed
in [125].
A model crystal of 200×200×50 unit cells is created in space group P4/nmm. The asym-
metric unit contains two atoms, M1 at (0, 0, 0) and M2 at (0, 0, 0.5). The unit cell contains
four atoms with the symmetry equivalent M ′1 at (0.5, 0.5, 0) and M ′2 at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). In
the disordered superspace model, each atom has an associated property τ , which describes
the phase shift of the corresponding modulation function. The phase shifts τ are Gaussian
distributed around the mean 0 with a variance of 0.3. The M1 atoms on site one and two
are used to sort the phases of the modulation functions with modulation wave vector ~q1.
TheM2 atoms on site three and four are used to sort the phases of the modulation functions
with modulation wave vector ~q2. A direct Monte Carlo algorithm is used to sort the phase
shifts τ in the disordered superspace structure.
To generate the physical structure of As atoms, the modulation functions, including the
previously sorted phase shifts are evaluated. A perfectly ordered structure of As atoms in
P4/nmm is generated with one As atom in the asymmetric unit at (0, 0, 0). To evaluate
the displacement of an atom on site (0, 0, 0) in the unit cell at ~v, the corresponding unit
cell at ~vs in the disordered superspace structure is evaluated. The phase shift for site one
in the disordered superspace structure is t1(~vs) and is equivalent to the parameter τ of the
atom M1 in the unit cell at ~vs of the disordered superspace model.
To evaluate the displacements in x- and y-direction in the physical structure the quantities
κ1y = cos (2pi (~v~q1 + t1(~vs))) ,
and
κ1x = cos (2pi (−~v~q2 + t3(~vs))) ,
have to be evaluated. For κ1y > 0 the atom on site 1 at the unit cell at ~v in the physical
structure is displaced by 0.03~b, else by −0.03~b. For κ1x > 0 the atom on site 1 at the unit
cell at ~v in the physical structure is displaced by 0.03~a, else by −0.03~a. The atom on site
2 in the unit cell at ~v is displaced according to the quantities
κ2y = cos
(
2pi
(
~q1
(
~v + (0.5, 0.5, 0)T
)
+ t2(~vs)
))
,
and
κ2x = cos
(
2pi
(
−~q2
(
~v + (0.5, 0.5, 0)T
)
+ t4(~vs)
))
.
This results in a disordered As structure, where each atom is displaced by one of the four
displacements ~δ1,..,4.
The diffuse scattering of the resulting physical As structure is calculated using the Fourier
transform algorithms included in DISCUS [29]. The results are shown in Figure 8.12: The
hk0 layer is presented in Figure 8.12(a), diffuse streaks at ~H± ≈ 1.14〈11¯0〉∗ ± 〈11¯0〉∗ are
clearly observed, fulfilling the proposed extinction condition for satellite reflections around
parent Bragg reflections with hk0 : h + k 6= 2n. Sharp satellite reflections are clearly
observed on top of the diffuse planes (see magnification in Figure 8.12(b)). The calculated
diffuse scattering and the observed diffuse scattering agree well. The h0l section as shown
in Figure 8.12(c), shows that the diffuse streaks are extended along l to form diffuse planes.
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Figure 8.12.: (a) Diffuse scattering of the computational model of ThAsSe in the hk0 layer
on the right, left: overlay of the experimental data reproduced from [125]. Ex-
perimental data reproduced with permission, note the inverted colour scheme
in the electron diffraction pattern. (b) Magnification around the 32¯0 Bragg
reflection with sharp satellites on top of the diffuse layers. (c) The h0l layer
of diffuse scattering of the computational model.
Summary
In this chapter a disordered superspace approach was introduced to generate structural
models that account for broad diffuse maxima at arbitrary positions in reciprocal space.
The disordered superspace approach allows the interpretation of diffuse maxima in terms of a
small number of parameters, namely the width and the position of the diffuse maxima. The
computational implementation of the disordered superspace approach is straightforward
using the program DISCUS [29] to generate a disordered superspace structure based on
disordered modulation functions.
The disordered superspace approach allows to model both, substitutional and displace-
ment disorder. The ordering schemes as introduced in Part I of this thesis are transferred
into superspace to order the amplitudes (+ or −) for substitutional or the phase shifts t
for displacement disorder. Both types of disorder can be described analytically in a similar
fashion to what is described in Part I. The short-range order parameters are transformed
into ordering parameters describing ordering of modulation functions in superspace.
The generation of a disordered model structure that shows sharp satellite reflections
on top of broad diffuse scattering, as observed e.g. in mullite [128] and ThAsSe [125], is
straightforward. The sample system ThAsSe was used to demonstrate an application of
the disordered superspace approach. A disordered system of As atoms was generated, that
shows sharp diffuse layers at ~H± ≈ 1.14 < 11¯0 >∗ ± < 11¯0 >∗ ±η[001]∗ with  and η
essentially continuous.
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The generation of curved
continuous diffraction features
by non-plane modulation waves
In the previous chapter a disordered superspace approach was presented to describe broad
diffuse maxima, as well as diffuse rods and layers with few parameters. Diffuse rods and
layers are sharp in two or one reciprocal space directions and broadly distributed in the
orthogonal direction(s). In several systems sharp diffuse diffraction features, that cannot
be described by straight lines but rather follow a curved shape, have been observed (see
e.g. [123, 126]). Here a modulation wave approach, that uses non-plane waves, as mod-
ulation functions is introduced to describe disordered structures that show curved diffuse
features.
9.1 Materials with curved diffuse features
Highly structured diffuse scattering has been observed in several materials. While the
interpretation of straight diffuse rods and layers is possible using the disordered superspace
approach as described in this thesis, or the language of pair-correlations, the interpretation
of sharp but curved diffraction features is not well understood. Several material classes
have been investigated, where sharp, curved diffuse features were observed.
The most prominent example of a curved diffuse intensity distribution is the diffuse circle:
Such circles have been observed e.g. in the diffraction patterns of cubic stabilized zir-
conias [114], the silicate mullite [128, 130], protein crystals [131] and the non-stoichiometric
halide La0.70(Al0.14I0.86) [14]. For the interpretation either a large amount of correlation
parameters was used (as the case for mullite and the cubic stabilized zirconias) or the circle
was interpreted as a result of frustration on a hexagonal lattice (as the case for the protein
crystal).
More complex sharp, curved diffuse diffraction features are observed e.g. in oxyfluorides
such as K3MoO3F3, Rb2KMoO3F3 and Ti3MoO3F3 [132], where the diffuse intensity is
restricted to the surface defined by
cos(pih) + cos(pik) + cos(pil) = 0.
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Figure 9.1.: A simple AuAg 1:1 crystal is simulated with an occupation modulation function
pAu = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqd) where q is the radius of the diffuse circle, and d is the
distance to the origin. q =
√
7
7 . (a) Origin is in the centre of the simulated
structure. (b) Origin is in the lower left corner of the simulated structure.
The diffuse scattering in the flexible framework structure of SiO2-tridymite [127] is restricted
to the surface
sin2(pil) = 89 [1− cos(pih) cos(pik) cos(pi(h+ k))] ,
which is essentially the surface of a cone in reciprocal space. While these sharp, curved
diffuse surfaces can be related to local ordering restrictions (see e.g. [126]), no general
building recipe for a disordered model structure has been derived.
9.2 Circles in 2D reciprocal space
Curved diffuse diffraction features can be observed in two or three dimensions. The simplest
curved shape, that can be observed in a two-dimensional system is a diffuse circle, which
is characterized by its centre and radius. In this section disordered structures that show
diffuse circles around Bragg reflections in reciprocal space will be generated.
A plane modulation wave, as used in superspace crystallography, is adapted to the crystal
symmetry: Both are defined in an Euclidean vector space. Therefore, modulations with one
modulation wave vector, yield sharp satellites in a diffraction experiment. The choice of
origin of the modulation wave in a model crystal structure is invariant under a lattice
translation: The diffraction patterns of two different two-dimensional computational model
crystals of 200× 200 unit cells are identical, independent of the choice of the origin of the
plane modulation wave (e.g. origin in the centre or on the edge of the simulated structure).
A modulation wave with a spherical wave front is not adapted to the crystal symmetry
and the diffraction pattern does not consist of sharp satellite reflections. At the same time
the translation invariance of the origin of the modulation wave is lost: Diffraction patterns
of two two-dimensional computational model crystals of 200 × 200 unit cells differ, if the
origin of the modulation wave is either chosen in the centre of the simulated structure or
in the other case on one corner. Two examples of such diffraction patterns are shown in
Figure 9.1. Both simulated model crystals are 200× 200 unit cells and show an occupation
modulation of Au and Ag atoms. The modulation function is now a function of the distance
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d to the origin of the modulation wave:
pAu(d) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqd). (9.1)
q is the radius of the diffuse circle and is inversely proportional to the wavelength of the
circular modulation. For the pattern shown in Figure 9.1(a) the origin of the modulation
wave is chosen in the centre of the simulated model structure. The diffraction pattern shows
full circles. For the pattern shown in Figure 9.1(b) the origin of the modulation wave is
chosen on the lower left corner of the simulated model structure. The diffraction pattern
shows quarter circles, as the modulation wave is limited to the extent of the simulated
structure: When the origin of the modulation wave is on one corner of the structure, the
wave front is limited to a quarter circle. In both diffraction patterns the diffuse intensity is
symmetric around the Bragg reflections.
For the generation of disordered model structures that show elliptical diffuse scattering,
the calculation of the parameter d must be adapted: On a two-dimensional lattice, with
lattice constants a, b and angle γ the distance of a point (x, y)T to a defined origin is
calculated as:
d = (ax)2 + (by)2 + 2abxy cos(γ). (9.2)
Transforming y in the calculation of d to κy results in an elliptical diffuse curve, where
for κ < 1 the ellipsoid is elongated along h and for κ > 1 the ellipsoid is elongated along
k. Example diffraction patterns of disordered structures that show diffuse ellipsoids are
shown in Appendix C. The extension of the disorder concept yielding the diffuse circle in
two-dimensional reciprocal space to a diffuse sphere in three-dimensional reciprocal space
is straightforward: The circular wave front as used in the two-dimensional modulations is
transformed into a spherical wave front.
9.3 Disordered superspace and diffuse circles
The disordered superspace approach as described in Chapter 8 describes how to generate
model structures where the diffuse intensity of the disorder diffuse scattering underneath
the Bragg reflections can be translated onto any general position in reciprocal space. The
application of this concept to the formalism generating model structures that show diffuse
circles in reciprocal space allows for an uncomplicated generation of model crystal structures
that show several curved diffraction features:
1. Diffuse circles at arbitrary points in reciprocal space;
2. Broad diffuse rings;
3. Three-dimensional tubes of diffuse scattering.
9.3.1. Diffuse circle at arbitrary points in reciprocal space
The disordered superspace approach allows for the translation of the diffuse scattering
intensity underneath a Bragg reflection to any arbitrary position in reciprocal space. Equa-
tion 8.27 describes the diffuse intensity of the disordered superspace approach. The pure
disorder diffuse scattering of the disordered structure in superspace is translated by the
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Figure 9.2.: A simple AuAg 1:1 crystal is simulated with an occupation modula-
tion. (a) The disordered superspace is generated by a modulation func-
tion pP (~xs) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqcds) with qc =
√
2
7 . Plane wave modula-
tion functions determine the probability to find an Au atom at a site ~x:
pAu(~x) = 0.5± 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x) with ~q =
(√
7
7 ,−0.3
)
. (b) The disordered su-
perspace structure is generated using short-range order, as described in
Chapter 8. The probability to find an Au atom is then calculated as
p±(d) = 0.5± 0.5 cos(2piqd). αs(0,1) = αs(1,0) = 0.8 and q =
√
7
7 are used.
modulation wave vector ~q. In Chapter 8 the diffuse maxima underneath the Bragg reflec-
tions were translated to become broad diffuse maxima at a point ~H ± ~q in reciprocal space.
The same principle is applied here to translate the origin of the diffuse circle as described
in the previous section to any arbitrary position in reciprocal space.
The disordered superstructure is composed of modulation functions of type P (modulation
function p+(~x)) andM (modulation function p−(~x)). The modulated structure as generated
in the previous section to generate a diffuse circle is now interpreted as the disordered
superspace structure. The probability to find a modulation function of type P in the
disordered superspace structure is given as
pP (~xs) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqcds), (9.3)
where qc is the radius of the diffuse circle and ds is the distance from the origin of the
disordered superspace to the point at ~xs.
This disordered superspace structure is now interpreted in the same fashion as described
in Chapter 8. In the simulation used for the diffraction pattern in Figure 9.2(a) a simple
two-dimensional occupation modulated AuAg 1:1 crystal is used. A loop over all modulation
functions in the disordered superstructure is performed to evaluate the occupancy of an Au
atom, as described in Chapter 8. An Au atom is inserted into the physical space model
according to the probability
pAu(~x) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x), (9.4)
if a modulation function of type P is encountered at (~x, 0) in the disordered superspace. If
a modulation function of type M is encountered at (~x, 0) in the disordered superspace, the
probability to insert an Au atom into physical space is
pAu(~x) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2pi~q~x). (9.5)
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Here the modulation wave vector ~q determines the position of the centre of the diffuse circle
in reciprocal space. A simulated diffraction pattern for a model crystal of 200 × 200 unit
cells with qc =
√
2
7 and ~q =
(√
7
7 ,−0.3
)
is shown in Figure 9.2(a). The radius of the diffuse
circle is qc and the centre of the circle is at ~q. The origin of the disordered superspace was
in the centre of the simulated structure.
To generate a model structure that shows a diffuse circle around a point ~H ± ~q with
radius qv the disordered superspace is generated using a modulation with a circular wave
front, while the physical space is generated out of the disordered superspace using plane
wave modulations.
9.3.2. Broad diffuse rings
In a similar fashion it is possible to generate a model structure that shows a broad dif-
fuse ring in reciprocal space. For this purpose a disordered superspace structure with
αs(0,1) = αs(1,0) = 0.8 is generated. If the modulation function is of type P then an Au atom
is inserted with probability
p+(d) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqd), (9.6)
while if the modulation function is of type M an Au atom is inserted with probability
p−(d) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2piqd). (9.7)
The origin of the physical structure is chosen in the centre of the simulated structure. The
resulting diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 9.2(b). The same radius as in Figure 9.1(a)
is used (qc =
√
7
7 ). The diffuse circle becomes a broad diffuse ring.
To generate broad diffuse rings the disordered superspace shows short range order. The
physical model structures generated from the disordered superspace then uses modulation
waves with circular wave fronts.
9.3.3. Diffuse tubes
A diffuse circle in three-dimensional reciprocal space can be generated, by omitting the z-
coordinate in the calculation of the parameter d. The disordered superspace approach, then
allows to transform the diffuse circle into a diffuse tube: A disordered superspace structure
with αs(0,1,0) = αs(1,0,0) = 1.0 and αs(0,0,1) = 0 is generated. If the modulation function is of
type P then an Au atom is inserted with probability
p+(d) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqd), (9.8)
while if the modulation function is of type M an Au atom is inserted with probability
p−(d) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqd), (9.9)
where the z-coordinate is omitted in the calculation of the parameter d:
d =
√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos(γ),
with the direct space lattice parameter γ. In Figure 9.3 the diffraction pattern of a model
disordered structure with q =
√
7
7 is shown. The diffuse circle becomes elongated along l
and forms a tube of diffuse scattering.
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Figure 9.3.: A simple AuAg 1:1 crystal is simulated with an occupation modulation. The
disordered superspace structure is generated using short-range order, as de-
scribed in Chapter 8. αs(0,1,0) = αs(1,0,0) = 1.0 and αs(0,0,1) = 0 are used. The
probability to find an Au atom is determined by p±(d) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqd),
where the z coordinate is omitted in the calculation of the parameter d, q =
√
7
7 .
(a) hk0-layer. (b) h0l-layer.
Model structures that show diffuse tubes are generated from the same principle as model
structures that show broad diffuse rings: The disordered superspace shows short range
order and the physical model structures generated from the disordered superspace uses
modulation waves with circular wave fronts.
The disordered superspace approach as described in Chapter 8 allows to transform the
circular diffuse scattering as described in Chapter 9.2 into a variety of different shapes.
This not only includes the translated and broadened circles as described here but is also
applicable for extinction conditions. Further diffuse shapes that are generated in a similar
fashion to what is described here are presented in Appendix C and includes diffuse waves,
diamonds and double circles.
Summary
In this chapter a modulation wave approach was introduced that does not utilize plane wave
modulation wave functions. As a result, disordered structures that show curved diffuse fea-
tures, such as sharp circles, spheres, tubes or broad rings, can be generated. The disordered
superspace approach can be used for shape and position alterations of the resulting diffuse
diffraction patterns.
While no experimental system was investigated that shows the suggested, computed dif-
fraction patterns, the generation of these curved diffuse features is a first step in the dir-
ection of an intuitive, general interpretation of curved diffuse diffraction features using a
very small number of parameters. Further two-dimensional disordered systems, that show
interesting diffuse diffraction patterns, by adapting the calculation of the parameter d, the
radius and/or the origin of the modulation function are shown in Appendix C.
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Summary and outlook
This thesis establishes techniques for the development of disorder models from reciprocal
space analysis in single crystal diffuse scattering. So far, no routine methods have been
established to analyse diffuse scattering in molecular compounds or highly structured diffuse
intensity distributions. This thesis has introduced novel approaches which allow a deeper
understanding of the mentioned kinds of disorder. Analytical formulas were established and
hence the presented results have the potential to become standard routines.
10.1 Summary
The thesis presented the theoretical foundations for an analytical approach to diffuse scat-
tering analysis in complex systems. The approach was successfully applied to hypothetical
model systems and to real cases of disorder based on diffraction experiments.
Diffuse scattering in molecular materials
Disorder diffuse scattering in molecular materials contains two components: The pure dis-
order diffuse scattering, which is comparable to the diffuse scattering in atomic compounds,
and the contributions of the molecular form factors. The analytical approach presented
in Chapter 4 describes the contribution of the molecular form factors and enables their
separation from the pure disorder diffuse scattering. The pure disorder diffuse scattering is
described in terms of the generalized Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters αAiBj~v ,
the covariance matrices UAiBj~v describing local interatomic distance distributions, and the
deviation of the mean inter-scatterer vector 〈~δAiBj~v 〉. These parameters allow to quantit-
atively describe correlated short-range order in disordered systems. The separation of the
molecular form factor contributions, as developed within this thesis, drastically simplifies
the interpretation and the analysis of diffuse scattering in molecular materials.
This analytical approach was tested using the simulation of two-dimensional model sys-
tems using the DISCUS program [29]. The known average structure was taken as an input
parameter and the disorder parameters describing the diffuse intensity were refined to the
simulated diffuse intensity. The comparison of the input model parameters and the para-
meters derived from the diffuse scattering confirms the approaches developed in this thesis.
Simple least squares refinements in reciprocal space allow the refinement of disorder models
using the equations presented in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the analytical expression of the
diffuse scattering intensity allows to test the significance of each refined disorder parameter:
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The contributions of the individual parameters can be calculated separately and compared.
This allows to estimate the error margin of parameters refined in the least squares refine-
ment.
The equations also allow to distinguish correlations for molecular components with the
same inter-molecular vector: The disorder for several symmetry related sites within the unit
cell (see Chapter 5.2.2) can be modelled accurately. The analytical equations also enable the
separation of the diffuse contributions for systems with three disordered sites. Hence non-
centro-symmetric local arrangements, such as an ABC-type stacking, in molecular systems
with three disordered components, can be identified (see Chapter 5.2.3).
The analytical description furthermore enables to precisely model the Warren-Cowley
short-range order parameters of a binary disordered system with one disordered site per
unit cell, even if the average structure is not known. As the pure disorder diffuse scattering
is periodic in reciprocal space, a projection of the diffuse scattering intensity into one re-
ciprocal unit cell averages out the molecular form factor contributions. A refinement of the
projected diffuse intensity allows to quantitatively refine the Warren-Cowley short range
order parameters (see Chapter 5.2.1 and Chapter 6.1). In a second step, the molecular form
factor difference can then be extracted from the diffuse scattering intensity. This term can
be phased directly and allows for a structure solution of the disordered components directly
from diffuse scattering [95].
Experimentally the quantitative diffuse scattering analysis was demonstrated using the
model system tris-tert-butyl-1,3,5-benzene tricarboxamide. The parameters refined with the
projection algorithm developed in this thesis and the refinement using the program Yell [16]
are consistent in great detail. This is the first successful demonstration of the refinement
of disorder parameters using only experimental diffraction data without an initial average
structure model.
As a second example case, the diffuse scattering in the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane
host-guest inclusion compound at 300 K was investigated. The guest arrangements cannot
be solved from the Bragg data, but the diffuse scattering analysis allows to propose a
guest ordering mechanism. Both, the host and the guest molecules, show severe disorder
and contribute to the diffuse scattering. The strong contribution of the thiourea host
molecules to the diffuse scattering is particular for the compound investigated here and is
in clear contrast to the observed ordering mechanisms in related urea host-guest inclusion
compounds.
A novel modulation wave approach to diffuse scattering
The tools and techniques known from superspace crystallography and disorder diffuse scat-
tering analysis in terms of correlation parameters are combined in a novel modulation wave
approach. This enables the generation of real space model structures that show broad diffuse
maxima at general positions in reciprocal space, as well as the generation of intermediate-
range ordered model structures. It is possible to generate and describe model structures
that show diffuse lines or planes through general positions in reciprocal space.
The pure disorder diffuse scattering intensity, as introduced in Part I, can be translated
to arbitrary positions in reciprocal space. This can be employed for both substitutional and
displacement disorder. The disordered superspace approach is the superspace equivalent
of disorder as described by short-range order parameters in real space. The diffuse max-
ima of the model structures generated with the disordered superspace approach also fulfil
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the extinction conditions for satellite reflections as described in conventional superspace
crystallography.
The novel disordered superspace approach was successfully applied to the compound
ThAsSe. Sharp satellites on top of diffuse planes are modelled in a (3 + 2)-dimensional
disordered superspace approach using block wave displacement modulation wave functions.
The As sublattice partially forms dimers that explain the observed low temperature Kondo
effect [125].
A simple modulation wave approach using spherical and elliptical wave fronts was in-
troduced that covers the generation of model structures that show diffuse circles, spheres,
ellipsoids and cylinders in reciprocal space. Applying the disordered superspace approach,
allows to generate structures that show curved, sharp or broad, continuous diffuse features
at general positions in reciprocal space. Curved diffuse features can be interpreted as the
result of spherical wave front modulation waves.
10.2 Outlook
The analysis of disorder in crystalline materials is accessible through single crystal diffuse
scattering and is crucial for explaining physical properties in terms of the crystal struc-
ture [14, 20]. Advances in detector technology, diffraction setups and data treatment make
high quality, three-dimensional diffuse scattering data acquisition straightforward for X-ray,
neutron and electron diffraction [14, 20, 133–136]. The analysis of this data now becomes
essential for exploiting disorder to tune material properties [20]. The foundations developed
within this thesis will substantially simplify diffuse scattering analysis, especially for mo-
lecular and/or modulated structures.
Many molecular materials containing disorder have been studied in the past and re-
cently [14, 30, 137]. For these small molecule materials Monte Carlo simulation techniques
are applicable. For larger systems, e.g. polymer crystals [138] or proteins [98] these direct,
big-box models are computationally very expensive. The analytical approaches presented
here allow to understand the contributions of rigid molecular units to the diffuse scattering
at a readily available computational cost. This approach makes diffuse scattering analysis
in macromolecular systems feasible.
For pure uncorrelated translational disorder diffuse scattering in molecular materials, a
phasing approach for the diffuse scattering intensity was published by Morgan et al. [62].
Pure uncorrelated, translational disorder diffuse scattering is rare, but the motions in
transnationally disordered crystals are more likely correlated [98]. The analytical approach
presented here, opens the possibility to simultaneously refine the average structure and the
disorder parameters to the diffuse scattering intensity. A complete structural model should
be able to simultaneously describe the diffuse and the Bragg scattering data. With the ana-
lytical description, it is possible to implement algorithms that will allow such a simultaneous
refinement.
Host-guest inclusion compounds, such as the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane complex in
Chapter 6.2, often show diffuse scattering due to structural flexibility in the arrangement of
the guest molecules. The diffuse scattering in the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host-guest
inclusion compound at 300 K shows severe host disorder in addition to the observed guest
disorder. The investigation of this compound at lower temperature will allow to identify
the static or dynamic origin of the disorder and thus deepen the understanding of the
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relationship between the structure and properties. Furthermore, similar guest molecules
such as 2-bromoadamantane and 1-chloroadmantane can be solved in the thiourea host
crystal. The diffuse scattering from these systems is expected to be closely related to the
observed and analysed diffuse scattering in the thiourea 1-bromoadamantane host-guest
inclusion compound. Such an analysis will allow to explore the flexibility of the thiourea
host crystal structure on a local scale.
The disordered superspace approach, that was developed within this thesis, is a powerful
tool in the analysis of highly structured diffuse scattering, including medium-range order-
ing processes. Applications such as describing sharp satellite reflections on top of diffuse
scattering, e.g. as observed in mullite [128] and Fe1.35Ge [139], or ordering processes at
phase transitions that lead to aperiodic order as observed in AuIn [140] are possible. The
disordered superspace approach can also be applied for molecular structures as described
in Part I: The disorder diffuse intensity is modelled by the disordered superspace approach,
while the molecular form factor contribution is equivalent to the equations presented in
Chapter 4. This will allow for the interpretation of medium-range order in disordered
molecular materials.
Several systems with curved diffraction features have been observed [123, 126, 136]. The
modulation wave approach using spherical wave fronts, as introduced here, describes a
structural concept that explains ordering mechanisms giving rise to curved diffuse fea-
tures. This may allow the description of diffuse scattering as observed in flexible framework
structures such as tridymite [127] or oxide/fluoride ordering in transition metal oxyfluoride
compounds [132].
The methods presented in this thesis significantly simplify the analysis of complex dif-
fuse diffraction patterns. The approaches presented for disordered molecular materials and
the disordered superspace approach can be applied to a broad variety of materials. The
combination of both will allow to describe medium-range order in molecular materials. The
approach presented for molecular materials will push forward a combined structure solution
and disorder refinement including both, diffuse scattering and Bragg data analysis. The dis-
ordered superspace approach will allow to model ordering processes at phase transitions of
complex ordered materials.
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Appendix A.
Auxiliary calculations for
expectation values
A.1 Expectation value of a trivariate Gaussian
distribution
In this section the expectation value for the term
〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
is calculated. It
is assumed that the distance ~δAiBj~v = ~x is Gaussian distributed around its mean value〈
~δ
AiBj
~v
〉
= ~µ:
p(~x) = 1√
8pi3 det(u)
exp
(
−12(~x− ~µ)
T a(~x− ~µ)
)
. (A.1)
The covariance matrix u is given as:
u =
 u11 u12 u13u12 u22 u23
u13 u23 u33
 , (A.2)
and a = u−1.
The expectation value, of a function 〈f(x)〉 is the integral ∫∞−∞ f(x)p(x)dx where p(x) is
the probability density function of the random variable x [47].
〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
exp(−2pii~h~x) 1√
8pi3 det(u)
exp
(
−12(~x− ~µ)
T a(~x− ~µ)
)
d3~x.
(A.3)
Since the integration is performed over the whole three-dimensional space a variable
transformation ~x→ ~x− ~µ can be performed, yielding:
〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
= exp(−2pii
~h~µ)√
8pi3 det(u)
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
exp(−2pii~h~x) exp
(
−12~x
T a~x
)
d3~x.
(A.4)
The determinant and the inverse of the matrix u are given as:
det(u) = u11u22u33 + 2u12u13u23 − u213u22 − u212u33 − u223u11, (A.5)
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a =
 a11 a12 a13a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33
 , (A.6)
det(u)a11 = u22u33 − u223, (A.7)
det(u)a22 = u11u33 − u213, (A.8)
det(u)a33 = u11u22 − u212, (A.9)
det(u)a12 = u13u23 − u33u12, (A.10)
det(u)a13 = u12u23 − u22u13, (A.11)
det(u)a23 = u12u13 − u11u23. (A.12)
The term ~xT a~x can be evaluated to:
~xT a~x = a11x2 + a22y2 + a33z2 + 2a12xy + 2a13xz + 2a23yz, (A.13)
using ~x = (x, y, z)T . Introducing ~h = (h, k, l)T the three-dimensional integral in Equa-
tion A.4 can be split in three consecutive integrals:〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
=exp(−2pii
~h~µ)√
8pi3 det(u)
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piihx− 12a11x
2
)
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piiky − 12a22y
2 − a12xy
)
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piilz − 12a33z
2 − a13xz − a23yz
)
dzdydx. (A.14)
Employing ∫ ∞
−∞
exp(αx2 + βx)dx =
√
pi√−α exp
(
−β
2
4α
)
, (A.15)
the integral over z can be evaluated to:∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piilz − 12a33z
2 − a13xz − a23yz
)
dz =
√
pi√−K1
exp
(
−(K2 +K3x+K4y)
2
4K1
)
.
(A.16)
Using the abbreviations:
K1 = −12a33, (A.17)
K2 = −2piil, (A.18)
K3 = −a13, (A.19)
K4 = −a23, (A.20)
this yields:〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
= exp(−2pii
~h~µ)√−8pi2 det(u)K1 exp
(
− K
2
2
4K1
)
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piihx− 12a11x
2 − K
2
3
4K1
x2 − K2K32K1 x
)
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piiky − 12a22y
2 − a12xy − K
2
4
4K1
y2 − K2K42K1 y −
K3K4
2K1
xy
)
dydx.
(A.21)
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The integral over y can be evaluated in the same fashion:∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piiky − 12a22y
2 − a12xy − K
2
4
4K1
y2 − K2K42K1 y −
K3K4
2K1
xy
)
dy =
√
pi√−L1
exp
(
−(L2 + L3x)
2
4L1
)
.
(A.22)
Using the abbreviations:
L1 = −12a22 −
K24
4K1
= a
2
23 − a22a33
2a33
, (A.23)
L2 = −2piik − K2K42K1 = −2pii
(
k + l a23
a33
)
, (A.24)
L3 = −a12 − K3K42K1 =
a13a23 − a12a33
a33
, (A.25)
this then only leaves the integration over x:〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
= exp(−2pii
~h~µ)√
8pi det(u)K1L1
exp
(
− K
2
2
4K1
− L
2
2
4L1
)
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piihx− 12a11x
2 − K
2
3
4K1
x2 − K2K32K1 x−
L23
4L1
x2 − L2L32L1 x
)
dx.
(A.26)
The integration over x can be evaluated using Equation A.15:∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
−2piihx− 12a11x
2 − K
2
3
4K1
x2 − K2K32K1 x−
L23
4L1
x2 − L2L32L1 x
)
dx =
√
pi√−M1
exp
(
− M
2
2
4M1
)
.
(A.27)
With the abbreviations:
M1 = −12a11 −
K23
4K1
− L
2
3
4L1
= a11a22a33 + 2a12a13a23 − a11a
2
23 − a22a213 − a33a212
2(a223 − a22a33)
, (A.28)
M2 = −2piih− K2K32K1 −
L2L3
2L1
= −2pii
(
h+ ka13a23 − a12a33
a223 − a22a33
+ l a12a23 − a13a22
a223 − a22a33
)
, (A.29)
this yields:〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
= exp(−2pii
~h~µ)√−8 det(u)K1L1M1 exp
(
− K
2
2
4K1
− L
2
2
4L1
− M
2
2
4M1
)
. (A.30)
Evaluating the expressions
K1L1M1 =
1
8(a11a
2
23 + a22a213 + a33a212 − 2a12a13a23 − a11a22a33)
= −18 det(u) , (A.31)
K22
4K1
+ L
2
2
4L1
+ M
2
2
4M1
= 2pi2
(
u11h
2 + u22k2 + u33l2 + 2u12hk + 2u13hl + 2u23kl
)
= 2pi2~hTu~h, (A.32)
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yields the desired expectation value:〈
exp(−2pii~h~δAiBj~v )
〉
= exp(−2pii~h〈~δAiBj~v 〉) exp
(
−2pi2~hTuAiBj~v ~h
)
. (A.33)
A.2 Sum of two trivariate Gaussian distributed random
variables
The vectors ~x and ~y are trivariate Gaussian distributed by px(~x) and py(~y) respectively.
The distributions have the means ~µx and ~µy and covariance matrices ux and uy.
px(~x) =
1√
8pi3 det(ux)
exp
(
−12(~x− ~µx)
T a(~x− ~µx)
)
, (A.34)
py(~y) =
1√
8pi3 det(uy)
exp
(
−12(~y − ~µy)
Tb(~y − ~µy)
)
, (A.35)
where a = u−1x and b = u−1x . The probability distribution of a vector ~z = ~x+ ~y is wanted:
pz(~z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
px(~x)py(~y = ~z − ~x)d3~x. (A.36)
Equation A.36 defines the convolution of the distributions px(~x) and py(~y):
pz(~z) = px(~x) ∗ py(~y)
= F−1 (F (px(~x)) · F (py(~y)))
(A.37)
where F is the operation of a Fourier transform. It is desirable to calculate the Fourier
transform of the distribution px(~x) according to [141]:
F (px(~x)) =
1√
8pi3
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
px(~x) exp (i~ω~x) d3~x. (A.38)
For the evaluation the result of the previous section with the substitution ~ω = −2pi~h can
be applied to yield:
F (px(~x)) =
1√
8pi3
exp(i~ω~µx) exp
(
−12~ω
Tux~ω
)
. (A.39)
It follows that:
F (px(~x)) · F (px(~x)) = 18pi3 exp(i~ω(~µx + ~µy)) exp
(
−12~ω
T (ux + uy)~ω
)
. (A.40)
Defining uz = ux + uy and ~µz = ~µx + ~µy the inverse Fourier transform can be calculated:
pz(~z) = F−1 (F (px(~x)) · F (px(~x)))
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
1
8pi3 exp(−i~ω(~z − ~µz)) exp
(
−12~ω
Tuz~ω
)
d3z.
(A.41)
The result of the previous section can again be applied, using the substitution 2pi~h = ~z− ~uz:
pz(~z) =
1
8pi3
√
8pi3 det(c) exp
(
−12(~z − ~µz)
T c(~z − ~µz)
)
. (A.42)
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The substitution c = u−1z was used. Applying det(c) = det(uz)−1 yields:
pz(~z) =
1√
8pi3 det(uz)
exp
(
−12(~z − ~µz)
Tu−1z (~z − ~µz)
)
. (A.43)
Equation A.43 states that the probability density function of a vector ~z = ~x+~y for Gaussian
distributed ~x and ~y is a Gaussian distributed random vector with mean ~µz = ~µx + ~µy and
covariance matrix uz = ux + uy.
A.3 Binary disordered systems
In a binary disordered system, the following equations hold:
mAi = p
AiAj
~v + p
AiBj
~v , (A.44)
mBi = p
BiAj
~v + p
BiBj
~v , (A.45)
mAj = p
AiAj
~v + p
BiAj
~v , (A.46)
mBj = p
AiBj
~v + p
BiBj
~v . (A.47)
Combining Equation A.44 and Equation A.46, and Equation A.45 and Equation A.47 re-
spectively, yields:
mAj = mAi − pAiBj~v + p
BiAj
~v , (A.48)
mBj = mBi − pBiAj~v + p
AiBj
~v . (A.49)
Multiplying Equation A.48 with the factor mBi = 1−mAi yields:
mBimAj − pBiAj~v = −p
AiBj
~v +mAi
(
mBi − pBiAj~v + p
AiBj
~v
)
. (A.50)
Inserting Equation A.49 in Equation A.50 yields:
mBimAj − pBiAj~v = mAimBj − p
AiBj
~v , (A.51)
mBimAjα
BiAj
~v = mAimBjα
AiBj
~v . (A.52)
That this relation does not hold for systems with more than two disordered components
per site, can be demonstrated on a simple example. Consider a perfectly ordered one-
dimensional chain of scatterers A, B and C. There is only one scatterer per unit cell, and
for simplicity mA = mB = mC = 13 . The chain is ABC stacked in the positive +1 direction,
yielding:
pAA+1 = pBB+1 = pCC+1 = pAC+1 = pBA+1 = pCB+1 = 0, (A.53)
pAB+1 = pBC+1 = pCA+1 =
1
3 . (A.54)
Equation A.52 would suggest pAB+1 = pBA+1 , which is clearly not satisfied in this example.
Hence Equation A.52 cannot be used for non-centro-symmetric systems with more than
two disordered components.
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Appendix B.
Additional data for the
1-bromoadamantane Thiourea
compound
Average structure refinement
To evaluate the agreement between the average structure model and the measurement it is
convenient to plot the calculated intensity versus the observed intensity (see Figure B.1).
The slope is very close to unity and the points scatter evenly around a line with slope 1
that goes through the origin. The model describes the measured Bragg data well.
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Figure B.1.: Plot of the observed Bragg scattering intensities Iobs versus the intensities
calculated from the average structure refinement Icalc.
Table B.1.: wR2 as a function of resolution for the average structure refinement described
in Chapter 6.2.
dmax in Å 1.12 1.18 1.24 1.32 1.42 1.56 1.81 2.33 ∞
wR2 in % 13.97 15.78 14.08 7.95 10.59 15.18 19.58 9.78 8.98
Data points 1550 1344 1170 1223 1339 1394 1767 2351 2356
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Furthermore, the analysis of the wR2 as a function of resolution d = λsin(θ) indicates
possible systematic errors. This investigation is displayed in Table B.1 and does not show a
systematic trend. Therefore, the model refined is reliable. The resolution ranges displayed
were chosen in such a way, that similar amounts of data points are included in each interval.
Diffuse scattering
The hk4.5-, hk5-, hk6-, hk7-, hk7.5- and hk8-layers of the model diffuse intensity are
compared to the measurement in Figure B.2. The agreement is as well as for the data
presented in Chapter 6.2. The diffuse maxima of the measurement and the model coincide
perfectly. No significant diffuse distribution, neither in the data nor in the model, is observed
in the hk4.5 and hk7.5 layers.
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Figure B.2.: Modelled diffuse scattering intensity compared to the measured diffuse intensity
for the thiourea 1-bromoadamatane host guest inclusion compound. (a) hk4.5-
layer. (b) hk5-layer. (c) hk6-layer. (d) hk7-layer. (e) hk7.5-layer. (f) hk8-
layer.
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Appendix C.
An atlas of modulation
functions
In Chapter 9 a recipe was introduced that uses spherical wave front modulation functions to
generate model structures that show circles of diffuse scattering. Here this recipe is applied
to generate disordered AuAg 1:1 model structures that show diffuse ellipsoids, wave-like
structures, diamonds and double circles in reciprocal space.
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Figure C.1.: (a) Diffuse ellipsoid from a pure occupation modulation. Modulation function
used p(x, y) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2pi
√
(q1x)2 + (q2y)2) with q1 = 14 , q2 =
1
3 . The
origin is in the centre of the simulated two-dimensional crystal structure. (b)
Wave-like diffuse scattering. Same modulation as in (a) with q1 = 12 , q2 =
1
3 .
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Figure C.2.: (a) Wave-like diffuse scattering from a pure occupation modulation. Modula-
tion function used p(x, y) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piq
√
x2 + y2) with q = 12 . The origin
is on the lower left corner of the simulated two-dimensional crystal structure.
(b) Diamond shaped diffuse scattering from a pure occupation modulation.
Modulation function used p(x, y) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piq 4
√
x4 + y4) with q =
√
7
7 .
The origin is in the centre of the simulated two-dimensional crystal structure.
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Figure C.3.: Double circle from a pure occupation modulation. Disordered superspace cre-
ated with a modulation function to sort the modulation functions P and M
pP (xs, ys) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piqs
√
x2s + y2s) with qs = 13 . Physical space from the
disordered superspace created with pAu,P (x, y) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(2piq
√
x2 + y2),
pAu,M (x, y) = 0.5− 0.5 cos(2piq
√
x2 + y2) with q = 17 . Note that the radius of
the inner circle is 13 , while the radius of the outer circle is
1
3 +
1
7 ≈ 0.476. The
outer circle is not the second harmonic of the inner circle. This approach can
be used to create a diffuse torus in three dimensions.
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List of symbols
(3 + d) Dimensionality of superspace.
~a, ~b, ~c Direct space lattice vectors.
~a∗, ~b∗, ~c∗ Reciprocal space lattice vectors.
α, β, γ Direct space lattice angles.
α∗, β∗, γ∗ Reciprocal space lattice angles.
α
AiBj
~v Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter defined in Equa-
tion 3.14.
~d ij~v Mean inter-scatterer vector of a scatterer on site i and a scatterer on
site j in unit cells separated by ~v.
~δ
AiBj
~v Difference of the mean inter-scatterer vector ~d
ij
~v and the expecta-
tion value of the inter-scatterer distance distribution of a pair AiBj
separated by a lattice vector ~v.
~E0 Amplitude of the electric field.
f(~h) X-ray atomic form factor.
fel(~h) Electron atomic form factor.
fneut(~h) Neutron atomic form factor.
FAi Molecular form factor es defined in Equation 4.21.
F
AiBj
~v (~h) Combined molecular form factor term defined in Equation 4.30.
Fu(~h) Structure factor of the unit cell.
~h = (h, k, l)T Reciprocal space vector.
~H Reciprocal lattice point.
i Imaginary unit.
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IBragg(~h) Bragg scattering intensity.
ID(~h) Diffuse scattering intensity.
ILaue(~h) Diffuse Laue scattering intensity.
Itot(~h) Total scattering intensity.
~k X-ray wave vector.
K
AiBj
~v (~h) Combined molecular form factor term defined in Equation 4.35.
λ X-ray wavelength.
mAi Average occupancy of the scatterer of type A on site i.
ω X-ray circular frequency.
p
AiBj
~v Probability to find a scatterer A on site i and a scatterer B on site
j in unit cells separated by the lattice vector ~v.
~q = σ1~a∗1 +σ3~a∗3 +σ3~a∗3 Modulation wave vector.
re Classical electron radius.
~r Vector in 3d-real space.
~R, R Vector/distance from the scattering centre to the point of observa-
tion.
~s Scattering vector ~s = ~Ss − ~S0 as defined in Figure 2.1.
~S Related to the wave vector of the incident and scattered wave via
~k = 2pi~S.
ρx Electron density of x.
t Time (in Chapter 2) or phase shift of the modulation wave function
(in Part II).
2θ Scattering angle.
uAiBj~v Covariance matrix of the inter-scatterer distance distribution.
ui Covariance matrix of the displacement of a scatterer on site i.
UAiBj~v Difference matrix u
AiBj
~v − ui − uj .
~v = (u, v, w)T Direct space lattice vector.
Vp Positive lattice vector half space defined in Equation 3.12.
~xs Vector in direct superspace ~xs = xs,1~as,1+xs,2~as,2+xs,3~as,3+xs,4~as,4.
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